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:
We have a vast accumulation of
component parts, held in too small a quantity to advertise,
making
up into 20/- parcels. They are
again
which we are once
of primary interest to the transmitting ham, and those who have
offers, need no reminding of
previous
of
our
taken advantage
the outstanding value.

BARGAIN PARCELS

Input 100/250v. 50cy. Output
2000/0/2000 at 450 mills. Porcelain stand offs. Carr. paid £6.
Chokes suitable for the above, 5Kv wkg. 15 hy at 400 mills, 30/-.
Swinging U.S.A. Radio Receptor Co. made for Kenyon 9/60 hy
at 450 mills, 451-, 10 Kv insulation. Input 230v 50cy. Input
adjustable for outputs of 865/0/865, 775/01775 or 690/0/690
at 450 mills. Anode leads are fused. A really quality transformer by Parmeko at £3, carriage paid.

PLATE TRANSFORMERS.

RESISTORS. New and unused Erie and Dubilier, Sample 100
as follows, 20 ¡-watt, 25 ¡-watt, 20 I -watt insulated,
20 l -watt Standard, 10 2-watt, 5 5 -watt, with a range of at least
30 standard values between 100 ohm and 6.8 Meg. 14/- post free.
Assorted

CONDENSERS. 100 assorted tubular,
ceramic, etc. at 15/- per 100 Post free.

mica,

silver mica,

SPEAKERS. Take advantage of our Tax free stocks whilst they
last, P.M. Types, 6fin. 12/6, Bin. 15/-, 10in. 18/6.

WIRE WOUND.

5

watt. Values in ohms. 15, 20, 25, 50, 75,
with wire ends at 6/ -

100, 150, 175, 200, 250, 500, 750, 1,000, all

per doz. assorted.

Phone 4924

STATION LOG BOOKS. A quality production.

300 pages

cream laid paper, section sewn, opens completely flat like a
ledger. Stout heavy cover, 18/- post free. Sample leaves on

request.

Woden. Immediate delivery from stock.
Modulation UM I, 54/-, UM2,- 73/6, UM3, 90/-, UM4, 215/-.
Mains DTM 1139/-, DTM 12 48/6, RMS 1130/-, RMS 12 40/-,
DTM 15 75/-, DTM 17 109/6 ; DTM IB 172/6, Drivers, DTI
34/-, DT2 39/6, DT3 34/-. Filament, DTF 12 124v. at 10 amp.
at 38/6 ; DTF 14 5v. 4 amp. at 31/6, DTF 17 74v. 5 amp. at 37/6,
DTF 18 5v. 3 amp. 6.3v. 4 amp. 38/6. DTF 20 10v. 1.0 amp. ct.
59/6. Chokes, DCS 14 12hy 350 mills 102/- ; DCS 17 20hy 60
mills 28/9 ; DCS 18-20hy 150 mills 41/6 ; DCS 20 20hy 350 mills
140/-.
Swinging PCS 13 5/25hy. 350/50 mills 58/6. All the
above Woden are at pro-increase prices. G.E.C. 1131 spares,
Filament 4v. 5 amp., 4v. 5 amp., 4v. 5 amp., at 17/6 ; 7.5v. 4 amp.,
7.5v. 4 amp., 7.5v. 8 amp., 6.3v. 4 amp. twice, 4v. amp. at 30/..
Plate 300/0/300v.
Modulation pp TZ4Os to pp35Ts at 70/-.
300 mills, 4v. 4'amp., 30/-. All the above primaries tapped
200/250v. Chokes 10hy 250 mills 15/- ; Swinging 5/15hy 450
mills, 20/-.

TRANSFORMERS.

TANNOY AMPLIFIER TYPE 7A.

Input 110/230v. 50cy.

Output 60/80 watts of audio from 6 KT66s in parallel
push-pull. Complete with Tannoy Power Mike and power
supply in original transit cases, brand new £19 10s. Od. These
will run up to thirty speakers at distances of up to two miles.
A.C.

ceramic, octal with flanges, If.,
: All
I0/- per doz.; 807 1/3, 12/- per doz.; 4 pin UX Johnson lock -in
4/- ; 4 -pin Jumbo lock-in for 805s, etc., 6/- ; British 5 and 7 pin
Clix, ceramic, 4/- per doz. to clear.

VALVE HOLDERS

OSCILLOSCOPES.

By well known

British Manufacturer.

In black crackle steel cases, size 12 x 8 x 6in. For A.C. mains
230/200v 50cy. Tube size 3in. (green). Hard valve time base
continuously variable from 5 to 250,000 c.d.s. Push-pull " x "
deflection circuit with T.B. wave form brought out to separate
terminal for wobulator work or synchronising. Provision for
fly back suppression. Push-pull " Y " deflection circuit, level
from 15 to 300,000 c.d.s. All usual controls and provision for
using a D.C. volt -meter to measure the amplitude of an A.C.
waveform. Separate synchronised amplifier and no control
interaction. Complete with all test leads and instruction manual.
They are brand new and boxed in original cartons and represent
an un -repeatable bargain at £19/10/0. Carr. paid.

1,000 kc. Valpey, Bliley or Somerset, standard ¡in.
pin spacing, 20/-. R.C.A. 100kc sub -standards 20/-. Western
Elec. 500 kc Ft 243 holders with }in. pin spacing, 7/6. Full range
of Western I.F. freqs. 450, 465 kc, etc., 12/6 each. Amateur and
Commercial bands. G3SJ Xtals are precision lapped, and acid
etched to final freq. Are available in either Ft 243 holders,
;in. British, fin. U.S.A. or fin. P.5 holders. Your own choice
of frequency 2 Mc to 10 Mc inclusive. We will despatch to
within I Rc of your chosen frequency at 15/- each, accurately
calibrated with freq. clearly marked. Slight extra charges for
decimal point freqs. We also undertake the calibration or
re -grinding of your own crystals at extremely reasonable and
nominal charges.

CRYSTALS.

FEEDERS.

Henley 80 ohm twin line, 6d. per yard. 80 ohm
yard. Telcon 300 ohm line 9d. per yard, RG52
Ministry 10in. insulators 6/- per doz. Johnthrough insulators 4in. for windows, etc,.
Large U.S.A. egg type insulator for up to Sin. cable,
Telcon K35b circular 300 ohm at I /6 per yard.

,'-in. co -ax. 1/2

Ex-Air
son conical feed

If- yard.

9d. each.

4/6 each.

ANTENNA RELAYS.

Double
Price Bros., Maryland.
double throw, suitable for 600 ohm line. 28v. DC. Piston cylinder
action, with self -centring contacts. On heavy ceramic stand-offs.
Will handle up to Kw. of R.F., 25/- each.
1

BLEEDERS.
at 2/- each.

IK to 75K, 85/120 Watts, most values available
All the above are standard vitreous 8 to 12ín.

10pí. to 600pf. at 6/- doz.
assorted. Mica 350/1,000v., assorted 3/6 doz. U.S.A. Sprague,
Sangamo, etc., 2,500v. wkg., 12/- doz., ditto 5,000v. wkg., .001,
0004, .0006 at 2/6 each.

CONDENSERS. Silver Mica

CONNOISSIEUR LIGHT WEIGHT PICK-UP. Connois-

AND OIL. All metal cased with terminals. TCC,
etc., 4 mf., 2,000v. wkg., 5 x 5 x 3in., 6/, Ditto 4 mf. + 2 mf.,
2,000v. wkg., 9 x 5 x 3in., 7/6. Ditto 4 mf., 1,500v. wkg., 5 x
3 x 3, 4/-.
Kellog, 650v. wkg., 4+4+4+2+1 mf., in detachable
metal cases, 7/6. 6 mf., 1,000 wkg., 4/- ; 10 mf., 1,000v. wkg., 6/-.
U.S.A. I mf., 1,500v. wkg., metal case, oil filled, 2/6 each, 24/ per dozen.

VOLUME CONTROLS : 5K
doz. 50K + 500 ohm dual.

CONDENSERS

sieur standard light weight pick-up complete with input transformer, brand new and boxed. List price £4/10/5 inc. tax.
To clear £1/6/10 each. Available in quantity for export.
2

watt or

1/6,

151-

3

watt, 1/- each, 10/-

per doz.

10K

"J"

Miniature, 1/3, 12/- per doz. ,= meg., 1/3, I2/- per doz. All
in. spindle. Filament Control, 50 ohm,
the above normal
25 watt, Ohmite, 2/-. Ohmite 6 ohm, 4.8 amp., 4/6.

:

I.F. TRANSFORMERS : Wearite, standard model 552, 465
kc/s, 5/- each. Weymouth, P2 miniature, 465 kc/s, 4/6 each.
Atkins, 465 kc/s dust core tuned, 4/- each.

RECORD CHANGERS : Plessey 3 speed, switched dual
stylus with two sapphires for mixing 10in. and 12in. 78 revs.
and microgroove, all sizes at 33; or 45 revs. List price £23 13s.
To clear £16, carriage paid.

PAPER

VARIABLE TX. Hammerlund 1,500v.
wkg., 30pf., 3/-, 100pf., 8/,, 50 + 50, I0/-, 60pf., 7/6. Eddystone
3/;
309f.,
1,000v., 3 in. spindles, 3/6. Wavemaster
18pf., 1,000v.,
ceramic 25, 40 and 50pf., 4/- ; U.S.A. 15pf. Cer. 25pf. cer RX
1/6
with
spindles,
; 75pf. miniature U.S.A. screw adjust
type
for IF's, etc., I/-. Cyldon 200pf., 1,000v. 5/-; ditto 250pf. 750v.,
extension couplers for ¡in. spindles,
ceramic.
U.S.A.
5/-, both
1/- each.
BC 453 3 gang 0005 complete with all gearing, new and
470pf., solid brass construction
5/-.
Hammerlund
boxed,
throughout, dual ball bearings, Standard +in. spindle extended
front and back. A quality job for top band, 10/6.

ZENITH

: Variac transformer. Input 230v, for voltage stabilization 200/240v at 71 amp., £3, carriage paid.
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ABOVE ALL OTHERS
MODEN
POTTED COMPOUND FILLED
TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
to fulfil such a purpose, and for this reason they have been
standardized by many leading Radio, Television and Electronic manufacturers and
also Government Research Departments. Their choice is only made after exhaustive
tests for accuracy and reliability. To merit this confidence, there is a constant
need to provide components of the highest quality and our ample research and
testing facilities ensure continued progress in this direction.
Send for our fully
Illustrated
Catalogue.
have been designed

WODEN TRANSFORMER. CO. LTD.
ROAD

MO X LEY
TELEPHONE

BILSTON
BILSTON

STAFFS.
41959

Benson's Better Bargains
VALVES :154, IT4,

155, IRS,

at

9/- ; VR65, VR66, 7V7, 9004, 9006,

VR2I, CV6, VU120, CV54, 6H6, at 3/6; 6AG5, 6B8M. 617M,
6J5M, (GT), 6N7M, 1227, 12SR7, I2A6, EF54, EC52, EL32, CV66,
AC6/Pen, SG215, Pen'46, 1625, ATP4, 9002, 6K7, SP4, KT2, 3Q5,
6L7M, I2SC7, EK32, PM256, 72IA, VSI 10A, NGTI at 7/6 ; 5Z4M.
6L6G, 210VPT, IC5, VRI50/30 at 8/6; 6AC7, 12SK7, 954, 955,

956B, 9D2, EF39, EF50, ARP12, 6SH7, 9001, ML6, 77, 78, RK34,
NT37, VS70, 6C4, 12SH7, 7I7A at 5 /6 ; EA50, 7193, 12H6, EB34
at 2/6. 6V6GT, UF4I, UCH42, UY4I, ECL80, EZ4O, EF41,
PM240, 6SN7, 6A6G, EBC4I, UAF42, UBC4I, 35LGT, EBC33,
MUI2/14, 6Q7G, 6F6G, at 10/-; I2AT7, 6AK5, 616, PT15, at
12/6. NEONS,
SBC/DCt. 80/IOOv. 2/-. METERS : 500
ma RF 2in. 5/6 ; 40/120ma tin. 6/6. IFTS, canned, new 10/13
mcs 2/-, 10mcs for G2IG WB Couplers 2/9. Coilformers tin.
x tin. 4 for 1/-. RT-7/APNI. 14 x 7 x Bins., black crackle
case, with 14 valves, sweep unit etc., Good used condition 77/6.
Chassis only, 22/6. RI355. New 45/- (Carr. 7/6). Chassis only.
15/-, plus Carr. R3132 Store soiled, with 7/VR9I, EA50, 2/VRI36,
VU39, VU134, VRI37, 65/- (carr. 7/6). Chassis only, 15/-, plus
carr. VHF. Rx. Ex -Police. 10 x 8 x lins. Grey enamel case,
with 10 valves, 45/- (carr. 5/-). Chassis only, 10/-, plus carr.
VHF. Tx. Similar to Rx. with 4/RK34, 6L6. Prices as Rx. (Each
less xtal and power supplies. IF AMP. No. 178. " Rebecca," with
5/IFTs, 7/VR65, EA50, 32/6. TX/RX N O. 38, Mk. 2. with 4/ARPI2,
ATP4, complete, less outside spares, 32/6. R-3/ARR-2X. 234/258
ma. Valves : 3/6AK5, 7/9001, 12A6, new condition. E4, less valves,

21/6. R16IA. VHF convertor, with 2/VR136, CV66, VRI37, 22/-.
RI59 ETC. VHF convertor, with VR9I, VR92, CV66,VR65, 24v.
selector, 16/6. RI155A-5 wavebands, IO valves. New, in
original cases. E10 (carr. 15/-). CAY, 47151A, .8/1.5 mu. TX
tuning units, 12/6 (carr. 5/-). less case. RF UNITS, type 26,
42/6; type 24, 22/6. CRT's 3BP1, 25/-, 5CP1, 25/-. NEW

TRANSFORMERS

: 250-0-250v. 60ma. 6v. and 5v.
11/6 ; at
80ma., 18/6 ; 350v. similar, 19/- ; fully shrouded (Woden, Varley)
350v. 21/, Output trans. potted, UX-7489-A, 2-1 ratio, pri. 3.6k.

Terms

:

9/6. Combined choke, 80ma and o.p. trans. 60-I, 5/6.
Mod. trans. 2-1 ratio, 30w, 11/6.
VITREOUS
21k 15w, 3k 30w, 30k 25w, 400u 25w, 500u 5w, tapped,
17K., 10w, 7k tap 2k 25w, 15k 25w, 2.7k 10w, 30u, 30u 30w, 50u 20w,
2.5k 25w, 20k 50w. 350u 60w, at 1 /-, I k 100w. 20k 120w, at 2 /-.
Precision l%
meg. 1/6. Var. wirewound 8u 50w, 500u 15w,
100u 5w, I.850u 10w, 20k 6w at 3/6, Ik 30w, 6/6. METAL RECTIFIERS : HW 270v 80ma, 6/-, 560v. 100ma, 7/6 ; 600v. 30ma.,
5/-; meter type bridge. 7/6. FW. 120v. 80ma., 5/-, 30v 60ma,
3/-, 30vAC to 15v5a, 17/6, 48v 2+a, 15/6. Generators, hand driven, geared, 300v. and 28v. outputs, 9/-. DYNAMOTORS
9v. DC to 450v, 8/6, 28v DC to 265v. small 8/6, TRI196 Rx-type
24v. 7/6, 6v. DC to 200v., I0/-. Vibrapacks : 6v. DC to 150v
40ma, 12/6, 12v DC to 150v 30ma, 12/6. CERAMICONS at
5/- doz., 2.2, 3, 5.6, 6.8, 10, 12, 15, 22, 27, 33, 39, 40, 47 and
100pfs. Ceramic trimmers and padders, 9d. each. YAXLEYS :
3P3W2B, 2P4W4B, IP6W2B, at 2/9 ; 3P4W ceramic, 3/6 ; 2P2W,
4P2W. at 1/3. SPECIAL Valve offer : at 5/6, 4IMP, 42SPT,
4IMPT, MS/Pen/T, 41MHL, 41MTL, 4SHA, 4TSP, 4TPB, DDL4,
sec. 720u,

Ferranti

Resistors

:

1

ACCUMULATORS, Midget. celluloid, 4 A.H., 6/-;
A.H.; 7/6. BOXES, Control, with 2w/w Pots, 3/6. BOXES,
Control, with I DPDT metal toggle switch, 2/6. BOXES,
Test, with 0/10am 31-in. Fl. Mc Meter Grey metal, 10/6. CHOKES,
MSPen.
7

pie, Bulgin, 9d. ; RF 1.5mH 250ma (Eddystone type), 1/3.
(as RF26),
75pf. Double spindle (as RF26), 2/-; or long spindle, 1/6;
500pf. 4 gang, 8/6; 25pf. 3 -gang Ceramic, 3/6 ; 500pf. twin, 5/6.
Panel Lampholders, ruby metal (Bulgin) for MES, 1/6 : Panel
RF 4

CONDENSERS (Variable), 75pf.. Twin Ceramic

4/-;

Lampholders, ruby moulded, 1/-. ADMIRALTY SPEAKER
TESTERS. Outputs on 800, 1,000 and 1,200 cycles, metered.
Built-in 50c. power pack. I9ins. rack mounting, grey finish. I5µ
o.p.t., ES Ils. 6d. each (few only). RII16 bat. dbl. s/het. 8v,
7 w/bands.,

ís

I7s. 6d.
LISTS AVAILABLE 1}d. S.A.E.

C.W.O. CARR. PAID OVER 15/6. S.A.E. enquiries please

W. A. BENSON,

308 Rathbone Rd., Liverpool, 13
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MINE DETECTORS. This detector

gives warning of the
presence of metal objects and there are probably many applicaused
in
which
can
be
addition to its original
this equipment
tions for
one. We supply them complete in strong wood transit case
items
an
A.F.
amplifier
employing 3-ARPI2's
principal
being
the
(VP23) valves mounted with battery space in metal case I I x 11
x 4 -lins., search coils, control box pole front and rear sections,
various canvas satchels, headphones, etc. Power requirements
are 60 or 90v. H.T. battery and 6 " S " type 1+v. cells (not supplied).
Condition is as new and unused. PRICE E3 I2s. 6d., carriage 12/6.
TRANSMITTERS TYPE T1403A. These Tx's. were designed
for R.A.F. ground use and should require but little modification
for " Ham " use. Built into attractive metal cabinets approx.
20 x 14 x 14ins. with hinged lid. Frequency range 2 to 7Mc/s.
Comprise crystal oscillator (For M.O. operation, if required, a
plug-in unit can be supplied for 19/6), buffer and 807 output stage
with 6V6 or EL33 modulator. Output power 40 watts C.W.
or 10 watts R.T. Aerial tuning arrangements for working into
unbalanced aerials up to a quarter wave. Facilities for local/
remote control and send/receive. No power supply but requires
approx. 500v. at 200mA. H.T. and 6.3v. at 3A. L.T. Meters fitted
for aerial and anode current. Supplied with instructions and
circuit diagram and all valves, in new and unused condition. PRICE
E12, carriage CI (10/. returnable on crate).
TEST KITS TYPE 6. These test sets Air Min. ref. 105/720 are
for testing APN-1 Radio Altimeter Equipment. Complete with
all valves, connectors and dynamotor for 24v. input or can be
operated from 60v. H.T. battery and 1.5v. cells. Housed in
metal carrying cases 18 x 15 x 10ins. In good condition and
probably unused. PRICE E7 5s. Od., carriage 10/6.

MORSE CODE PRACTISE OUTFITS.

Comprise an adjust-

able audible note buzzer and well balanced morse key mounted
on a polished hard wood base 6; x 6+ x +ins. with battery retaining
clips and phone terminals. As used by R.A.F. trainees. PRICE
5/9, post 1/3. Optional extras :-battery 2/6, phones 5/9, post
free with above.
A.C. MAINS R.II55. These popular communications receivers
in new and unused condition and aerial tested complete with their
seven valves and a Power Pack/Output-Stage Unit incorporating
Ready to plug straight into A.C.
a moving coil loud -speaker.
Mains for immediate results. PRICE E16 16s. Od., carriage 10/-.

(Receiver only E12 10s. Od., carriage 7/6).

September, 1952

MAINS, TRANSFORMERS, SCREENED, FULLY
INTERLEAVED AND IMPREGNATED

Half ShroudedH.S.63.
Input 200/250v. Output 2.50/0/250v. 60 m/a
...
...
... 18/6
6.3v 3 amps. 5v 2 amps
...
Windings as above, 4v 4 amps, 4v 2 amps ... 18/6
H.S.40.
nput 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 rn/a
... 21/11.5.2.
nput 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 80 m/a
... 21/H.5.30.
nput 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. BO m/a
._.
21/H.5.3,
... 23 /nput 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 100 m/a
H.5.2X.
nput 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 100 m/a
... 23/ I -1.5.30X.
Fully Shrouded23/F.S.2.
nput 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 m/a
23/F.5.30
nput 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 80 m/a
23/F.S.3.
nput 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 80 m/a
250/0/250v.
100
rn/a
25/9
F.S.2X.
nput 200/250v. Output
25/9
F.S.30X.
nput 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 100 m/a
25/9
F.S.3X.
nput 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 100 m/a
All above have 6.3-4-0v at 4 amps. 5-4-0v at 2 amps.
F.S.43.
nput 200/250v. Output 425/0/425v 200 m/a 6.3v
4 amps C.T.6.3v 4 amps C.T.5v 3 amps ..
51 /nput 200/250v. Output 250/0/250v. 80 m/a 6.3v
H.S.6.
... 29/3
6 amps C.T.5v 3 amps. Half-shrouded ...
For Receiver R1355.
Framed, Flying LeadsF.30X.
Input 200/250v. Output 300/0/300v. 80 m/a, 6.3v
...
31/9
7 amps. 5v 2 amps ...
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 150 m/a 6.3v
HSI.50.
30/9
3 amps C.T. 5v 3 amps. Half-shrouded
F5120.
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 120 m/a, 6.3v
2 amps C.T. 6.3v 2 amps C.T. Sv 3 amps Fully
...
... 33/...
...
...
...
shrouded
FS150X.
Input 200/250v. Output 350/0/350v. 150 m/a, 6.3v
2 amps G.T. 6.3v 2 amps C.T. 5v 3 amps Fully
...
...
... 34 /9
...
...
...
shrouded
.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Input 200/250v. 6.3v at 10 amps or 5v 10 amp or
10v at 5 amp or 12.6v at 5 amp. Framed Flying
...
...
... 37 /9
...
...
...
Leads ...
Input 200/250v. 0-2-4-5-6.3v at'

F5.

F.U.6.

2

amps

1

I

/-

.

Input 200/250v. 0-2-4-5-6.3v at r
20/9J
4 amps
...
Input 200/250v. 6.3v 2 amps
F.6.
F.12.
Input 200/250v. 12.6v.Tapped at 6.3v 3
F.24.
Input 200/250v. 24v. tapped at 12v.3 amps
C.W.O. (add 1/3 in the E for carriage).
F.29.

.

RADIO
-LYONS
LIMITED -

3.

GOLDHAWK RD.

p.tW.12.
MS)

Shepherds Bush, London,(De
Telephone: SHEPHERDS BUSH

1729

576

Clamped
flying leads

9/-

...
amps

...

18/6

26/-

H. ASHWORTH (Dept. S. W.)
Great Horton Road. Bradford Yorks.

FOR HIGH FIDELITY

RECORDINGS
Careful design and rigid control in manufacture, provide the critical listener with a reliable
hard-wearing tape that will help to get the very best results from any tape recorder.
FREQUENCY RANGE
MAGNETIC DATA
5o c,/s to to Kc/s at a
240-260 Oersteds
Coercivity

¡

Ifyou

playing speed of 71 in. ;sec.
Total Remanent Flux . . 0.4/0.5 lines lin. width
±0.5 d.b.
Uniformity throughout a reel
Medium coercivity gives a high signal output with an extended
high -frequency response, whilst still retaining an easy erasure.
Signal/noise ratio is high; transfer and distortion are negligible.
PLAYING TIMES (per track)
i5"/SEC
7/"/SEC
3;"/SEC
REELS
tr/SEC
1200 Ft.
3o Min.
tao Min.
6o Min.
15 Min.
600 Ft.

6o Min.

3o Min.

s5

300 Ft.

3o Min.

15

Min.

7i

want advice on tape-recording problems,
our entire technical knowledge is at your disposal.
Write to
MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.,

:-

167

Min.
Min.

7/ Min.
32

Min.

Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone: TEMple Bar 6363
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CLYDESDALE

BATTERY-POWERED COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVER R1224A. Ref.
10D/13074.
Covering the "Trawler Band " 3 -wave ranges.
9.0-4.3 mts.= 30- 70 metres.
4.3-2.1 mes.= 70-140 metres.
2.1-1.0 mos. = 140-300 metres.

Bargains in Ex -Services Radio and Electronic Equipment
FOR

i

INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION

MAINS 200/250 Volts
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS

A.C.

R.F. UNIT TYPE 24
'Frequencies covered 30-20 mcs. (10-15 metres).
Switched tuning, 5 pre -tuned spot. freq., 3/VR65
<SP61), Output approx. 7-8 mcs. in meta! case,
'9}in. x 7}in. x en.
ASK FOR
30
Each.
POST PAID
No. SM/H850
/". IN ORIGINAL CARTON
IN
USED
EuPOST PAID

ONASK

ALSO NIONR

R.F.

19/6

Frequencies covered 40-50 mcs.
Otherwise as Type 24 above.

25

(6.7.5

metres).

ORIGINAL CARTON
POST PAID
ASK FOR No. SM/H847 3U/- Each
fN FAIR USED CONDITION
POST PAID
1N

/

19 6 Each
ASK FOR No. SM/E772
R.F. UNIT TYPE 26
frequencies covered 65-50 m
(5-6 metres).
Variable tuning 2/VR136 (EF54), VR137 (EC52),
Output approx. 7-8 mcs. in metal case,;9f x 7} x
-4hin. Uncartoned but good condition.
ASK FOR No.
SM/H848
Each
POST PAID

67/6

R.F. UNIT TYPE 27
frequencies covered 85-65 ones. = 3.5-5 metres.
Otherwise as Type 26 above.

ASK FOR No.
.SM/E77I
CIRCUIT AVAILABLE

63/-

'The

book

:

Each
AT 1/3,

POST
PAID
POST PAID

INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION.

S.W. Press data booklet
Price 2/6.

'

No. 4 (3rd edition),

'Reprints front PRACTICAL TELEVISION"
The "ARGUS " T.V. Receiver Blueprint and

Price 2/6.
(Components Price List free on request).
Prices 55/., 57/6.
59/6 or 65/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Prices 55/- and
69/6 each.
Also Valves, Condensers, Resistors, etc.
Data.

E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS,

5 Valves : VP23, R.F. Stage. FC2A, Mixer.
I.F. Stage.
210LF, Des. 220PA, Output.

VP23,

1F. of 470 kcs.
tuning condenser. Sensitivity control,
reaction control for C.W., Aerial Trimmer, High
Impedance and 600 ohm. line outputs.
A very F.B. receiver for portable " 160," "80"
and " 40 " metre use, or for a station without

250 pf.

3 -gang

mains supply. Exceptionally sensitive and selective.
Complete (less batteries) in wooden cabinet with
calibrated chart on hinged lid. Dim. 14f x 10 x
9+in., finish grey.
ASK FOR
CARRIAGE
No. SM/H355
Each
PAID
IN ORIGINAL TRANSIT CASE. Batteries required
HT 120 volts, G.B. 9 volts, LT 2 volts. Circuit and
data for R1224A available at 1/3 each post paid.
Range can be
altered or extended by using
Denco
' Maxi

f7.19.6

FOR No. SM/H851

UNIT TYPE

387

Fitted wich 9in. Turntable and mounted on Bin.
metal plate, for crystal pick-up. Mfg. special line.
ASK FOR

No. SM/H320

58/6

POST PAID

Each

NEW LIST OF EX -SERVICE

other

and

D1'
Coils.
etails ofDenco
Coil Range on
request.

items No. 8C Price 1/6. Price credited on
first purchase of 101- value or over.
100

kc/s CRYSTAL : Type AR2IW
Made by Bliley of U.S.A.

Upright Mtg., Dim. Ihin. x Ifin. x Ijin.; 3 -pin
plug. ASK FOR
No. SM/H795
Each
POST PAID
We regret a mistake which appeared in our August
issue advertisement. The R.1155 Receiver was shown
with a heading "for A.C. Mains" at E13/1916. This
is the price of the Receiver alone : with Power
Pack for use with A.C. Mains the total price is E21.

19/6

Order Direct from:

A.C. MAINS SHADED POLE INDUCTION

MOTOR

for 120/240 volts.
Ideal for models, recorders,
etc. 4 hole fixing (with fixing screws). Spindle dia.

fin., length Ihin.,
ASK FOR

Speed

-

:

27/ 6

No. SM/H798

Phone

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY
Ltd.
Co.

:

approx. 2,800

p.m.
POST

PAID

SOUTH 2706/9

BRIDGE
GLASGOW C.5

BRANCHES IN SCOTLAND, ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND

FIXED CONDENSERS
OF ALL TYPES
Both Paper and Mica
Large stocks available for

immediate delivery. Your
specific enquiries, giving
-full details, will receive
immediate attention. Our
prices show substantial

YOU CAN RELY ON US FOR BRAND NEW
CLEAN

COMPETITIVE COMPONENTS.
VALVE MANUALS.
BRIMAR, OSRAM, MULLARD, 5/- each

VALVES
In addition to our large stock we again have a few of the following:
12AT7, Noval based twin triode will operate up to 500Mc/s
6v or 12v heater, High slope, 9/6. 12AX7, as above high MU, 6/-.
VU39A, 4 Pin British, 4v, 500v, 120m/a Rectifier, 8/6. DH77,
B7G Base, 6v D.D. Triode, 8/6. 6CD6G, Octal Base Line 0/P
Valves, 6.3v, Large Scan wich low HT., 10/6. VR105 Stabiliser,
6/6. VRI50, 6/6. 6U4 Boost Rectifier for Line Scan, 10/6.
3D6, Loctal 1.4V Output valve, 6/-. 6U5G, Magic Eye Octal
Base, 6v., 7/-. 6AM6 B7G, Base T.V. High Slope Pentode, 9/-.

3Q5 equi. to DL33, 1.4v 0/P Valve, 8/6.
50L6gt, Universal
ISa Heater O/P. 9/6. 35Z4gc Rectifier, 15a Heater, 9/6. KTZ41,
7 Pin 4v. High Slope TV Pentode, 6/6.
Pen220a 2V Battery
0/P Valve, 5 pin, 5/-. EL35, Octal 6 Watt 0/P Pen, 6.3v., 8/6.

AMPHENOL VALVEHOLDERS
1.0

6d. M.O. 6d. BI2A, 2/6. B8A,

Can, 2/6.
Max

T"

savings.

-'4

1

:
B7G, 1/-. B9A, 1/-.
/3. British 7 Pin, 6d. B7G with

MINIATURE RESISTORS : Morganite Type
Watt, 6d.
Watt, 8d. All the 72 Standard sizes
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS : Finished in
I

stocked.
green crackle and of very small dimensions 210/240v. to 6.3v
at 1.5a, 8/6 ; 210/240v to 6.3v 3a, 12/6. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS : RMI, 4/6. RM2, 5/-. RM3, 6/-. EHT50. 24/-. EHT45,
23¡-. 12v. Sm/a. meter rectifiers, /- each. WX6, WX3, new
midget type, 3/9. 36EHT 100, 29/-. I m/a meter rectifier
Westinghouse, 12/6. 14 D36, I2/-. 14 A86, 20/-. LT51 2v.
+ amps. Westinghouse, 5/9. RF EHT SUPPLY : 5-9 Kv RF
Unit Oscillator Coil, fully wave wound on polystrene former,
complete with circuit for construction of unit 39/-. Complete
unit incorporating above coil enclosed in louvered alumini um
box E6 . 6 . 0. YAXLEY : 6 pole, 3 way 4/6, 4 pole, 3 way
3/6. pole 12 way 4/-. ELSTONE : MR7, 18/9, SR/250, 28/6,
SR/350, 28/6. MR30, 49/6. MR IS, 41/6. Don't forget some
postage, chaps.
1

1

CLAUDE

LYONS

LTD

ELECTRICAL & RADIO LABORATORY APPARATUS
180

Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.I. Tel: MUS 3025

Dept.

RADIO SERVICING CO.
M/O

444

Wandsworth Road, Clapham, S.W.8.

CATALOGUE No.

II available

MACaulay 4155
stamp

24-d.
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This Month's Oilers
ÇONDENSERS.

Type " S "
Frequency range

to
lite
I

IDO

kcfs

Black bake-

15 yncJs.

lfins. high,
fins. wide, fin. thick,
case

with two ¡in. diameter
pins spaced *in. centres.

Variable 4 -gang
ceramic insulation .0005 laF, new,
4/6, post9d. Short Wave Condensers,
variable air-spaced, 16 µµF. Trolitul
insulation, ball bearings, 5/-, post
6d.

PLUGS AND SOCKETS.

Pye Plugs, 101-1/62, 9d. Pye Sockets,
Belling Lee Plugs, 10H/245B, 9d. Jones' Plugs, 6 -way,

101-1/4215, 10d.

without cover, I /-, 4-way sockets, with cover,
2 -PIN W TYPE SOCKETS, 10H/420, 1/6.
Sockets,

I

I

/3.

/6.

Bulgin

2 -pin. 5

amp..

SLOW MOTION DIAL

World-famous
for Crystals of
Supseme Accuracy

BROOKES
10 Stockwell
Grams

:

Xtals

DIMMING RESISTANCES, for 12 volt circuits, totally enclosed,
100 ohms, .25 amps., 2/6, post 6d., open type, porcelain former. IO
ohms,
amp., 2/6, post 6d.
1

MERCURY SWITCHES, various types, 2 amps. to 15 amps., from
5/. each, send us your enquiries. Mercury Solenoid Switches, IS
amps., new and boxed, 5/- each, post I/-.

CHOKES, 125 watt, Osira Chokes. 15/-, post 1/-.
TERMINAL BLOCKS, small 2 -way, 9d. each. 3 -way,

CRYSTALS
C
RYST ED

1/... Terminal
Boxes, Power type, new polished Bakelite box, 34in. x 24in., with
tin. centre fillet and screwed cover, 2 -pole, *in. connection scuds
and nuts, 10/50 amps., 2/6 each.

London, S,E.10
St., Greenwich,

METERS : Electrostatic Voltmeter, 1,500 volts E.E., 4in. flush panel,
60/-, post If-. Frequency Meter, Sin., Ironclad S/bd., 40./60 cycles,

Greenwich 1828
Xtals. London
Cables
London
Green,

phone

by Muirhead, solid brass, precision made.
with 2}in. pol. bakelite knob, new and boxed, 7/6, post 9d.

230 volts, new, EIS 10s. Od.

:

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Dept.

Queenstown Road, Battersea, London, S.W.8.

214

B.

Telephone

:

MACaulay 2159

SAMSONS

PULLIN

SURPLUS STORES

MULTI - RANGE TEST SET

BRAND NEW R103aA

6 valve RECEIVERS with built-in
power pack for 100-250v AC or 6v DC. Frequency range 1.7 me/s
to 7.5 me/s. Output is matched for LR phones. Complete with
Instruction Manual £10 IOs. Od., Carr. 5/-.

AMERICAN LIGHTWEIGHT HEAD -PHONE$ Type
30D Low resistance. New in makers cartons 10/6. Post

HS

and

Packing I/-.

HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS.

Prim 230e sec. 12v
10A. 22 /6 Carr. 2/- Prim. 200-240v Sec. 6.3v 15A. MI-, Carr. 2/- ;
Prim. 200-240v. Sec. 10v 15A. 32/6, Carr. 4/-; Prim. 200-240v. Sec.
8.4v. CT. 10A. 25 /-, Carr. 2,'6.
;

ALKALINE CELLS.

2.5 IOAH Size 6 x 21 x 2 ins., 12/6, Post
and Packing 1/6 ; í.2v. 12AH. Size 7 x I x I} ins., Banks of 3 cells
Post
2/-;
Single cells 7/6, Post and Packing I! 19/6,
and Packing

HEAVY DUTY SLIDING RESISTANCES. 20 ohm 7.5-1
amp geared drive 45/-, Carr. 2/6 ; 0.4 ohm 25 amp 17/6, Carr. 1/6 ;
I ohm
12 amp 12/6, Carr. 1/6 ; 50 ohm I amp 10/6, Carr. 1/6.

with

case

Tottenham Court Road, W.I.

Tel

carrying

handle, complete with,
leads having detachable
bulldog clips and test
prods. Size 9 x 5f x
Oins.
RANGES

AC/DC Volts
100,

250,

:

10, 25,

500,

1,000.
2.5,

D.C. Mllliamps:
10,

25,

100

Microamps

100,

500.

AC/DC Microamps:
range.

Resistance

10v.

ranges

:

Meg (13,500 ohms
mid -scale). 0/10,000 ohms
(135 ohms mid -scale).
0/1

EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON, W.2. Tel : PAD. 7851
169/171

125

The universal testing set
for Service Engineers.
Sensitivity -10,000 ohms
per volt. Strong metal

i

MASTER VOLTMETERS 0-20 volts AC 50cy. Moving Iron.
6in. mirrored scale. by Metro -Vick, 27/6, Carr 2/-.

SERIES 100

:

EUS. 4982

All orders and enquiries to our Edgware Rd. branch please
Open All Day Saturday at the Edgware Road Branch.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
Electrin Works, Winchester Street, London. W.3
Tel.: ACOrn 4651/3 & 4995.
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Aioney saying Offers

17th

OUR

YEAR

BRAND NEW II55's. Complete with ten valves,

in original
transit cases, these five -waveband communications receivers
are now too well-known to require further description. OUR
PRICE EIO ISs.Od.
RECEIVER P40. Tuning 85-95 me/s these are ideal for Wrotham,
or conversion for " 2." Complete with 4 EF54's (Xtal multipliers RF and Mixer), EC52 (L.O.), 2 EF39's (2.9 me/s IF's), EB34
(det), 615 and 6V6 (audio). BRAND NEW with circuit, 69/6
(post I/8).
TRANSMITTER 21. Ideal for " 40 " and " 10 " (4.2-7.5
and 18-31 me/s) these send speech, CW or MCW and are complete with valves, key, control box and circuit; PA coil wire
and relays, stripped by Ministry, may be replaced by following
our data. First-class condition, 25/..
INDICATOR 182A., with 6 inch VCR5I7 C.R. Tube, 3 EF50's,
Ideal
5 SP6I's, 5U4G, 9 pots, resistors, condensers, etc., etc.
for scope. T.V., etc. BRAND NEW, less relays, in original cases.
ONLY 79/6.

SPECIAL OFFER OF G.E.C.

VHF RECEIVERS. (Illustrated). The receiver complete
with 10 valves as follows.
HF and 1st det stages ZA2,
954 or EF50's Local Oscillator
Three IF stages
Det 19.
KTW63's. Det and AVC D63,
LF H63, noise suppressor D63.
Available in three distinct
frequency ranges. (State one
required), " A " 128-131 mcs., " B" 95-5-100 mcs.,
C " 78.5-82 mcs. Power requirements, 6 v. LT.
270 v. H.T. Grey enamel steel case 10 x 8 x 7 in.,
weight 221bs. In first-class condition. Your chance to
get going on VHF. Amazingly low price due to
huge purchase, 49/6, plus carriage 5/-.

"

HIGH RESISTANCE

NON -SPILL ACCUMULATORS.
rues measuring

POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE,
complete with U50 and KT6I valves (not surplus).
Black crackle case 12 x 8 x 5ìn., built-in Sin. P.M.
speaker and phone jack. Operates on 200/250 v.
A.C. Connections terminate in Jones plug which
enables instant operation of receiver without any
modification whatsoever. Made to " Wireless World "
specification. Matches in appearance with receiver.
Price E7/101-, plus carriage 3/6.

ins.

5/11 (6d. post).

OUR DATA for self-contained

6

and 12v.,

5/- (9d. post).

and most popular TV con-

1355

T.V. conversion, 3/-.

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS,
C 211, final
75 watts.

;

Class B 21I's to Class
may be used as 2:1 mains auto transformers at

ONLY 6/6. Driver trany's, for Class

CARBON MICROPHONES,
with switch

;

4

B

21I's, 4/6.

in black hemispherical cases,

NEW and boxed, 5/5.

RADIO
EXCHANGE CO

SERVICES LTD.

COUNTY ROAD, LIVERPOOL

I}

version unit, in original maker's cases, 45/-.

Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House

55

4 x 3 x

MALLORY VIBRATORS (4 pin),
BRAND NEW I355's. The best

OUTSTANDING VALUE FOR MONEY

H.P. RADIO

first-grade,
ONLY 17/6 (post I Id.).
Multiplate, in celluloid

PHONES. Ericsson's

4,000 ohm per pair, in original boxes.

1155

NOTE OUR PRICES.

389

Caudwell Street

BEDFORD
Telephone:

5568

Tel.: Aintree 1445

Est. 1935

URGENTLY

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
WALKIE-TALKIE (TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER).

Type
Complete with 5 valves. Throat Microphone, Headphones and Aerial. 7 me/s. Amateur Band suitable for field use.
Powerful Superhet Receiver. Modulated Transmitter. Guaranteed ready for the Air, less batteries, E4/12/6.
TYPE 18 TRANSRECEIVERS, 6-9 me/s. Perfect, E7/10/-.
R109-8 VALVES SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS, enclosed
speaker and vibrator pack for 6 volts 1.8-8.5 me/s., complete in
38 Mark II.

metal case,

REQQIRED
THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT
IN ANY CONDITION:

-

E7/I5/-

" MI NISCOPE "

M86I B. MINIATURE CATHODE
l+in. Tube. Time Base, etc..
RAY OSCILLOSCOPES.
etc. Brand New in Maker's Sealed Cartons with Leatherette
5/carriage.
plus
Carrying Case -051101-,
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from lin. to 3}in.
Plastic,
etc.,
5/9. LUFBRA FLY CUTMetal,
for use on Wood,
G.E.C.

TERS, 14/6.

FREQUENCY METERS Type BC.221, BC.221AK, TS.174/U,
TS.175, TS.69/AP. Also LR2 (Naval Version) by General Radio
Co., and other types.
AMERICAN TEST SETS, Type TS.3A/AP, TS.17, TS.19,
TS.33, TS.34/AP, TS.62, TS.I20, LE -19-A and BC.1277.

5/6.

TS.47/AP, L.A.D., L.A.E., Ferris 18
General Radio Corp 6058 and 804.

Magnetic type, complete
with long lead and plug, 4/6.
CASES, 14 inches by
MAP
TRANSPARENT
PLASTIC
10; inches. Ideal for Maps, Charts, Display. Photographs, etc.,

THROAT MICROPHONES.

AMERICAN SIGNAL GENERATORS,

STAR IDENTIFIERS. With Hydrographie Office Modifications A -N Type I. Complete in case, 5/6.
/- ea., II /- doz.
WESTECTORS. Type WX6 and W 112,
MARCONI AERIAL FILTER UNITS. Type "916" in
for fixing,
instructions
Full
conformity with P.O. Specification.
1

4/-.

10 -hour movement, 2
Thermostatic Control in soundproof

CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES.
impulses per second.
cases, 11 /6.

100

watts, 12/6 per 100.

CONDENSERS.

100

Assorted

values.

Wire..ended

RECEIVERS, Type APRI, APR4 and APRS, also Tuning Units,
types TN16/APR4, TNI7/APR4, TN I8/APR.4, TN19/APR4,
TN54/APR4 and others.
RECEIVERS, Type R78/APSI5, with or without valves, or any
parcs for the APS-15 Unit.
ANY CENTIMETRIC EQUIPMENT IO cm
ALSO
OR 3 cm SUCH AS WAVE GUIDES, ANNTENAS,
FREQUENCY METERS, SIGNAL GENERATORS,
KLYSTRONS, MAGNETRONS ETC.

'

Please write, call or phone, giving price,
condition, etc.

4-2

Assorted Tubular and Mica -up to

2

ELM ELECTRIC CO.

mfd., 15/- per 100.
Full list of Radio Publications, 2#d.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.,
II, LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
GERrard 6653.

TS.13/AP, TS.14/AP,

or C, Measurements 65B,

:-

VISUAL INDICATOR UNIT Type 3 (10Q/4). Contains
two Moving Coil movements, two Neons, etc. Easily convertible
to very efficient M.C. Meters, II /.. Conversion fully described
in " W.W." Sept., 1951.
RESISTANCES.

B

-

175,

UXBRIDGE RD., HANWELL, W.7
EALing

0779
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AMERICA AND ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE THE

FINEST BEAM TETRODE EVER MADE
IS AN

sr

VALVE MADE IN ENGLAND

The photographic reproduction is taken from literature published in America by the
British Industries Corporation and gives an entirely unsolicited tribute to this fine valve.
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'A COMBINED SIGNAL TRACER AND AUDIO OSCILLATOR

An easy -to-build unit that can be used for I.F. and Audio signal tracing, without any switching or tuning, including variable output oscillator,
for amplifier checking. Highly sensitive, responds co signals picked up from an ordinary receiving aerial. The circuit is that of a high -gain 2-stage,
resistance -coupled audio frequency amplifier, employing 3 miniature 1.4 valves, with a 3-inch speaker in the output of the Power Amplifier Stage.
An added advantage being that as this Unit is " All -Dry " it can be used with safety on AC or ACIDC mains and Battery sets. The complete Kit
with portable cabinet (size 6in. x 7in. x kin.) and battery weighs only 4 lbs. We shall be pleased co supply a complete Kit for the construction
of the above, right down to the last nut and bolt, including 2-IT4 and 1-154 Valves, Sin. Speaker and Portable case and All -Dry Battery for E4/I9/6
Concise instructions and circuits supplied. If preferred, circuit and instructions only can be supplied for 1/6. If required this Unit will be assembled
and tested for an extra charge of 15/-. This is a highly efficient instrument, and a MUST for every radio man.

MOVING COIL METERS

(Brand New)

0-5 mA square panel mounting,

0.40 V
0-20A

0.300 V

tin.

panel mounting ..
panel mounting ..
panel mounting ...

scale

...

...

040/120 mil double reading round scale
23in. Round flush mtg., drilled flange.
Range 0/750 V 200 ohms per V each
.
Range 0/1,500 V 250 ohms per V each ...
Range 0)3,000 V 200 ohms per V each ...

L.T. RECT'S.
12 V 2/ A Westinghouse...
E.

12 V 4

A S.T.C.

...

...
...

...

S.T.C. RECT'S. E.H.T.

K3/25 650 V 1mA
K3/40 1,000 V I mA
K3/100 8,500 V I mA
K3/200 10,500 V I mA

...
...
...
...

H.T. RECT'S.

S.T.C. 300 V 75 mA
...
S.T.C. 150 V 120 mA
...
S.T.C. 250 V 250
G.E.C. I mA Meter Rect.
705

Coil Pack

40013

3 wave band
Min. I.F.T. 465 kc/s pair

pair

12/6
12/6
CI 72/6

EI/2/6
Cl/5/0
12/6
17/6

32 /6

...
..

4/7

...

14/8
24 /-

...

64

...

/6

18 /-

11/6

WEARITE

501 and 502, 465 kc/s

7/6
7/6
7/6

...

...
...

... 37/10
...
15/-

15/-

I

HENRY'S

RECEIVER RI355 : As specified for " Inexpensive Television "
Complete with 8 valves VR65 and I each 5U4G, VU120, VR92.
Only 55/-, carriage 7/6. Brand New in riginal case.
RF24, 25/- ; RF25, 25/- RF26, 59/6 ; RF27, 59/6. Owing to limited
quantities, these United supplied only with R1355s.
CATHODE RAY TUBES
VCR97: Guaranteed full picture, 40/-, carriage 5/.. VCR517:
Guaranteed full picture, 40/y carriage 5/-. 38P1
Suitable for
'scopes, 25/-, carriage 3/-.
PYE 45 Mc is STRIP : Special purchase of M.O.S. Type 3583 Units.
Size 15in. x Bin. x tin. Complete with 45 Mc/s Pye Scrip, 12 valves,
10 EF50, EB34 and EA50, volume controls and hosts of Resistors
and Condensers. Sound and vision can be incorporated on this
chassis with minimum space. New condition.
Modification

data supplied. Price £5. carriage paid.
182A : This unit contains VCR517
Cathode Ray 6in. Tube, complete with Mu -metal screen. 3 EF50,
6 SP61 and I 5U4G valves, 9 wire -wound volume controls and
quantity of Resistors and Condensers. Suitable either for basis
of Television (full picture guaranteed) or Oscilloscope. Offered
BRAND NEW (less relay) in original packing case at 79/6. Plus
7)6 carriage.
STROBE UNITS : Brand New, in sealed cartons, these contain
, 6 EF50s, I 5Z4, 5 EA50s, I SP61, a host of condensers, resistors,
transformers, chokes, relays, switches, 7 pots and 5 smoothing
condensers. Size, 18in. x B#in. x 74in. Only 6716, plus 51- carriage.

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE

Send stamped addressed envelope

for 20 -page Comprehensive Catalogue

OPEN MON. TO SAT. 9-5.30 p.m.

S

(THURS.

HARROW ROAD

Telephone:

PADDINGTON 1008/9

1

p.m.)
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& 0401

FOR THE EXPERIMENTER AND THE RADIO ENGINEER

SHORT WAVE
EDITOR IAL
Pressure

for ether space, and therefore the pressure on our
bands, keeps on increasing, with new threats to frequency areas
which have hitherto been regarded as " exclusively amateur." But the briefest survey
will show that in fact we now share with other agencies, officially or unofficially, all
our bands from 30 me down. Starting with met. balloons and radio diathermy at the
HF end, we encounter progressively short wave broadcasting and its associated jamming
barrage, commercial point-to-point networks, stations of various kinds operated by
all three Services, and then the navigational aids and short-range radiophone transmitters
which occupy a large part of the 1.7 me batid.
We have no doubt that encroachments are being strongly resisted and frequently
challenged, but the fact remains that they are still there, and that they are increasing
in density.
The patient reader may well ask " If all this is true, what is the use of a licence at all ?".
The answer is that, like all generalisations, it can be qualified. In the first place, our
leading DX operators are still doing exceedingly well on the communication bands.
Secondly, we are not all on at once, so there are quite long periods when our bands
sound quite quiet by comparison with the turmoil going on immediately above and
below them. Thirdly, there is still plenty of room in the cracks on most bands (considered
in terms of time, frequency and distance) to accommodate all who want to use them.
Fourthly, many non -amateur stations on our LF bands are most active during what for
the majority of amateurs are normally the hours of work, so that in this sense some
.degree of sharing is possible and justified.
But it is still only above 30 me that calm prevails and comparative peace can be found.
We have over the years uttered this same warning-that in the end (which now means
within a foreseeable term of years) it will be on the VHF and UHF bands that amateur
activity must be concentrated.
And it is for this reason that once again we draw the attention of all amateurs to the
opportunities, the possibilities and the delights of VHF exploration.
The demand
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Balance/Unbalance Converters in Theory
and Practice
RF TRANSMISSION LINE MATCHING SYSTEMS
N. DAVIS (G6TV)
This interesting discussion is a verb valuable contribution on the subject of the matching of RF transmission lines and the feeding of aerial systems, regarding which it will make many things clear. The
author deals with a number of important points in detail, and his treatment is lucid, his arguments conclusive and the application is entirely practical. Editor.

advent of television and the
increased use of the VHF bands by
amateurs generally, the significance of balancing as opposed to impedance matching is
becoming widely appreciated. The subject has,
however, many aspects and in the present
article it will only be possible to touch on those
that are likely to prove useful to the majority.
WITH the

Open Wire Lines
The criterion of a good transmission line
is its ability to convey RF energy with a
minimum of loss and without usurping the
functions of the aerial. Radiation from one
conductor of an open wire line is cancelled by
that from the other (being in opposite phase)
provided that the spacing between the lines
is an infinitesimal fraction of the wavelength
and also that the intensity of the current at
corresponding points is equal on the two lines.
This will not be the case if the lines are unequally loaded or if the balance of the line
has been upset by its mode of erection. In
order to ensure that the lines have an equal
capacity to ground, attention should be paid
to the symmetry of the coupling at the transmitter (or receiver) end in addition to the maintenance of a balanced aerial load at the other.
In cases where it is found impossible to instal
the transmission line without running one conductor closer than the other to walls, etc., it
is usual to arrange for the lines to be crossed
over (transposed) at regular intervals.
Asymmetrical Loads
By its very nature, the open wire or ribbon
feeder is unsuitable for connection to an unbalanced type of load such as a single end -fed
aerial, but when this is unavoidable, the balance
can be restored by extending the lines beyond
the point of connection to the aerial for a

distance of a quarter-wave and short-circuiting
them at this point (Fig. 1). The extra quarter
wavelength of shorted line does not affect the
matching of the aerial, but it distributes the
load between both lines and so restores electrical symmetry, thereby reducing line radiation.
to a minimum.
Coaxial Feeder
Coaxial transmission line is unherently unbalanced due to its outer conductor being
" earthy " whilst its inner conductor is completely screened.
Yet it does not radiate when it is terminated
by an unbalanced load. The reason for this
exemplary behaviour is that the current is
confined to the outer surface of the inner conductor and to the inner surface of the outer
conductor ; thus the fields associated with the
wave, being confined within the space between
between the two conductors, are unable to
radiate.
From the foregoing it is apparent that
coaxial cable is quite suitable for driving an
end -fed aerial provided that due attention is paid
to impedance matching and even this becomes
automatic when the aerial is quarter-wave long.
and connected to a coaxial cable having a
characteristic impedance of about 45 ohms. It
should be noted, however, that if this latter
arrangement (Fig. 2) is to work satisfactorily,.
the outer conductor of the cable should be
effectively earthed at, or very near to, the point
of connection of the inner conductor to the
aerial.

Coaxial -Fed Dipole
At first sight it would appear reasonable
to assume that by virtue of its non -radiating
property, a coaxial cable could be connected
directly to the centre of a dipole and that all
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the ratio of horizontal to vertical polarization
was of the order of 7 : 1. In an endeavour
to discover the effect of the unbalance upon
the directional properties of the dipole, a
horizontal polar diagram was plotted (with
horizontally polarised receiving system) at a
distance of approximately 3 wavelengths. The
result obtained was the normal figure -of -eight
with its maxima perpendicular to the direction
of the aerial.

B
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Tx
I

I<

ÀI4j

Fig. 1. (A) Line unbalanced by asymmetrical load. In (B) the
balance is restored by the addition of a quarter -wave section
of short-circuited line.

matching difficulties would disappear if an
80 -ohm cable were used. Unfortunately, however, this arrangement would not prove
satisfactory because the dipole itself would
become electrically unbalanced.
Effects of Unbalance. It was with the object
of determining the behaviour of a dipole centrefed directly through a coaxial feeder and the
effect of the latter upon its performance that
the writer, some time ago, in conjunction with
GM3AFG, undertook an experimental investigation. In the first experiment, a 300 me
oscillator was coupled via an 80 -ohm coaxial
cable to the centre of a horizontal dipole fixed
at a height of half a wavelength above an artificial ground to which the outer conductor of
the cable was connected. A standing wave
detector comprising small pick-up loop, crystal,
limiting resistance and microammeter was used
to measure the relative current values along
the dipole. From the figures thus obtained
it could clearly be seen that most of the current
flowed in the half of the dipole that was connected to the inner conductor and on transferring the pick-up loop from the dipole to the
cable, an appreciable current was detected on
the outside of the outer conductor.
This latter observation suggested the possibility of radiation from the cable giving a
vertical component to the polarization of the
radiated wave and simple tests carried out
by means of a receiving dipole showed that
AS
45 JL
Tx

ca -axial cable

-e-

Fig. 2.

A

coaxial -fed quarter -wave aerial " self matched "
by the use of 45 -ohm feeder.

Balance to Unbalance Conversion
Standard methods of equalising the current
in both halves of the load fed by a coaxial
cable achieve their object by one of the following methods

:-

01 Connecting the " earthy " outer conductor of
the cable to both sides of the load and so
restoring the symmetry of the system.
(2). Feeding both halves of the load from the
inner conductor of the coaxial cable.
(3). By applying the principle of the quarter wave short-circuited line to minimise the
flow of current down the outside of the
cable and so cause it to take the desired
path into the load.

P

.-0 1
A

A6

B

Fig. 3. (A) A dipole unbalanced by connect on of coaxial
(B) The balance is restored by the concable at the centre.
nection of a , ` Pawsey Stub " OQ. The distance between the
Stub and the feeder line should be a very small fraction of the
wavelength.

The Pawsey Stub. This employs method
No. 1 and can best be understood by referring.
to Fig. 3 which shows at (a) The centre -fed
dipole unbalanced by the connection of a
coaxial cable with its " earthy " outer conductor
taken to the load at point P, and at (b) Balance
restored by adding the resonant length stub
00. Since the open -wire line formed by the
outer conductor of the coaxial cable OP and
the stub 00 is quarter-wave long and shorted
at point 0, the input impedance at the point
of connection to the dipole is very high and
does not, therefore, have any material effect
upon the impedance matching of the cable
to the dipole.
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This method has the practical advantage in
VHF applications of providing a good mechanical support for the portion of the dipole
connected to the inner conductor. For HF

work, where the length involved makes the use
of a rigid tube impracticable, the stub can take
the form of a quarter-wave length of coaxial
cable run alongside the feeder and having one
end of its inner conductor connected to the
outer of the feeder at point O and the other
end of its inner to the dipole at point Q. It
must be borne in mind, however, that the
outers should be in good electrical contact over
the whole length of the stub, and furthermore,
that the length of the latter will be less than
the calculated quarter-wave owing to the reduction in velocity of propagation due to the
substitution of the artificial dielectric of the
cable for air. A factor of 0.55 is usual for
solid dielectric types of cable, but if in any
doubt, it should be measured (see Short Wave
Magazine, March, 1950, page 34).
The Trombone. This depends upon method
No. 2 and as will become apparent later, is
more suitable for coupling a coaxial cable to
an open -wire line than for centre feeding a
dipole. The arrangement which is illustrated
in Fig. 4 (a) comprises an electrical half -wavelength of coaxial line bent into a hairpin shape
with the end of the outer conductor connected
together and the two ends of the inner connected at X and Y to the balanced output load
or open -wire transmission line.
Since both sides of the load are connected
to the inner conductor of the cable, the balance
of the former is not upset, and by connecting
at points spaced half-wave apart, the necessary
phase reversal is obtained for energising the
open line.

Transformation Ratio of Trombone.
The
open -wire line connected to terminals X and
Y is balanced with respect to ground, therefore
its impedance, which we can call Z, will be
divided into the two halves X to ground=Z/2,
and Y to ground = Z/2. The load applied to
the trombone at point X is, then, Z/2, and
by the normal action of transmission lines, this
is reflected back to point Y, but here also is
applied the other half of the balanced load,
Z/2. This means, therefore, that at point Y,
which is the coaxial cable input connection,
we have Z/2 in parallel with Z/2, i.e., an input
impedance of Z/4 ohms. Obviously then, a
cable of Z. = 75 ohms will be perfectly matched
to a balanced line of characteristic impedance
300 ohms provided, of course, that the latter
is correctly terminated.
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A

B

X

s

Balanced

output

>i

Y

line
impedancaZ

Coaxial input

of impedance
ohms

Base

of can

is connected

to outer
conductor of cable at
this point ONLY

C

Skirt connected
to outer of

at this
Point ONLY

..

D

T
I,

cable

4

9

'Skirt'
forming

'Open

lower
half of
dipole

"

Coaxial
feed

Fig. 4. (A) The " Trombone " balance ¡unbalance converter.
(B) The " Quarter -Wave Can " balancing device ; this increases the impedance of the path along the outside of the
cable, thus ensuring the flow of current into the load. (C) The
` Quarter -Wave Skirt," explained in the text. (D) The
" Quarter -Wave Skirt " in another form, as the lower half
of a dipole.

The practical points to watch when constructing a trombone are as follows :
(a) The length of the trombone must be an
electrical half wavelength ; i.e., the propagation velocity factor must be taken into

consideration.

(

b) The ends of the outer conductor must be
carefully connected together by as short a

lead as the open wire line spacing will allow.

The Quarter -Wave Can. This popular application of method No. 3, unlike the trombone,
has no effect upon the cable to load matching.
The Quarter Wave Can which is illustrated in
Fig. 4 (b), consists of a hollow metal tube
which encloses the coaxial cable without making contact with it except at the end remote
from the load. Being carefully connected to
the outer conductor of the cable at this point,
it forms a new resonant length coaxial line
of which the quarter -wave can is the outer
conductor and the outer surface of the coaxial
cable, the inner conductor. Since this new line
is short-circuited at point O, its input impedance at the load end is extremely high, and in
consequence, current from the inner wall of
the outer conductor of the feeder cable is dis-
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Distance (in Cms) of pick-up loop from centre of d'pole
Fig. 5. The curves derived by G6TV and explained in the text.

couraged from taking the otherwise easy path
down the outside of the cable to ground and
is instead, forced to flow into the load.
This system is easy to construct at VHF
as the space between the can and the cable
can be left free from artificial dielectric, thus
simplifying the evaluation of the " quarter wave " and the opening at the top may be
sealed against weather by a close fitting disc
of perspex or similar material. ' At normal
frequencies the Quarter -Wave Can becomes too
cumbersome for ease of construction, and in
the opinion of the writer, the Pawsey Stub is
a more attractive proposition.
The Quarter -Wave Skirt. This is an interesting alternative to the Quarter-Wave Can
and operates on the same principle. Reference
to Fig. 4 (c) shows that, whereas the Quarterwave Can is connected to the outer conductor
of the feeder cable at a point quarter -wave
from the load, the Quarter -wave Skirt is connected at the load end and is left open at the
remote end. Its operation depends upon the
fact that current from the aerial end of the
outer conductor of the coaxial cable taking the
path down the outer surface of the Skirt is
reflected from its open end, thus creating a
standing wave with a current maximum at
the aerial feed point.
Since radiation from the Skirt is undesirable
in the case of a centre -fed dipole forming the
load, it is common practice in vertical VHF

5
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systems to employ one
half of the dipole as the
Skirt ; i.e., to pass the
coaxial feeder through
the lower half of the
tubular dipole as shown
in Fig. 4(d).
Restoration
Balance
by Neutralisation. In the
course of further experiments, GM3AFG and
the writer decided to investigate the effect of
varying the position of
the feeder cable with
respect to the dipole.
The results proved interesting and showed

that

unbalance

could

be increased or decreased
by this means and that
when the cable was arranged to make an angle
of 30° with the half of
the dipole that was

connected to the outer conductor, an almost
perfect restoration of balance was obtained.
Curve " A " in Fig. 5 shows the observed
distribution of current along the dipole when
the coaxial cable was at right angles to it,
whilst curve " B " gives the distribution of
current for the case of a 30° angle.
The next step was to discover whether this
critical angle varied with the diameter of the
dipole element and above all, whether it would
hold good for the HF bands. For this purpose
a 20 me horizontal dipole made from 7/22
copper wire was erected and centre fed from
an 80 -ohm coaxial feeder. The results agreed
with those obtained at a frequency of 300 me
and furthermore, relative field strength
measurements taken at a distance of several
wavelengths indicated a worth -while improveThe
ment when the dipole was balanced.

Dipole

Dipole

Cable end

sealed off

with 'STYREX'
or similar compound

oqq

Perspex

Fig. 6. Detail for making a sound mechanical connection
between feeder line and load. The shaped Perspex block
will give the necessary strength at the connecting point.
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figures in the accompanying table may be of
interest.
ANGLE
25"
30°
35°
40`
50"

O

FIELD STRENGTH CURRENT RATIO IN
HALVES OF DIPOLE
37

150
165
155
142
136

40

:

39:40

36.5
33.5

:
:

40
40

32:40

This unusual method of balancing has since
been employed by the writer with complete
success on the 7 and 14 me amateur bands,
and for this purpose, the simple coupling
device illustrated in Fig. 6 has proved satisfactory. For the benefit of those wishing to try
out this method, it cannot be over-emphasised
that the cable must make an angle of 30° with
the portion of the dipole that is connected to
the outer conductor of the cable, for, if
reversed, the phase of the feed-back is inverted
and the unbalance becomes much more serious
than that produced by the usual right angle
joint. The length of the feeder cable is not
critical provided that it is matched at the load
but experience suggests the desirability of its
CLASSES FOR THE R.A.E.
We are informed that the following Courses have

been arranged for the benefit and the instruction of
those who wish to take the Radio Amateurs'
Examination next year. All who are within reach
.of the centres listed should join these classes if they
possibly can. as they will be assured of thorough
instruction up to (and probably a little beyond) the
standard required for the R.A.E.
CHICHESTER. At the Chichester Evening Institute.
Lancastrian Boys' School, Orchard Street. on Wednesday evenings. 6.30
8.30 p.m., commencing on
Wednesday, September 17. The fee for the course
is 10s.. enrolment on the 15th or 16th in the evening
at the School. The instructor will be E. J. Pearcey,
Q2JU, and the Principal is Mr. D. Hanson.
At the Brentford Evening Institute,
BRENTFORD.
Boston Manor Road, Wednesdays 7.00-9.00 p.m.,
fee 10s., instructor Mr. J. R. Hamilton. Application
for enrolment should be made to the Principal.
BRIGHTON. At Preston Technical Institute. Preston
Road. Brighton. commencing on Monday, September
22. at 6.45 p.m. As in former years, it will be conducted by F. R. Canning. A.M.I.E.E., G6YJ. Applications for enrolment should be made to the
Principal at the address given.
ILFORD. At the Ilford Literary Institute. Cran brook Road, adjacent Gants Hill Station on the
Central London Tube. The R.A.E. Course will be
on Wednesdays, 7.15-9.15 p.m., with a Morse and
Codes of Practice Class on Mondays, 7.15-9.15 p.m.
The latter is for those wishing to learn Morse up
to GPO requirements for the Amateur Licence, and
arrangements have been made for group testing at
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being not less than a half wavelength when
neutralisation balancing is used.
The full possibilities of the above system
have not been explored by the writer, and it
is just possible that it can be applied to certain
types of aerial array as well as to the simple
dipole.

Conclusion
Reference has been made throughout this
article to the " transmission " aspect of
balance/unbalance conversion, but it should be
appreciated that it is equally important in the
case of reception. An unbalanced open -wire
line will pick up unwanted signals as it passes
through an area of electrical interference and
a coaxial cable of which the outer surface is
part of the radiating system will do likewise ;
in addition, by its great length, in comparison
with that of the aerial (assuming a VHF or
television application) it can often be the cause
of IF breakthrough when a superhet type of
receiver is employed.
the college by a representative of the Post Office.
There is also an Amateur Radio Refresher Course
offered for those who have passed the R.A.E. but
are still feeling their feet in the design and construction stage. The fee for either of these three
excellent Courses, which have given very successful
results in previous years, is 10s. for those who live
in the Essex County Council area, and about the
same for students from outside Essex who notify
their own Education Authority of their desire to
attend. Enrolment for these Courses is from 7.0 to
8.30 p.m. on any of the evenings September 8-12.

SUPPRESSING INTERFERENCE
A practical handbook entitled Radio Interference
Suppression has just made its appearance and will
be of great value and interest to those who are
concerned with suppression problems of any kind,
in the Radio and TV fields. The book is a guide
to the subject as a whole, and discusses in detail
the origins of electrical interference and the theory
of suppression technique. Practical applications are
given, and the interfering sources discussed include
engine ignition, switches, thermostats and contactors,
electric motors and generators, rotary converters, lifts,
neon installations, fluorescent and other types of
discharge lighting, trams, trolleybuses and electric
trains, RF heating apparatus, welding gear, rectifying systems-and TV receivers! Problems of interference elimination on moving vehicles and on board
ship are also treated.
Radio Interference Suppression, by G. L.
Stephens, A.M.I.E.E., pp. 132, 7 chapters, 4 appendices, bibliography and index, 65 diagrams and photographs, price 10s. 6d. (post 5d.), published by Iliffe &
Sons, Ltd., Books Department.
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by G3DZW. It employs negative feed-back, and is capable
General appearance of the Clamp Modulator described and constructed
of good quality.

Clamp Modulation
Using NFB
CIRCUIT FOR
IMPROVED SCREEN
CONTROL

NEW

S. T.

CHREES (G3DZW)

The modulator described here is an excellent
design for the control of an 807 in the Clamp
mode. It amounts to improved screen modulation with negative feed-back on the audio side,
and should give results much superior to
straight Clamp working.-Editor.
ASIMPLE modulator, of small physical
dimensions, was required to amplitude
modulate an 807 PA running at approximately
60 watts input.
After surveying the various methods of
control, it was decided to develop a circuit to

Clamp -tube modulate the screen grid of the
807 PA.
Numerous circuits were tried and used with
varying degrees of success, but the present
arrangement is one found to be the most
satisfactory.
Essentials of Clamp -Tube Modulation
Fig 1(a) shows the basic requirements for
clamp -tube modulation. V1 is operated with
a small negative grid bias, and the anode
current is therefore high. Since this current
flows through R1 the voltage drop across it
is a maximum, and the PA screen is at a low
potential ; hence, the RF output is a minimum.
The equivalent circuit of this condition is
shown in Fig 1(b). It will be seen that the
807 screen is fed from a potential divider consisting of the screen dropping resistor RI and
the anode impedance of Vl (Ra).
The diode V2 serves the same purpose as a
DC restoration diode does in a television
receiver.' It is there to prevent the grid of V1
being driven positive, with respect to its mean
value of grid bias, when a signal is applied.
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RI

--11

CI

V2

Audio
Input

a
Table of Values

A
Fig. I. Essential connections for the Clamp modulation
system.

Cl acquires a negative charge, by virtue of the
conduction of the diode on positive peaks of
signal. and virtually moves the grid operating
point in a negative direction. (This is not to
be confused with amplitude clipping, since the

CI

RI

Circuit of the NFB Clamp Modulator complete
146 megohm, 3-w.
= 68 µµF ceramie
_ 0.1 µF, 350v.
megohm, 4-w.
R7 R8 = 330,000 ohms, 1-w.
= 16 µF, 450v.

Fig. 2.

Cl
C2
C3
C4 =
µF. 150v.
C5 =
µF, 350v.
C6 = .001 µF, 350v.
C7 = .01 µF, 350v.
C8
8 µF, 450v.
C9 = .001 µF, 1,000v.
C10 = 100 µµF, 350v.
R1
1
megohm, 4-w.
R2 = 2,200 ohms, }-w.

1

1

R9
RIO

1

1

-

R14

'

S1

-

VI, V2

R3 = 1 megohm, }-w.
R4 -= 330,000 ohms, 1-w.
RS

-

1,5U

oh,is,

-

1.000 ohms, }-w.
82,000 ohms, 4-w.

= 330,000 ohms, }-w.
2.700 ohms, 1-w.
R12
R13 = 33 ohms, 4-w.
R11

1-w_

-=

47,000 ohms, 1-w.
DPST on -off
Osram Z77, Mullard

EF91,

Brìmar

6AM6

V3
V4

EA50
=
- Nullard
Brimar 5763

CIO

C4
R5

HT -YE

Heater
R14

MAMA,
Fig. 2. Circuit of the Clamp Modulator by G3DZW, values for which are given in the table.
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Under -chassis layout and wiring of the Clamp control unit.

waveform is preserved.) The anode current
swings in V1 vary in sympathy with the applied
grid voltage, but always decreasing with respect
to the quiescent, or no signal, condition. Hence
the potential at the junction of R1 and Ra
increases in a like manner. Fig. 1(b) shows
this process. In the quiescent condition, Ra
is low, and in consequence the PA screen is
at a low potential. When a signal is applied
to the grid of V1, Ra increases. The PA screen
then receives an increase in potential, and the
carrier dutput varies in response to the signal
applied to the grid of V1. With this type of
modulation it is not possible to overmodulate
in the accepted sense, as the " swing " on the
PA screen is always in a positive direction
above the quiescent DC voltage. Therefore,
the carrier output can never be completely cut
off.

Circuit Description
The circuit finally adopted is shown in Fig

2,

and is suitable for use with a D104 crystal
microphone. Two stages of AF amplification
are provided, using miniature pentodes for V1,
V2.
The anode of V4, a miniature beam
tetrode, is connected to the PA screen grid.
A negative feed back loop is connected
between the anode of V4 and the cathode of
V2. The application of negative feed back,
it is thought, is a unique innovation in Clamp
tube modulator circuits. Without it considerable distortion was found to exist. This, it
seemed, was due to the non-linear load over
the cycle of modulation (in the form of the
PA screen impedance) presented to the anode
of V4. It will be appreciated that, in addition
to any other function which V4 performs, it
must operate as a linear amplifier if distortion
Results obtained using
is to be avoided.
negative feed back fully justify its existence,
and produces an effect which is, to the ear,
indistinguishable from linear plate -and -screen
modulation.
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Operation
open the 807 PA should be
operated, when tuned to resonance, under the
following conditions :
With

S1

Screen dropping

resistance =
=
Grid bias
=
Grid current
Anode volts
=
=
Anode current

20,000 ohms, 2 watts

-50

v.

mA
800v.
100 mA
5

Si should be closed as soon as the tank
circuit has been tuned and the correct loading
is established, as under these conditions the
plate dissipation is exceeded. When S1 is
closed the PA plate current will drop to
approximately 30 mA, and will kick up to 70
to 80 mA on peaks of speech. It will not reach
100 mA, as the plate circuit meter will read
the average, and not the instantaneous, value
of plate current, which will touch 100 mA.

Dual Purpose
Quality Amplifier
DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
J. N. WALKER (GSJU)

Our contributor has discussed in previous
issues the considerations leading up to the
design of an audio amplifier capable of giving
high-fidelity output over a frequency range
within the normal amateur requirement, having
in mind also the application of the unit as a
low -power speech -amplifier modulator, or as a
speech driver for a high -power modulatorthough " hi-fi" on the DX bands was not the
ultimate objective. This article covers in detail
the circuitry, construction, testing and setting
up of an amplifier incorporating NFB and tone
control, capable of giving a good six watts
undistorted power output, level within 1.5 dB
over an audio range of 100-15.000 cycles.Editor.
PREVIOUS issues of Short Wave Magazine
(March and August, 1952), have contained
articles setting out the basic points to be borne
in mind when designing and constructing an
audio amplifier capable of delivering several
watts of power at low distortion and there now
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Results
Numerous tests have been carried out on a
transmitter working into an artificial load, and
found to produce satisfactory results. It has
also been used, for some months, by G2AKT
on 20 -metre phone. Results here show that
this system compares favourably with a plate and -screen modulator used previously. All
reports on this band have been good and no
difficulties have been encountered in operation.
The complete modulator can be made quite
small, the one in present use being built on
a chassis measuring 6" x 4" x 1" deep. This
feature alone recommends the use of this
system when space is at a premium.

REFERENCE
'Television Receiving Equipment, W.
Cocking, M.I.E.E., Iliffe and Sons., Ltd.

T.

follows an actual design which will do everything the majority of readers would expect
from this class of equipment. The final
amplifier has perhaps turned out to be rather
more ambitious in some respects than was
originally intended but the results obtained
are such that it is well worth while following
the design as here set out. For the benefit
of those who require something a little simpler,
at the conclusion of the article hints are given
on modifying the amplifier with a view to
cutting down the cost of construction.

Dual Purpose
The original intention was to build an
amplifier mainly for radio and record reproduction but, on second thoughts, it seemed a
pity not to be able to use it as a modulator
with a low power transmitter. Normally, the
writer advocates a modulator incorporating
speech clipping and filtering, on the ground
that a greater degree of intelligibility at long
distances is obtained, with less interference
caused to others in the same band. However,
on the 160- and 2 -metre bands. there is little
harm and certainly some interest in putting
out a high quality telephony signal, particularly when the contact is a local one. Under
such circumstances, one can test the relative
merits of different types and makes of microphone in a way not possible when the
amplifier/modulator
deliberately
has
a
restricted frequency response.
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GSJU and fully described in his article.
Upper chassis Layout of the Amplifier complete, as designed and built by

Therefore, two output transformers are
fitted-one of the usual type for feeding into
a speaker of relatively low impedance, and the
other a modulation transformer provided with
tappings to enable a correct match to be
obtained between amplifier and the PA stage
of the transmitter. The throw of a switch
transfers the output from one to the other.
Negative feedback is applied when using a
loudspeaker but is removed on bringing the
modulation transformer into circuit. This is
just as well as only rarely would the benefit
of feedback be discernible over the air, whilst
the power output is increased to a worthwhile
degree, considering the equipment as a
modulator.
General Design
The first valve is a Mullard EF37A, noted
for its low noise and non-microphonic properties. It should perhaps be mentioned that both

characteristics are partly derived from the use
of a top -cap grid connection and the constructor is strongly advised not to be tempted
into fitting a single -ended pentode (such as a
6SJ7) because of the slightly greater ease of
making connections. Almost certainly, there
would then be disappointment through a
noticeably increased noise level and micro phony would become evident.
The EF37A is operated at full gain and gives
an amplification of some 75 to 80 times. Hence
it is capable of stepping up the voltage from a
very low level source to a value suitable for
application to the following stage. The input
impedance is high (some two megohms) and
permits direct connection of most types of
If a moving coil or
crystal microphones.
other low impedance microphone is employed,
a matching transformer is necessary.
The gain of this first valve is generally too
great to allow connection of a high output
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type of pick-up and a second jack is provided
which cuts out the first stage. Between the
grid of the second valve and its input, which
may be either the voltage from the anode of
V1 or from the second jack, is interposed a
tone control network, giving three bass boost
positions, two treble boost positions and one
straight through. The impedance at the
second jack is of the order of 100,000 ohms,
which is correct for most types of magnetic
or crystal pick-up instruments.
The second valve is an Osram L63 triode,
with a gain control in its grid circuit. Negative
feedback is applied to the cathode from the
secondary of the low impedance output transformer, the amount being adjustable to suit
individual requirements. Of course, applying
feedback to the cathode means it is being
applied to the grid of the same valve, but it
should be noted that the frequency
characteristics of the applied voltage are
affected by the tone control circuits before it
reaches the grid.
One penultimate amplifier is driven directly
from V2, whilst the other derives its grid
voltage from a voltage divider across the
anode load of its opposite number, using the
system outlined in a previous article. These
two valves are again L63 triodes.
The final valves are Osram KT66 types,
connected as triodes, using a common bias
resistor. This pre -supposes a pair of fairly
well matched valves and the purist may wish
to employ separate bias resistors (suitably bypassed with high capacity condensers), adjusting them until the anode currents of the valves
are equal. In actual practice, the difference is
likely to be so small as to be undetectable to
the ear.
.

Power Supply
As can be seen from the photograph of the
amplifier, the power transformer appears to be
on the large side. It is rated to give 150 mA,
which is just about right, taking into account
that it may be required at times to supply
power to an auxiliary unit. The voltage is
500, which is excessive, and advantage is taken
to use a choke input filter which gives much
better regulation than is obtainable from the
more conventional condenser input filter. The
voltage across C14 is just 400 and it remains
absolutely steady under load. It will be noted
that C14 is a paper type, much to be preferred
in this position where the ripple current may
be on the high side. The output valves are
supplied from this 400-volt point and although
there is some ripple present, it is not passed
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on to the output because of the cancelling
action of the push-pull stage.
The voltage is dropped before being applied
to the preceding valves and the dropping
resistor R30, of 24,000 ohms, is utilised to
provide resistance smoothing. The condenser
beyond it (C15) should be as large as is practicable, both to ensure a complete absence of
ripple and to present a very low impedance to
signal currents, thereby increasing the stability
of what is in any case a very stable design of
amplifier. Tests with an oscilloscope indicate
that the hum voltage beyond R30 is of an
extremely low order. This, coupled with the
fact that a balanced heater supply is utilised,
results in a very small residual hum leveleven at full gain it is practically impossible
either to hear or to measure any hum in the
output.
The rectifier valve is a 5R4GY with ratings
in keeping with the requirements. Other suitable rectifiers are the 5U4G and 5Z3. No
mains switch is fitted, it being intended that
switching be effected at the mains socket. The
fuse in the primary of the transformer is a
standard type but the one shown in the circuit
diagram as being in the centre tap of the high
tension secondary is unorthodox-a piece of
very thin wire (38 or 40 gauge) is used to make
the connection between the tag on the transformer and a chassis point. The purpose is
to protect the valve and transformer should
C14 break down.

Construction
The amplifier is built on a strong diecast
chassis and, as can be seen from the photographs, everything is symmetrically arranged.
At the rear are the power transformer, swinging choke, rectifier valve and, at the extreme
end, the Woden UM1 modulation transformer.
To the front, in proper sequence, are the chain
Dual Purpose Quality Amplifier
LIST OF PARTS
1

1

Diecast Aluminium Chassis,
Eddystone
Cat. No. 727
Mains Transformer PTM15A,

I

500.0-500 volts, 150 mA
6.3 volts, 4 amps
5.0 volts, 3 amps Woden
Swinging Choke, 5/25 Henry
150 mA maximum PCSii
Woden
Modulation Transformer type
Woden
UM1

I

Outputs

1

1

:-

Output Transformer (see text)
1
8 Octal Valveholders type B8/U

McMurdo
Valve, EF37A (V1) Mullard
3 Valves, L63 (V2, V3, V4)
Osram
2 Valves, 1íT66 (V5, V6)
Marconi /Osram
1

1

I

1

2
2
1

Valve, 5R4GY (R7) Brimar
Fuseholder (with I ampere
Belling -Lee
fuse), L356
Mains Connector, PSI Bulgin
Pilot Lamp Holder, D180
Bulgin
Switch. Double -pole, Changeover
Telephone Jacks
Knobs, Cat. No. 1044

Eddystone

Knob,

Cat. No. 593

Eddystone
Insulators (for modulator output), Cat. No. 1019
Eddystone
Screened top-cap connector, tag
strips, etc.
2
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R30

J2

=C14

;ó
.1

R5

V7

05

Socket for faader unit

.2

63v
supp y

405

8

=

Rib

Heaters
6.3y

C13
II

V3

C9
RIO

C8
R9

Mod

output

V4
RII

R6

R7

C12

105

R12

C6

C7

CIO
R15

ITT
Fig.

1.

Circuit complete of the Dual Purpose Amplifier. (The negative HT line should

chenu earthed].

Table of Values

of amplifying valves and the low impedance

(speaker) output transformer. On the front
wall of the chassis are the two jacks, the gain
control, indicating light and the switch for
changing over from low to high impedance output. The rear wall holds the mains plug and
insulated terminals for the two outputs. The
tone control switch is located on a side wall,
in a position which enables the connecting
leads to be kept reasonably short. Potentiometer R29, which controls the amount of
feedback, is mounted on the rear wall, conveniently near the low impedance output
terminals. The balancing potentiometer R19
fits in between the valveholders on the chassis,
where it is convenient for wiring although not
readily accessible for adjustment. At it does
not require touching once correctly set, this
inaccessibility is not important. R19 is a miniature 50,000 ohms component but as the actual
resistance between the arm and chassis is some
14,000 ohms, adjustment would be less critical
if a potentiometer of 25,000 or 20,000 ohms
were used here.

be

Fig. I. Circuit of 6 -watt Quality Amplifier complete
30 µF 15 volt (or
similar) Electro-

Cl, Cl))
C2

-

lytic

8µF

350 volt (or
more) wkg. Elec-

trolytic

µF 350 volt
wkg Tubular Pa-

C3, CS

.01

per

RS,
100,001.1 ohm
Rl3
R4, RIO,
R14 =
megohm
R5, R7,
47,000 ohm
R15, RIG
10,000 ohm
R6
470,000 ohm
RS
R11 = 0.5 megohm
1

tentiometer

32 µF (or more)
350 volt wkg

C4, C15

Electrolytic
µF, Paper or

C6 = .005
C7
CS

-

CS

__

CII, C12,

Mica
.002 µF, Moulded
Mica
.001 µF, Moulded
Mica
.0005 µF, Moulded
Mica

µF Tubular
Paper, 300 volt

C13

.05

AC wkg
C 14

R3,

=

4 or S

µF Paper

Block (Type 62

RI7
RIS, R20
R19

tentiometer

R23,
R28 '. 1,000 ohm
R22 = 270 ohm, 5 watt
wirewound
R24, R25 = 100 ohm
R26. R27 = 12 ohm
R29 = 50 ohm potentio1221.

Rau

-

T.C.C.)
R1 = 2 megohm
R2 = 3,000 ohm

po-

2,700 ohm
2,200 ohm
220,000 ohm
25,000 to 50,000
ohm midget po-

R12

All resistors

meter

24,000

watt

ohm,

3

watt unless stated
otherwise
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As regards the placement of parts inside
the chassis, the constructor must be guided by
the photograph as it is hardly possible to
describe this in detail. The electrolytic condenser C2 and the paper smoothing condenser
C14 are easily seen. C4 and C15, being of
comparatively small physical size, are mounted
on top of the chassis near the modulation
transformer but if larger sizes are actually
used, it may be necessary to mount them also
on the inside walls of the chassis, a fair amount
of space being available for the purpose.
The tone control components are mounted
directly on the switch, a short piece of screened
cable being used to make the connection to
the second jack. Some of the other small
components associated with VI and V2 are
mounted on a tag -board spaced well above the
chassis, the remainder being held in the wiring.
The output valves have small resistors attached
directly to the appropriate tags to prevent parasitic oscillation. The bias resistor R22 is a
heavy duty wire -bound type dissipating nearly
five watts.
The loose leads on the primary side of the
output transformer have been brought to a
tag strip below the chassis and the low impedance leads to a similar strip on the upper
' side,
permitting a quick change of tapping
should this be necessary at any time, say from
3 ohms to 15 ohms.
The wiring should be commenced with the
heaters, using twisted wire. Then the mains
and power circuits should be completed, after
which attention can be given to the amplifier
circuits, starting at VI and working through
consistently. If desired, the tone control parts
can be left to the last.

Initial Setting Up
The ease and accuracy with which the initial
adjustments to the amplifier can be made
depend on what test equipment is available.
An oscilloscope is the ideal as the performance
can be studied stage by stage and any lack
of balance quickly detected. A valve voltmeter having a high impedance input is the
next best thing. Lacking these, recourse must
be made to the simple yet effective method
outlined previously in which a pair of high
resistance telephones is utilised.
Actually, once such things as bias and load
resistances have been settled, mainly on the
basis of securing the lowest possible distortion, there only remain two final adjustments
-balancing the penultimate amplifiers with
R19 and setting the degree of feedback with
variable R29.
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Some sort of signal must be applied to the
input and it is probable the constructor will
already possess a record-player and pick-up,
the output from the latter being plugged into
J2. It is not desirable to have the speaker
connected and in its place a dummy load
should be used-for instance, three 12 ohm
resistors or five 22 ohm resistors in parallel.
The telephones are connected across R17,
interposing a condenser of 0.1 ruF (or larger)
in one lead to prevent the bias being affected.
With a fair amount of gain, it is almost certain
the signal will be audible to start with, and
R19 is moved until balance is apparently
achieved. The gain is then increased somewhat and, if the signal again becomes audible,
a final slight adjustment to R19 should remove
it. It should perhaps be pointed out that increasing the gain to the point at which overloading occurs will render sound audible again
in the telephones but it will be obvious that
severe distortion is being introduced. During
this test, R29 should be set to cut out feedback. (At this stage it will not be known
whether feedback is negative or positive.)
The speaker is now connected up. One side
of the speaker transformer secondary is
earthed, the other goes to R29 via a 1,000
ohm resistor. If feedback is in the correct
direction (negative), rotation of R29 will cause
a noticeable drop in volume from the speaker.
If in the wrong direction, volume will increase,
some frequencies will be emphasised and, with
R29 well up, a howl may build up. The
remedy obviously is to reverse the leads
the
output
coming
transformer
from
secondary.
It is quite permissible to employ the full
amount of feedback obtainable with R29 at
maximum (some 15 dB) but generally this will
cause too great a drop in overall amplification. A good average setting is with the arm
of R29 at about 20 ohms from the chassis
side, but actual operation will indicate a setting
R31

Feeder

unit
socket

Fig. 2. Alternative circuit for supplying a feeder unit taking
more than a few milliamps. R31 should be of a value to drop
the voltage, and CISB a 16 or 32 µF electrolytic.
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to individual choice. Should any difficulty be
experienced in obtaining a low value potentiometer as specified for R29, a 22 -ohm fixed
resistor could be used instead with generally
In that case, the lead
satisfactory results.
from R12/C10 would go to the junction of
the resistor with R28.

Output Impedance
One benefit of using triode output valves is
that matching is by no means critical. Actual
measurement shows that maximum output is
obtained with the load impedance between
6,000 and 8,000 ohms. When operating a
speaker it is advisable to take the higher value
since distortion is slightly less, and the output
transformer should therefore have a ratio of
about 52 -to -1 with a 3 -ohm speaker and 23 to -1 with a 15 -ohm speaker. If any variation
has to be made, it should be on the higher
side.
When using the equipment as a modulator,
the impedance can be taken as lying between
6,000 and 7,000 ohms and tappings can be
selected on the UM1 transformer from the
makers' data sheet. As an example, the valve
anodes should be taken (via the switch) to taps
one and six, and taps three and four, joined
together, taken to HT. Then, assuming a 10 watt PA stage running at 300 volts, 33 mA,
the output terminals would go to taps seven
and twelve, joining together nine and ten. The
working impedance of the PA will drop
appreciably if the voltage is 250 and the
current 40 mA and the secondary taps would
then be eight and twelve, still leaving nine and
ten joined.

Performance Figures
The performance of an amplifier can be
stated in a number of ways and any figures
relative to distortion must have regard to the
output wattage. Under the conditions the
KT66 valves are used here, the valve manufacturers state that a maximum of 14.5 watts
are available at a total distortion of 3.5%.
Second harmonic distortion is small in a
properly adjusted push-pull stage and most of
this 3.5% is undoubtedly third and other odd
The ear is sensitive to third
harmonics.
harmonic distortion and 3.5% is too much
anyway. Fortunately 14.5 watts will only be
required over sustained peaks and rarely then.
With an efficient speaker in an ordinary
domestic room, half a watt is usually ample ;
two or three watts is definitely on the loud side
and there will probably be requests to " turn
it down "!
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The amplifier as described gives up to six
watts with no perceptible distortion of the
applied waveform when studied on an oscilloscope. The writer would not like to say there
is absolutely no distortion at this six watts
level but it must be small (probably well under
one per cent.) and, as far as his human ear is
concerned, the reproduction sounds extraordinarily good.
Beyond six watts, distortion does become
evident, but it is by no means excessive up to
10 watts output. It must be admitted here that
the speaker transformer shown in the photograph leaves a lot to be desired, and it cannot
be considered a high fidelity type. It adversely
affects the overall frequency response and it
is very probable the distortion level would be
considerably reduced at the higher outputs
with a larger transformer.
Turning to the frequency response, with the
tone control set for straight through operation
and with the recommended degree of negative
feedback (naturally the latter has a considerable effect particularly, when the output transformer is none too good), the response is level
within 1.5 dB over the range 100 cycles to
15,000 cycles, taking 1,000 cycles as the
reference level. The response is down by about
5 dB only at 20,000 cycles. At 50 cycles, it
is some 5 dB down and obviously the falling
off at this point is more than should be the
case. This falling off is definitely attributable
to the output transformer and it will be noticed
as a matter of interest that the degradation in
response is much more severe at the low
frequency end than at the high frequency end.
The output transformer must possess a high
primary inductance and a low leakage reactance if the frequency response is to be well
maintained and the constructor is advised to
purchase the best type he can possibly afford
-the one in the amplifier will not remain there
long as it is " spoiling the ship for a ha'porth
of tar "!
Performance As Modulator
With the modulation transformer switched
into circuit, the overall gain becomes higher
because negative feedback is removed but the
total output remains much the same. It can
be assumed that some 12 watts is available
frdm the secondary (allowing for losses) with
a degree of distortion which will be fairly low
and probably not noticeable over the air-in
fact reports will indicate a quality well above
average.
The frequency response is not so good when
the equipment is used as a modulator, partly
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because of the absence of feedback but mainly
because an ordinary commercial modulation
transformer has a high leakage reactance (it
would otherwise be a very expensive item).
The response begins to fall at 100 cycles on
the low side, and at 6,000 cycles on the high
but this is of little practical account for modulation work since the range of speech
frequencies is still more than adequately
covered without appreciable loss, whilst most
communication receivers would not reproduce
the higher frequencies even if they were
present.
Effect Of Tone Control
The tone control is provided with one
straight -through position, two treble boost, and
three bass boost positions, and the steps have
been carefully selected to meet normal requirements without giving too drastic a change
between one position and the next. Smoother
control would be possible if a variable 100.000
ohm resistor were to be used in place of R6,
R7 and R8, switching only the condensers,
but the three switched steps do all that is
required in practice. As explained before,
this simple type of tone control works on the
basis that some frequencies are attenuated
more than others, but of course some loss
occurs at all frequencies when any of the five
tone control combinations are brought into
circuit.
The treble response is so well maintained
that it will rarely be necessary to use treble
boost, but this may occasionally be found
useful when modulating a transmitter, to help
counteract to some extent a deep voice. Many
will find the straight through position quite
satisfactory both for radio and records, but
some bass boost-or top cut, which is much
the same thing-is generally desirable. The
writer's preference is for the second bass boost
position, but it is all a matter of personal
choice.
Noise and Hum Levels
As mentioned earlier, the hum level is so
low as to be difficult to measure-it is only
lust readable on a power output meter and,
at full gain, is something of the order of .0I
milliwatt. Again noise is very low. With the
first valve out of circuit and with full gain,
no noise can be heard or measured. With V1
operative, control grid open except for R1,
measured noise is 1.6 milliwatts, at full gain.
As only on rare occasions will both V1 and
full gain be required, the noise can be considered absolutely negligible.
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Practical Use
With most radio feeder units and with most
types of pick-up, the second jack will be used.
It must be emphasised that the high gain of
VI is only required when the applied signal
is of very small magnitude, as from a low
output microphone or a weak radio signal. At
the writer's location, a crystal receiver based
on the design published some time ago in the
Wireless World and pre-tuned to Midland
Regional (medium wave) and Droitwich (long
wave), is used with the amplifier and the
results are a vast improvement over the
ordinary domestic broadcast receiver, considered from the standpoints of programme
quality and background interference.
There is ample power in reserve to operate
a small radio feeder unit and it is suggested
this could take the form of a radio frequency
stage followed by an infinite impedance
detector. The octal socket mounted on the
rear wall of the chassis is provided for easy
connection. There is just one point here. If
the feeder unit consumes more than a few
milliamperes (it need not), it will be better
practice to arrange a separate HT supply point.
That is, instead of taking HT from the end of
R30 as drawn in Fig. 1. another resistor should
be fitted, of a value which will drop the
requisite number of volts. and terminated' in
a high capacity electrolytic condenser. This is.
made clear in Fig. 2.

Possible Modifications
Keeping to the design in most respects, the
initial cost of construction can be reduced by
substituting a smaller mains transformer and a
condenser input filter. The transformer should
be rated to deliver 400-0-400 volts at 150 mA
and the smoothing choke will be of the standard type (not a swinging choke). It is still.
most desirable to make the reservoir condenser a paper type and the capacity should
be 8 1AF. The anodes of the output valves
can be supplied direct from this condenser,
when the smoothing choke can be of a reasonably small size.
Where three or four watts output is
adequate, 6V6 valves can be used instead of
KT66 valves. The maximum permissible
anode voltage is then 285 volts and a transformer with a 300 volt secondary will be
required, rated to give 100 mA. The same
bias resistor value applies but the wattage can
be less.
The recommended output load
becomes 4,500 ohms. Since there will be practically no voltage to drop, R30 must necessarily
-
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Layout and wiring underneath the chassis of the Dual Purpose Amplifier.

be omitted.

The Loudspeaker
The figures given earlier were taken with
instruments and the effect of translating them
into sound will depend largely on the type of

speaker connected to the amplifier. It should
be of large diameter-at least ten inches and
of a quality type. A small speaker will neither
reproduce the wide frequency range nor handle
To
the power the amplifier can develop.
maintain the low frequency response, the
speaker should be fitted with a large non resonant baffle or, better, enclosed in a cabinet
of proper acoustic design.

SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, MALVERN
Goldup, Esq., M.I.E.E.,
a Director of Mullard. Ltd., has been appointed
chairman of the board of governors of the Ministry
of Supply's School of Electronics at Malvern. Worcs.,
in succession to Prof. W. Jackson of the City and
Guilds of London College. Mr. Goldup, who has
been with Mullards for nearly 30 years. is also a
member of the Radio Research Board. D.S.I.R.

PHOTOCELL PRICE REDUCTIONS
The Communication and Industrial Valve Division
of Mullard, Ltd., announce substantial reductions
in the price of Mullard Photocells. which are widely
used in the engineering industries and in instrument
making. Of the range of eight such cells, some
examples of the price reductions are: Type 20CG,
from 70s. to 35s. ; the 58CV. 70s. to 30s.
and
the 90CG from 37s. 6d. to 24s.

Should hum become evident, an
additional smoothing choke, of a small compact type, should be inserted in the position
occupied by R30.

It is reported that T. E.

;
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COMMENTARY
L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)

the whole, a pretty dull
With conditions
1952 level, and down in
the summer doldrums at that,
enthusiasm has not been exactly
terrific. Those who stuck to their
posts were rewarded by one or
two openings of unusual types,
and the DX-pedition of the
month, VS5ELA, duly did his stuff
for a few days and then melted
into silence.
It is still too early in the year
to prophesy how the 21 -mc band
is going to turn out, but indications are fairly hopeful. At least
one G station has already made
his WAC on the band, and new
countries keep on turning up. We
feel like taking a chance on it
and saying that 21 mc will be a
good band this winter. So let us
cope with it first of all.
ON

V month again.
at their

The DX on 21 me
The credit for being the first to
claim a WAC on Fourteen goes
to G6GN (Bristol). who is also
able to get in with the first VK/G
contact on 21 mc. (We are not
going to haggle about " firsts."
but this is surely a good one.) On
July 20 he worked VK2AWU (exG3DCU) at 0850 GMT. and the
card came through in a few days.
'GN has also worked ZD9AA
three times. ZP9AH. ZD6DU and
WI, 2, 3. 4. 8 and 0, and he tells
us that ZL1HY was in contact
with FA8CR some time recently.
Nice work all round !
G80J (Manchester) has put his
score up to 29 countries, but
doesn't tell us who the extra ones
were. G3CMH (Yeovil) had one
good session between 1955 and
2230, and worked FFBJC, KP4CC.
LU's, PY20E, W4COK and

G3GIR

CALLS HEARD, WORKED AND QSL'd
YV5AB.
DX was considered
much easier on 21 mc than on
14 mc.
G5BZ (Croydon) feels quite
differently about the band and
considers it a waste of time for
those whose spells on the air are
limited. He has, however. pushed
his score up to 5 continents and
26 countries, new ones being ZD9,
LU, FF. ZS. KP4, FA and some
Europeans. 'BZ says his 14 mc
beam works very well on 21 mc,
and it was on his 14 mc ground plane that he raised ZD9AA !
G2BJY (West Bromwich) winkled out SUIXZ, FF8AE. ZS.
LU, W, FA and some more Europeans, giving him a total of 25.
The Gotaways were VK2AWU,
TF3SF. CT3AB and ZD9AA.
GC3EML (Jersey) thought it a
poor month. although he worked
VQ4. KP4, Y1, KG4.and the like.
He heard LU's, CE and FF8 but
didn't raise them.
G3FXB (Hove) says he hasn't
the patience to sit on the band
much. but Sundays are lively and

the evenings best. Catches during
the month were FF8, FA8, LU's,
SU, ZC4's, ZE's and ZS's. The
only Gotaway of note was
ZD9AA. G3ABG (Cannock) also
worked most of the general run
of DX. with a bunch of W's and
KZ5WZ included.
ZE3JO (Salisbury, S.R.) has
been able to raise fifteen G's as
well as GW. HB, PA, DL and
ZC4 ; he can hear the W's out
there but they are very weak.
Best time for Europe is about
1730-1930. CN2AP (who is old
EKICW) has been on the band
and has worked a number of G's,
but thinks conditions down there
in Tangier have been bad. He
has clocked up 25 countries, but
is missing on Asia and Oceania,
although he has heard 4X4BX and
a ZL.
'AP says G6GN is the
most consistent G station out
there. and comes through at any
time.
G3GUM (Formby) considers
21 mc
the big excitement " up
North. and thinks the band is

'
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suffering more from lack of
activity than from conditions. He
asks " What's the good of an
opening to ZD9AA (589, and the
only signal on the band at 1600)
if there's nobody there to work
him ? " He tells us that G5CP
worked a KG6 around 1000
which probably means another
WAC. 'GUM has heard 30 countries on Fourteen and worked 26
of them, and he thinks that is
typical of other people's experience.
From all this it rather appears
that 21 me is not a cross between
28 and 14 mc, but is rather more
like 28 in its general behaviour.
Long before 28 me is due to come
back. 21 me will be established
as the DX band.
Final query: Who is the mysworked
by
terious
X8EE,
G3GUM, KV4AA and others ?
And, by the way, SM4GL (Falun)
dells us that the SM's are not yet
allowed on the band.

-

The DX on Twenty
By comparison with the new
band. Twenty seems to have been
a bit dull lately, although conditions have often 'been good late
G3ABG had one
at night.
session only, and raised VP4LZ,
FQ8AG, YV5FH and an SU
but last month he collected
4W1MY.
G3FPQ (Bordon) is home again.
and knocked off FB8ZZ, FP8AP,
FQ8AK, KH6IJ and VE8RS ;
Qotaways, alas, were FN8AB and
VS5ELA. G3IGZ (Eltham) found
his first VK (at 0015 ) and made
his WAC therewith. Others were
KG4AF,
and
8AK,
FP8AJ

-
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how difficult it is to get them ;
when conditions are up to the
1947 level again we shouldn't be
surprised if someone worked 150
in two months.)
G2WW (Penzance) returns to
the fold with a nice list of DX
worked,
such
as
4W1 MY,
FL8MY. FI8AC, VS5ELA and
VS9AW. Concerning the latter,
both 'WW and G5BZ point out
that he is in the Sheikdom of
Oman. which is quite a different
place from either Aden or Trucial
Oman. and should certainly count
Personally, we
as a country.
think that is so, and if we were
prone to setting up our own
country lists we should say " Go
ahead." But to keep some semblance of order we have to see
what the other parties concerned
have to say about these things
so leave that one on the hook
just for the present. G2WW adds
that he has worked MP2BH in
the Sheikdom of Qatar, which
ought to be yet another one. (We
happen to know that some of the
MP4's supposedly on Bahrein
Island had their stations actually
but they gave their
in Qatar
QTH's as Bahrein and weren't
keen on setting up a new one.)

-

-
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We await the general decision on
both of these. Further reference
to this sort of thing in a later

paragraph.
G3HDL

(Liverpool). working
on 14 me with an indoor aerial,
has added OQ5RA. HS1WR,
ZE5JP, and VK5HK, the latter
giving him his WAC, with which
he says he is " ridiculously
pleased." Well, you don't need
the fingers of two hands to count
the indoor -aerial WAC's, we
should imagine.
G5XG (South Devon) thinks he
can stake a claim for the " further

North " phone contact. having
worked KL7AGP/MM on " Ice
Island, North Pole," 88° 31' N.
The KL7 was using a rhombic
Incidentthree feet off the ice
ally, what about this W5AGB/
FM on " Fletcher's Ice Island
!

who has been so active on 14 me
CW ? We have heard him a lot,
but no one seems to claim to have
Presumably the
worked him.
"FM" means " Floating Mobile?"
The best at G3GUM were
ZC2MAC, VS5ELA, DU1MB,
HSIWR (all around 1600), FO8AB
(0645) and some lesser lights.
Other news from 'GUM is that
VR3C is said to be on phone,

!

on. but the
those that were
missed, such as C3AR, VS5ELA,
VQ8AF and VS9AW. 'IGZ also
heard an LA station calling
ZD7AB-has anyone any gen. on
him ?
G5BZ's bag includes FB8BB
and 8ZZ, ZC2MAC. FL8MY,
VS5ELA, VS9AW, four FP8's ,
YS1O.
VP5BH
(Caymans).
CE5AW, PJ2CC-in fact most of
what we have been hearing on the
band
'BZ says that by this time
last year he had worked 150 countries, and this year the score is
147, so can conditions really have
been so bad after all ? (It's
surely a question of how easy or
VS6CG

and

so

choicest were

!

Group taken on a visit to VU2DZ, Bombay, left to right : DL3ZV (licensed as AP2K),
G4GB, AP2N and VU2DZ.
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every Thursday at 0600 GMT.
that
G3AAT/OX (The
and
British North Greenland Expedition) popped up at 589 one afternoon, worked one station, complained of the wolf-pack tactics
and went QRT again. (G3ESY.
Hereford. also heard this station.
but on 7 mc.)
Some Phone DX

G3TR (Southampton) has found
VK and ZL absent, compared
with last year. but some of the
The
other DX quite good.
month's bag included ZD2TTE,
CR6BX, EL9A, KA8AB, LU5XE
and VESMA. all on phone. 'TR
needs only two states in Brazil
for his phone WAB, which he
hopes to get shortly.
GM2DBX (Methilhill) managed
to pull in LB6XD. ET3R, CP5EQ.
FP8AM and 4W 1 MY-all phone.
which improved his Marathon
score quite a lot. Visitors to the
shack included VU2JP and C8PX
with AP5B.
G3FXB also wielded his 14
mc phone to some effect, and
worked FP8AJ, HH3L, HP1LA.
LX1BU.OQ5VD, VQ5CY. VU2DZ
with a few others. Gotaways on
phone were TG9AZ. HRISO and
ZP5DC. which just shows that
phone pays dividends if you are
searching for some of those
elusive ones that you can't find
on CW.
EA9AT,
managed
G3CMH
with
SU5EB and TA2VDR.
FP8AM as a Gotaway.
Other Bands
All the other bands can be
lumped together in a very few
Starting with Top
sentences.
Band, G2NJ (Peterborough) tells
us that G5PP/P, operating from
Westmorland. was much sought
after by WABC-collectors. and
that OH3NY has been a very good
signal round about midnight G3FPQ worked
Eighty
On
ZBIBJ for a new one, and G8JR
told us in a QSO that he had
worked FP8AK and 8AM. PY's.
LU's. CE7AA and ZS2H1 up
there. Look at CE7AA on a map
and you'll agree that is is nice
going for Eighty.
G31H1 (Swindon) says " Don't
knock poor old Forty too hard ;
for the rabid DX man it may be
a dead loss. but for the newcomer
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it's still a darn sight easier to
add new countries on 40 than on
any other band-especially if the
aerial is only a random length of
wire." G6TC has been mostly on
Forty, where he has worked WI,
2. 3. 4 and 8. ZL21Q, CO2OK and
TF3MB. G3FXB worked W2ESO
and changed over to phone for a
short time, getting R5 and S7
from him. SM4GL has raised
CE4AD. CT2BO, VQ4CM and
ZS2HI on Eighty, and says that
all the DX on that band is worked
by EI9J, G3BKF and G8JR!

The Overseas Mail
CN2AP (we previously remarked that he is ex-EK1CW)
tells us that the licences have been
rationalised at last, and that 24
calls have been issued in the
series CN2AA-2AZ. He will be
on the LF bands this winter with
a better aerial, and hopes for
many G contacts on Top Band.
ZE3JO was thrilled to get a call
from VS5ELA on 14 mc, but
wonders what exotic countries you
have to work to get a score anywhere near that of WIFH and the
other list headers.
ZL3JW and 3LL notify us that
from July the ZL's were licensed
for the 11 -metre band (26960
27230 kc) for both Al and A3 ;
their 21 mc allocation, from the
same date. was 21000-21100 for
CW and 21100-21450 for Phone.
VU2DZ (Karachi) tells us that
he cannot get an AP call, doubt-

-
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less due to the fact that he holds
a VU ! He adds that there is no

QSL Bureau for Pakistan, which
causes difficulty ; even two cards.
from Bombay, correctly addressed,
failed to reach AP2N. A new
station active in Karachi is AP2L.
DL2SM is a Club station in
BAOR, the organising secretary
being DL2TA. Both are active
on Forty and Eighty, between
2200 and 0700 GMT for phone,
and at various other times for
CW. DL2SU also sends a line to
say that DX openings on 7 and
14 mc have been excellent, the
former in the small hours and the
latter in the late afternoons and
early evenings. Owing to a very
poor aerial. 'SU doesn't have
much of a share in it, but he
hopes to improve matters soon. He
adds that there is a " stupid
pirate " in Berlin. 'using an M13,
call -sign on 7 mc and completely
unaware of amateur procedure.
He gives his QTH over the air
as " Berlin." too
SU1FX tell us that there has
(as one might expect) been a tight
clamp -down on amateur operation
out there. with the result that
comparative silence reigns. The
trouble. 'FX says, has been caused
by the reckless use of QRO phone
One has
by certain stations.
been using a BC 610 and another
The
a very splattery T. 1154
situation remains somewhat fluid,
so anything might happen.
ZE5JP signs his letter " Sprog
-

!
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transmitter of this sort was familiar to the two -letter men of 25 years ago. 'Way back in 1929, G5ZN (still of Burnley, Lancs.)
ran a Mazda P650 in a 10-watt TP -TG SEC circuit, with its HT from 220 -volt DC mains. With this Tx and an O -V-1 receiver, some
of the contacts then made are shown by the QSL cards.
A

Ham," but he is running 50 watts
with a beam directed on England,
and his main interest is 20 and 40
CW. He has already worked 52
countries and a number of G's .. .
when does one stop being a
" Sprog ? "
MP4KAI (Kuwait) tells us that
he is active on 20 CW and phone,
using 50 watts. He is ex-ZC6BF
and 4X4BF, and anyone short of
cards from those stations should
write to MP4KAI, Independent
Exploration Co. Ltd., c/o Kuwait
Oil Co., Mina-al-Ahmadi, Kuwait.
The following are active out there
4KAE,
4KAC,
-MP4BAV,
4KAF, 4KAH and 4KAI.
DL7AA (Berlin) is a welcome
recruit to our Four -Band DX
Table, jumping straight into
second position on the ladder with
his total score of 500. His claim
for the Four -Band Award, received this month, consisted of

cards concerning only one-station
Four -Band contacts
Nice ones
them
among
were
CE3AG,
VK5KO and ZD4AB.
Note
Rudi's score of 123 countries on
!

7

mc.

General News
We spent two hours on working
VS5ELA (118 minutes listening,
two minutes transmitting) and had
ample time to observe the behaviour of the genus Clot. One
particular specimen called the
VS5 offand on for the whole
period, on his frequency, although
he wasn't replying to anyone
nearer than 5 kc one way or the
other. VS5ELA worked stations
either above or below his frequency without telling them on
which side he
and so kept
kept his own
cept for the

was going to listen,
them guessing and
frequency clear exantics of the Com-

pletely Incurable Clot like the one
we have mentioned. The result
was that he made 45 QSO's an
hour all day long. Other DX
stations, be it noted, come on and
disappear after a few contacts because they can't take it . . . it
proves what we have always said,
that it is the DX station who is
master of the situation, and what
happens is entirely up to him.
One or two rare ones pop up now
and then, and give it up after
three QSO's.
Generally speaking, the trouble
in this country over working rare
DX comes from three quartersEl Bugg down in the South-West,
Ola -Ola to the South -East and
Ruddi Karvup further East . . .
no need to mention the prefixes.
And the reader who suggested
that if competition got any fiercer,
there would amateur jammers on
the air, was nearer the truth than

THE
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he

realised.

Some

of

these

European transmissions are just
about that and nothing more.
Incidentally. the VS5ELA Expedition did not go as well as was
intended. Clyde of WOELA was
hoping to run VS5ELA from
Brunei (which he did), then transfer to Sarawak and operate as
VSSELZ. finally ending up on
Labuan Island as VS4ELA. It
appears that the difficulties of getting permission to work from the
two last places were too much.
and that the Brunei operation was
all that was possible. But this

WAZ MARATHON, 1952
Station

Zones Countries

G5BZ
G8FC

36
36

147

G3FXB

G2VD
G6QB
G3FXA

34
34
34
34

118
115
112

G2DPY
G6YR

33
33

109
103

G3GUM
G6QX

32
32

97
86

G3FPQ'

30

70

GM2DBX Phone) 29
29
G3DOG
27
G3CMN

93
75

G2BW

85

G3TR (Phone.

25
25

G3ABG

24

85

G3BDQ

23

66

G5FA

22

68

G3HDL

21

59

GSGK

17

24

G3IGZ

15

49

G2BAM
G3HZL
G2CMQ ( Phone,

13

46

13

41

13

34

G6TC

12

37

G3FPK

11

31

G2BJN

10

37

G2VJ (Phone,

8

12

03011

7

29

G4QK

4

7

D1,2SU

2
2

17
10

G3GVY

2

9

G2BP

108

95

55

74

NOTE: New entries in this table
must not include QSO's dating back
more than two months from the
time of entry. Regular reporters
should send in their score month
by month
three months' failure
to do so will be taken to indicate
loss of interest and the score will

-

be deleted.
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was a noble effort, and all the
'chasers will want to thank

W(ELA for his trouble.
ZA3KAA, giving QTH as
Tirana, Albania. is believed to
have been a good one. but only
the QSL's will show
VP5SC.
Kingston. Jamaica. is none other
than
Stan
Crow.
formerly
VQ4SGC .
.
KM6AX and
W6HQH/
KM6BE
(formerly
KM6) both QSL-cheering news
for those who have recently
worked either of them and are
short of a KM6 card.

...

.

DX -Chasers' Forum
As the DX news this month is
somewhat reduced in volume, we
gladly give space to the more
argumentative section of the postbag. which, for once, has been
very heavy.
First to arrive was a card from
G6LB (Chelmsford). worded thus:
"Competition is the greatest curse
of Amateur Radio and has done
more to tarnish the true spirit of
our hobby than any other single
factor."
Next came a letter from
G2BVN (Romford). who doesn't
go quite so far, but says " I agree
that competition is a good thing.
and that contests and so on are
desirable in very small numbers,
but I feel that a lot of the shocking behaviour on the DX bands
to -day is due to the craze for one
more Zone or Country.
In my humble opinion a number of the QSO's that take place
to -day are only a means of adding
a further figure to the appropriate
total, and the interest and pleasure
derived from the actual OSO is
only of secondary importance.
" If you must have another
competition, let it be for us to
find who can be the most wellmannered operator on the bands.
and let us not encourage these
so-called hams to further and even
more revolting habits."
And now
So far. so good.
comes an even longer and, if anything. more telling one from
G6YR-written in Ward 7, Sefton
General Hospital, Liverpool, from
which we all wish him a very
speedy release to better health.
Thus says 'YR " Having plenty
of time for meditation on the
hobby without the distraction of
a rig to hand, one thing that
:

ZESJP is with the R.A.F. at Karnak.,
Nr. Byo in Southern Rhodesia, and the
main interest is CW on Twenty and
Forty, with 50 watts into an 807.

stands out a mile is that on the
DX bands, most operators have
lost the right perspective. On the
face of it. what a glorious opportunity of finding out all sorts of
things about other lands-scenery,
climate, habits and so on-which
one could never learn so realistically without paying personal visits,
and of making real friends.
" But in practice, what do we
find ? ' Ur RST 569, name is
and
Ted, QRU. 73 and DX'
that's another station come and

-

21 MC MARATHON
(Starting July 1. 1952)
COUNTRIES
STATION
G6GN

36

GBKP

33

680J

29

G3GUM

26

GSBZ

26

G2BJY

25

GC3EML

22

G2VD

20

G6QB

20

G3ABG

16

G3FXB

15

GSFA

10
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gone. probably never to be
worked again unless a contest
crops up. This, it seems to me.
has to a large extent been brought
about by all these competitive
stunts. which. in my opinion. are
all futile, prove nothing ana certainly bring out all that is worst
in human nature."
G6YR goes on to say, at some
length. that we all know that 150
watts and a decent aerial will put
signals anywhere-simply if you
have enough time and patience to
call the DX more or less on its
own frequency. and often enough.
And he adds that the " moaners,"
both on the air and in writing.
are just as guilty of sharp practice as the stations that they condemn. (We fully agree with that
we heard several of them
one
during our two-hour vigil for

-

VS5ELA!)
SHORT WAVE yIAGAZINE
CERTIFICATE AWARDS
W.N.A.C.A.

*

1.

GM3DHD (Edinburgh)

2.

G8KP (Wakefield)

3.

G6LX (Croydon)

4.

G2BXP (Oldbury)

5.

SM5LL (Enskede)

6.

G3CVG (Wakefield)

7.

GW9CX (Flint)

8.

GI3ACV (Bangor)

9.

G6BS (Great Shelford)

10.

G6TC (Wolverhampton)

11.

GSHS (Thame)

12.

DL7AA (Berlin)

13.

G5LH (Horbury)

19.

G2WW (Penzance)

1.

G8KP (Wakefield)

2.

G2AJ (Biggin Hill)

3.

DL7AA (Berlin)

1.

G3ATU (Roker)

F.B.A.

W.F.E.

For general conditions governing the issue of these Certificates, see p. 288 July issue
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE.
All claims accepted will be
listed in these pages.
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He quotes one very well-known
rare DX station, who has been
very rude on occasions to the
Spivs and Clots. but who, when
he managed to find a rare country,
proceeded to work him on phone
in the CW band without turning
a hair.
He adds. too, that if
HZIMY in Arabia is easy, to
work, does it make any difference.
really. if he moves a few miles
into Yemen ? Why should he
then be the most sought-after
station in the world ? Just because of this convention that
" Countries " are the collector's piece in Amateur Radio.
The Other Side
After all these strong and well reasoned
" anti - competitive "
views had been received and read.
we decided to stay strictly neutral
ourselves, and referred the matter
to a well-known Old Timer who
is active, on all bands (including
VHF) and is not a rabid DX man.
He replies as follows: " A lot
could be said on this theme, the
main point of course being that
amateur experiment is virtually
dead, and the main focus of
Amateur Radio is now on Communication.
Maybe this calls
for competition to sort out the
best communicators. You don't
have to let the competitive element worry you if you don't want
to play.
When 1 have a DX
spasm, if somebody else gets the
DX I've called, well, he's done
better than
have, that's all.
think a lot of these moans are a
function of the over -crowding on
the DX bands. which is quite
another matter. There are so
many people on the bands these
days that there is bound to be a
proportion of black sheep, human
nature being what it is. And my
bet is that turning off all contests and all competitive interest
would not make the slightest difference to operating conditions or
behaviour over the air.
the
theme therefore seems to be
' Take it Easy.' "
Well, friends, there you are.
Your Commentator has views.
but they are not such as would
affect either argument. Suffice
it to say that anyone who regards
his total of Zones. Countries. Certificates and so on as of paramount importance is welcome to
1

1
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The Sixth All-European DX
Contest, 1952
This Contest is arranged by our

Danish friends of E.D.R. The
Rules are as before, except that the
bands concerned now include 21
mc.
The CW week-end is from 0001
GMT on December 6, until 2359
GMT on December 7, and the Phone
week-end December 13-19.
Serial numbers consist of the RST
report (RS on phone) plus a self assigned three -figure combination
which remains unchanged. Three
points are awarded for a complete
OSO, one for receiving acknowledgment of own number and two on
acknowledging
the
incoming

number.
Total points are multiplied by a
figure which is the sum of all nonEuropean countries worked on each
band, with all U.S. and Canadian
districts counting as separate
" countries " for the purpose of
the multiplier.
Logs and reports go to EDR Contest Committee, Box 335, Aalborg,
Denmark.

do so. but he is misguided and
his views are probably not shared
by the majority.
At the same
time it seems that some sort of
competitive stimulus is likely to
be helpful, even if all that we
are doing is to train ourselves (in
the phrase quoted above) as
better communicators.'"
Surely the thing to do is to

improve manners and behaviour
without any negative action, such
as cutting out all incentive to
compete with the other man ?
Views on the subject will of
course be welcomed, but not_
please, at too great a length
We
want to keep some space in these
columns for the purpose of this
feature, which is, after all, intended for those who are interested in DX, whether of the
competitive kind or not.
Next month's deadline is first
post on September 10
a very
early one, so please make a note
of it. For the following month
October 15 will be the day.
Address all your DX news. views
and comments to: " DX Commentary," Short Ware Magazine.
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
73. BCNU, and
Behave Your!

-

selves

-

!

Become a
Direct Subscriber
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This amusing story shows that it is as well to go abroad armed
with all the right papers.-Editor.
S. C.

MITCHELL, B.Sc., F.R.I.C. (G3EWG)

IT was recently necessary for me
to spend some months at my
employer's Indian factory, so 1
decided to take with me a B.2
and apply for a VU licence. I
wrote to the Director of Telecommunications in Delhi-but eot
no reply before it was time for
me to leave.
When I came to go through the
Customs at the airport on the
outward journey. I realised that 1
had made no enquiries about
whether any special formalities
applied to taking transmitting
equipment out of the country. It
was just after midnight and the
Customs officers seemed to be
anxious
to
everybody
push
through without too much fussuntil they came to the man in
front of me. He was an ex regular officer type from the wide
open spaces. Asked if he had
anything to declare, he said " Yes
-two hundred rounds of live
ammunition -.500." The effect
on the Customs officer was electric. His expression passed from
incredulity to astonishment and
thence to pity.
Finally, he
smiled, " This is. of course. quite
impossible." One's mind caught
a glimpse of the masses of orders
and regulations which covered the
export of live ammunition. The
passenger, who appeared quite
unmoved. had the temerity to ask
" Why? " H.M. Customs and
Excise obviously thought this
question superfluous, but replied.
politely, " In the first place, you'd
need an Export Licence." The
passenger slowly unbuttoned his
coat, felt in his breast pocket and
drew out a foolscap sheet. which
he unfolded with unhurried precision.
I was standing right
behind him and I could see at a
glance that this was a valid export
licence for the ammunition which
he had declared and which lay on
the bench in front of us in a
rather wicked -looking little box.
The Customs Officer studied

this but could find nothing wrong
with it. " You would, of course,
need, in addition, a supplementary
permit for the goods to travel as
personal effects." The coat was
again unbuttoned, and another
document extracted from the
breast pocket.
It was unfolded
with no sense of concern for the
queue of passengers or the waiting aircraft. This also appeared
to be valid and in order. The
Customs Officer now sought the
aid of the official book of words,
which was ready to hand. After
delving
among " sub-sections."
" paras "
and " addenda," he
emerged with " Ah, .yes-there is
the question of the provisions of
the Explosives Regulations." As
the unbuttoning process started
again, there was no real doubt
about the outcome. The man
literally had all the answers!
The Customs Officer gave up
and chalked the magic hieroglyphic on the box of ammunition.
He had not, however, quite
finished. He beckoned to the
B.O.A.C. representative and said,
" This man has two hundred
rounds of live ammunition ; as
far as Customs are concerned,
he's clear, but it is illegal for you
to accept explosives as passengers'
luggage." More papers were produced from the breast pocket and
they appeared to carry the right
rubber stamps, for the box was
duly carried on to the tarmac.
The Customs Officer's attention
was now directed to me: " Have
you anything to declare? " " Yes,
a radio transmitter."
He winced
as he clutched the bench for
support ; but he had obviously
had enough for one night. and in
thirty seconds I was away.

Entry Difficulties
When we got to the other end
a
couple of days later. my
elephant -shooting
friend
went
through with no trouble at all. I
declared " One radio set, value
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£4 10s.." which I considered a
fair assessment of its written -down
value. There would be a small
amount of duty to pay
forms
were made out for me to sign. I
was then asked directly the very
pertinent question: " Is this a
radio receiver? " If I said " Yes,"
it was unlikely that anyone would
dispute my answer ; on the other
hand, I should certainly be having
more dealings with Indian officialdom if I were going to get a
licence. So, like George Washington. I said " Yes-but it is also a
transmitter." That. of course. was
different. Senior individuals with
more gold braid came forward.
They went into a huddle with a
large tome and finally decided
that the set would be impounded
and I should have to deal with
Higher Authority in Calcutta.
got a receipt for one radio
receiver and transmitter.
Five days later. an armed police
officer was shown into my office
and introduced himself as an
" Inspector in the Security Police."
They had received a report that i
had attempted illegally to bring
into the country a radio transmitter described as a receiver, an
operation of which. I gathered, the
Republic of India took a dim
view.
Fortunately. I had the
Customs receipt and the copy of
my letter to Delhi announcing my
intention to bring in a transmitter,
so all was settled very amicably.
Getting the Licence
now applied
I
to Higher
Authority for the release of the
B.2. but they refused to let me
have it until I could produce a
transmitting licence. neither would
they be misled by my G licence.
which I waved encouragingly.
A week later, business took me
to Delhi, so I called to see the
Directorate of Telecommunications. My application had been
received and was under consideration. Would I get a licence? The
official regretted that he could not
anticipate the decision of the
him this
committee.
I assured
was the last thing I wished him to
do-I just wanted him to tell me.
Yes or No. He told me it was
very unlikely I should get a
licence as I was not an Indian
national.
To get some more information,
I called at the office of the High

-
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Commissioner for the United
Kingdom. They told me it took
anything up to eighteen months

for

a British subject to get a
licence, so, as my stay was not
likely to exceed six months, I gave
it up and let my Tx sit in the
Custom House until I was ready
to leave, and then shipped it home
.by sea.

Its adventures had not ended,

for when the boat arrived

in

London. there was a dock strike

and she went to sea again with
my B.2 still in the hold. She then
put into Dublin, where the boat
caught fire, which resulted in the
declaration of a general average.
However, the vessel did finally
dock at Tilbury and my box was
unloaded, none the worse for its
adventures.
It seems that newcomers to
India will not find it easy to get
a licence, and they would certainly not find it easy to pick up

The QTH for VHF
DISCUSSION ON
EFFECTIVE HEIGHT
A

R. P. HOPE (G3AUS)

This article is a careful exposition of the
problem of beam height in relation to effective
propagation, taking into account the factor of
local topography-so far as that is possible.
The main conclusion is that what may appear
to be severe local screening can often be overcome by a study of radiation angles. Our
contributor also suggests that having regard to
local site conditions, a point may be reached
where increasing height can give no further
.effective gain. And in any lofty aerial system,
involving long feed lines, the losses in the
feeder must also be taken into consideration.Editor.
MANY amateurs are deterred from the
thought of VHF working by a forbidding
Tange of nearby hills without considering the
relative heights and distances involved.
In the writer's case, a range of hills more
than 100ft. higher than the ground level at his
home QTH. at a distance of 850 yds. has
proved no serious obstacle.
In considering the problems involved in

making the most of one's 0TH, three important points arise

:-

(1) Terrain.
(2) Slope of ground.
(3) Possible height of antennae.

Terrain
Few amateurs are able or willing to build
their houses on tops of mountains. High clear
locations, however, are the best for DX
working. The height of aerial is then of little
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gear out there. I came across a
certain
amount
of
surplus
material, but it was very mixed,
of doubtful value and prices were
high. I was told stories of huge
caches of BC348's, BC221's and
other treasures, but, on closer
investigation, it was always a case
of what " A " had been told by
B," who heard it from " C,
who had a friend who said he had
got it from somebody in the
know.

importance. For those not so fortunate a good
yardstick is to determine the angle that their
beam makes with respect to any intervening
ground. If this should be less than 1.5°, little
or no trouble should be experienced. A rough
estimate may be obtained by allowing 1 dB
for 0.1°. If however the angle is greater than
this, it should be reduced in all practical cases
to 2° or less, by raising the height of the aerial.
An aerial height of 60ft. is probably the practical maximum from the points of view of
expense and feeder losses.
Thickly wooded country or built-up areas
have a detrimental effect on propagation to the
extent of between 5 and 20 dB. The effective
height of the beam system then becomes the
height above roof or tree level. Where individual trees or houses are concerned the effects
are more problematical. Each tree or house
re -radiates, the effect being to build up a field
which may add or subtract according to the
phase, dependent on the distances and measurements involved. The general loss will probably be between that for built-up and wooded
areas, and that for open country.
The effect of shielding of individual trees and
houses will be determined by (a) Proximity to
the aerial, (b) The density, and (c) Their
position.
(a) If the object is within the lobe of the
beam and within about 100 yds., the entire
radiation pattern may be seriously distorted.
(b) This applies principally to trees, particularly deciduous trees. If these should completely obscure the line of vision from the
beam, it will be found that normally the QTH
will be approximately 12 dB better in winter
than in summer.
(c) Unless the object is within the lobe, it
is unlikely that it will have any effect whatever.
It is mentioned here, however, since it may
affect beam swing tests.
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Slope of Ground

This is of prime importance and, if the minimum angle of 1.5° be borne in mind, has far
more effect than any other combination of
favourable or unfavourable points. The slope
of ground should be as great as possible away
from the transmitter in the direction in which
it is required to work. The slope of ground
is a cardinal point in determining the effective
height of the beam system above ground. It
may be seen that in the case of a dipole the
effective height above ground will not be the
same as for a stacked array because of the
difference in angle of their vertical lobes. The
result of ground interference with the pattern
is, in all cases, to produce an unwanted,
reflected ray which has the effect of tilting the
main lobe upward. The greater the effective
height, the less the angle that a given power
point of the lobe will make with the ground.
If the ground is sloping away at an angle
greater than that of the vertical downward
angle of the edge of the lobe, the effective
height becomes the difference between the
height of the beam and the ground from which
the lowest portion of the lobe is ultimate?y
reflected (assuming that ground to be level).
For example-Station A is at a height of
360ft. above sea level on the side of a hill the
downward slope of which is 30° to the horizontal, and is using a stacked beam with lobe
45° wide at an effective height of 360ft., plus
mast height, above sea level in a seaward direction. In this case it will readily be seen that
the effective height of the beam is, from the
point of view of increasing mast height.
infinite ; and no effective gain will be obtained
by increasing mast height.
Unfortunately, the converse of this is -also
true and, in the writer's case, it is estimated
that the loss in changing from a gentle downward slope to a gentle upward slope is approximately 6 dB. Basing assumptions on a theory
of natural height, the difference between Station
A (in the example above) and Station B, with
an effective aerial height of 60ft. above ground
(both stations having the same height above
sea level) is 12 dB. This closely approximates
the difference found in a considerable number
of practical experiments at up to 500 miles over
a long period. Thus it would appear from this.
and numerous other experiments carried out
between Stations A, B, the writer's station, and
C, a third station whose topography has been
carefully worked out, that whether or not
these rules -of -thumb embrace all of the mathematical theories involved, their results in
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practice are sufficiently conclusive to warrant
their assumption for amateur use.

Height of Beam
It may be appreciated that in any discussion
or article on this subject, the three principal
factors involved are so interdependent that it
is impossible to deal with each or any without
directly involving the other two. In the case
of height, however, there are clear-cut
theoretical gains. It should be noted before
going into these that by height one should
always refer to the effective height of the aerial
above ground. This, as has been shown. may
vary with the vertical lobe of the beam and
the slope of ground.
In the case of 144 mc. the band with which
we are primarily concerned, and 420 mc, to
which the same rules apply, assuming at the
natural height for each frequency the gain is
zero dB, then from Table I :
Table i
Height

Two -Metres

20
30
40
50
60

-17
-15

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
100 feet

dB
dB
--12 dB
-10.5 dB
9 dB
-- 4 dB

-

75

Centimetres

---13 dB
9 dB
6.5 dB
4.25 dB
2 dB
4- l dB

--

--

it will be seen that the gain for various
increases in height is as given in Table 2.
Now from the Height Gain Table (2) it will
be seen that in the case of Two Metres where,
if efficient feeders are used, a reasonable gain
may be expected up to around 60ft., in the
case of 75 cm-considering the more complex
array that is possible on this band, and the
excessive feeder loss-it would not be practicable to increase the height above 40ft., and
probably it would be desirable not to exceed
30ft.
Also, at lower heights, beam arrays with
narrower vertical lobes are possible and simpler
beams at greater heights may not yield greater
gains. Feeder losses will also thereby he
reduced. This however may not be possible
if the angle of 1.5° is to be maintained.
These differences in vertical Iobe width
should not be confused with free space gain,
although the loss due to the upward bending
of the main lobe on these frequencies may far
exceed gains and losses calculated on the free
space pattern.
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It should be borne in mind however that
these figures relate to the effective height of
the aerial system above ground, and do not
take into account the terrain. It will be obvious
that if an increase of height, say from 60100ft. on Two Metres. will enable the beam to
look over a neighbouring ridge, these gain
figures will be very considerably exceeded-although the slope of ground being of necessity
upward to the top of the ridge will greatly
reduce the gain from what it could have been
had the ridge not been there
!

Summary
To sum up on Two Metres, although the
lowest possible main vertical lobe is required,
it is possible to get over or around an obstacle
which it would be impossible to surmount on
70 cm. In the writer's view this is possibly
due to the fact that on 70 cm any obstacle
appears to be three times greater than on 2
metres : secondly. the power commonly avail :

UNITS AND STANDARDS OF MEASUREMENT
Electricity, the third booklet in the series. " Units
and Standards of Measurement employed at the
National Physical Laboratory," is now published. It
deals with current voltage, resistance, power, energy,
inductance, capacitance, frequency, and so on.
The booklet gives an account of the history of
the subject and of international co-operation to
ensure uniformity. It defines the units employed at
the N.P.L. for the measurement of electrical quantities and the standards by which these units are
determined and preserved. They are made applicable
to present-day practice by reference and working
standards which can be calibrated to an accuracy of
about 1 part per million. Details of these are
included.
There is also a section on radio frequency
standards. A daily programme of standard frequency
transmissions from station MSF at Rugby is
monitored by reference standards maintained at the
N.P.L.
Units and Standards of Measurement, III, is
published for the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research by H.M.S.O., price 9d., by post
It is obtainable only from the National
10 d.
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex.
BROADCAST RECEIVING LICENCES

Approximately 12,646,000 broadcast receiving
licences, including 1,487,000 for television, were
current in Great Britain and Northern Ireland at the
end of April, 1952.
The number of television licences increased by
about 30,000 during the month.
New viewers are reminded that they should take
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Height -Gain Table (2)
From

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
60-100 ft.
20304050-

30
40
50
60

Two -Metres

75

Centimetres

3dB
3dB

4dB

5dB

3dB

2.5 dB
2.5 dB

2.5 dB
2.25 dB
2.25 dB

able in the aerial is usually considerably less ;
thirdly, there are apparently at least two
methods of propagation on 2 metres (ducting,
and reflection or refraction, or what -have -you),
whereas on 70 cm it seems probable that a
least 90% of DX contacts made are due to
ducting, which means reflection from a much
lower level and consequently much less latitude in the angle of the downcoming wave.
For Seventycem work, while the writer has no
practical experience personally, it would
appear that a good. open QTH is desirable, if
not essential.

out a £2 television licence (which also includes
reception of sound programmes) as soon as their
television sets have been installed. When a television
licence is purchased. a current licence to receive
sound programmes only may be surrendered, and a
rebate claimed on the unexpired portion.

FOR AR88 USERS
When G2BTY (Earley, Berks.) got tired of lifting
round his AR88 every time he wanted to zero the
S -meter, he devised a simple extension control consisting of a flexible coupler on the S -meter zero
adjuster, with a piece of stiff wire fitted to the
coupler and sticking up above the cabinet.

CARDS IN THE BOX
We are without forwarding addresses for the
stations listed below, for which we are holding
card(s) at the Bureau. Please send a large stamped
addressed envelope, with name and call -sign, to:
BCM/QSL, London, W.C.1-which is a full and
sufficient address from any part of the world,
guaranteeing delivery of G and SWL cards. If
publication of the call-sign/address is required in
our " New QTH " feature, and subsequently in
the Radio Amateur Call Book, that should be
mentioned when claiming the cards. As the G
department of our QSL Bureau is cleared at
regular fortnightly intervals, there may be a few
days' interval before the cards are sent off.
G3GFZ. 3GTK, 3HXS, 3IDV, 3IFS,

GM3EDL, GW5JI.
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Portable Transmitter/Receiver for Two
Metres
SELF CONTAINED CC RECEIVER -CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
TRANSMITTER
CW /PHONE
OPERATION
CIRCUITS AND
CONSTRUCTION

-

G. M. KING, B.Sc., M.D., D.M.R.T. (G3MY)

This interesting design will meet the requirements of many readers who not only plan to go ¡P
on
Two Metres but who wish also to have a miniaturised unit for operation from the home QTH.
Designed for working off a vibrator pack, the primary source of power for portable operation
can be the car battery, or a small HT /LT unit for QRP work at the fixed location. Dr. King
is a well-known designer of equipment of this type, as well as being a keen VHF operator
who is
compelled to do most of his two -metre work under /P conditions. He discusses the circuits
for the Transmitter and Receiver sections in full detail, and the illustrations clarify the
construction. The general design can of course be varied to suit individual requirements.-Editor.

OR the unfortunate amateur who lives in
flat or other dwelling where outside
aerials, especially of the impressive rotary beam
type, are frowned upon, portable operation
offers the main chance of remaining " active "
and in touch with one's fellows. Such has been
the writer's lot for a number of years and if it
had not been for the unit to be described, all
contact with the two -metre band would have
been lost long ago.
It was decided that a miniaturised Transmitter/Receiver, which could be tucked away
in the back of a small car in the 8 h.p. category,
and run from a standard car radio type of
vibrator power pack, would allow advantage
to be taken of favourable portable sites within
the 10 -mile radius of a /P licence, without
having to load up the car with a host of equipment first.
The space available in the glove compartment of the car allowed the use of a cabinet
measuring only 10" x 5" x 5", but into this
space has been built a crystal -controlled transmitter giving 5 to 8 watts output on CW and
3 watts on phone. whilst the accompanying
receiver has a crystal -controlled local oscillator,
and a noise factor which will ensure that
nothing is missed even when conditions are
a

far from good.

The Transmitter Circuit
It was decided from the outset that the
transmitter should be built with standard
easily -obtainable valves and components, preferably items available on the surplus market
but readily replaceable from commercial

stocks, and it was felt that straight -forward,
well tried circuits should be employed in preference to some of the more recent designs
which are not infrequently critical in adjustment and difficult to get going satisfactorily.
Experience with earlier portable transmitters
had shown that the 6AC7 made an excellent
crystal oscillator in either the grid -plate,
modified Pierce (crystal connected between
control and screen grids), or the well known
Tri-tet circuits, and whilst a good harmonic
output could be obtained from all these, the
best was found to be the Tri-tet. At one time
this circuit had a bad reputation for cracking
crystals, especially in the hands of inexperienced operators, but with a valve such as
the 6AC7 or 6AG7-which has a high mutual
conductance and almost perfect internal screening there is no fear of this mishap occurring.
In the present unit, the usual coil and variable
condenser in the cathode circuit has been
replaced by a fixed -tuned combination, thereby
eliminating the main source of maladjustment
and possible crystal damage.
A high value of grid leak (200,000 ohms)
ensures a good harmonic output in the plate
circuit, whilst the screen voltage is kept below
150 volts by a series feed resistor of 75,000
ohms, holding crystal current to a low level
and thereby minimising frequency drift, which
can be quite troublesome when the fundamental frequency is being multiplied 18 or 24
times from an 8 or 6 me crystal. The combined plate -and -screen current of this stage is
only 12mA and adequate output on 24 me can
be obtained with crystals of either frequency
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The two -metre portable Transmitter Receiver unit built by G3MY (Sheffield) for his 'P operations, with a size comparison.

without any alteration of the cathode circuit
tuning.
The first frequency multiplier stage takes a
Loctal-based 7C5, which is the familiar 6V6
with an improved base and internal electrode
assembly which make it very suitable for this
position. Other valves which have been tried
and found to work satisfactorily include the
EL91. EF91, 6AG5, 6AQ5, 5763 and N78.
High grid bias is developed across the grid
leak of 100,000 ohitis and the screen voltage
is held below 150 volts by a series feed resistor
of 75.000 ohms, giving a total current consumption in this stage of 22 mA.
The output from the 7C5 stage on 72 mc
is inductively coupled into the grid circuit of
the final stage which is an 832 connected as
a push -push doubler, with its grids in push-pull
and plates in parallel. The limited amount
of space beneath the chassis precludes the use
of a normal split -stator tuning condenser across
the grid coil of the 832, and instead balance
to earth has been preserved by means of two
small Philips -type trimmers which can be
seen quite clearly in the under chassis view
of the unit. If these two capacities are
adjusted together when tuning up the transmitter so that their values are kept sensibly
equal. excellent balance of grid drive to the
two sections of the 832 can be achieved without difficulty. Bias for this stage is developed
across a resistor of 100,000 ohms which is
tapped on to the centre of the grid coil, and

the bias voltage is measured with a normal high

resistance meter when tuning up the transmitter. This method of measuring grid drive
is used in preference to the more usual one of
putting a milliammeter in series with the earthy
end of the grid leak. The volt meter is connected across the test point T in the circuit
diagram, the 1,000 ohm resistor R6 serving
merely as an RF choke.
The necessary inductive coupling between
the plate of the 7C5 stage and the 832 grid
coil is achieved by placing the two coils as
shown in the under -chassis photograph, and
no additional coupling is necessary. With
250 volts on the transmitter, the grid drive to
the 832 is 60 to 70 volts as measured at point
T ; this appears to be sufficient for efficient
doubling in the final.
The anodes of the 832 are joined together
and connected directly to the 144 mc plate coil.
which is series tuned. By adopting this method
of tuning, nearly twice the output can be
obtained as compared with the more conventional parallel tuned circuit and a very good
plate current dip occurs when it is resonated
to 144 mc. High tension is fed into the low
potential part of the coil through a self supporting choke and it should be noted that with
this type of tuning this point is very close to
the centre of the coil when the effective tuning
capacity is about the same as the output
capacity of the valve. Keying is obtained by
breaking the cathode of the 832 stage and in
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this design gives complete cut-off of the carrier
without appreciable back wave.
Screen voltage is normally between 150 and
180 volts and it is possible to load the final up
to 50 to 55 mA plate current at 250 to 300
volts HT, at which input the measured output
is 5 to 8 watts. Satisfactory operation can be
obtained with as little as 100 volts when the
output is approximately 1 watt.

The Modulator
With the limited space and power available,
the modulator obviously had to work on the
efficiency principle so that the maximum allowable current output of the vibrator pack should
not be exceeded. Clamp tube modulation
seemed the natural choice for the purpose and
requires a minimum number of components.
The functions of speech amplifier and modulator were combined in one valve of the 6SN7
type. A carbon microphone is connected in
the cathode circuit of one of the triodes which
works as a grounded grid amplifier, providing
the necessary energising voltage and at the
same time eliminating the usual microphone
transformer. The second triode section acts
as a conventional Clamp modulator in the
manner which has been thoroughly described
and discussed in recent editions of Short Wave
Magazine.
The modulator is unbiassed and therefore
gives a certain amount of controlled carrier
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effect with modulation, but this is in no way
detrimental and helps to conserve battery
power.
The modulator is switched in and out of
circuit by means of a spare set of contacts
on the keying jack. When the key is inserted,

Table of Values
Circuit of the TransmitterrModulator section of the
VHF Portable
100 µµF Ceramic
V.I
C1
6A C7
C2, C4,
\`!
7C5
0.0068 µF mica
\ :3
832
C14
\4
25 µµF APC variC3, C6
6SN7
Fig.

1.

C5,

C11,

able

C12, C15
C7, C8
C9, -C10

C13
R1

R2, RI2

I.'

500 µµF mica
0.001 µF mica
3-30 µµF Phil-

ips' trimmer
µµF double
spaced APC trimmer
200,000 ohms
75,000 ohms,

1

l3

1

watt

I

watt

R4
R6
R7
RS

:

25

R3, R5 = 100,000 ohms.

1.4

270 ohms
1,000 ohms
47 ohms

27,000

watts

ohms.

Lñ

3

500,000 ohms
33,000 ohms
20,000 ohms
resistors -I watt except where
stated
RFC
20 turns 18 SWG
wire, ¡in. diameter self supR9
RIO

RII

.411

L6

porting.

M

T

= GPO carbon mi-

crophone
X = 8,000 kc crystal

j1

turns, 24 SWG
enamelled wire,
diameter,
!,in. long
17 turns, 16 SWG
enamelled, bin.
diameter, I}in.
long, self supporting
7 turns, 18 SWG
gin.
diameter,
ein. long
x turns, 18 SWG
gin.
diameter.
lin. long
4 turns, 12 SWG
silver plated copper wire, -tin.
diameter,
lin.
long, centre tapped.
turn, 16 SWG
insulated
with
polythene
and
slipped into the
centre of L5
Test
po.n
to
measure t final
grid voltage
Keying jack
9

1

--

=

250/300v 90 mA

RII

$RFC
C14
L4.

VI

V3

C

V4
R

CIO

C7

R7

R3

C2T

R9

Cil

JI

Fig.

1.

=C12
=CIS
M

The Transmitter side of the G3MY VHF Portable. V4 is the two -stage modulator unit ; V3 is keyed for
CW.
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wiring, behind the panel of G3MY's portable station for 144 me operation. The receiver
Arrangement of the parts, and layout and
'
section is to the left, and the 832 in the output stage of the Tx is behind the PA coil.

the filament supply to the 6SN7 is disconnected, thereby cutting out the speech section
of the unit and allowing the screen voltage of
the 832 to rise to its full CW level. When the
modulator is in circuit, the additional current
taken by this stage causes the screen voltage
to be reduced to 50 to 60 volts, rising to about
100 to 120 volts on modulation peaks. With
the limited carrier controls produced by this
simple speech equipment, the maximum modulation depth is only of the order of 50% to
60% ; nevertheless, the inherent compression
and clipping which occurs with this circuit
when it is driven fairly hard causes the speech
on the carrier to have a high average level
and so to sound remarkably " loud," whilst
the distortion produced by the clipping action
is not noticeably above the inherent distortion
of the usual type of carbon microphone.
With a screen-grid modulator of this type
it is desirable to use rather tighter coupling

between the aerial and the final tank circuit
than for CW working, in order to obtain the
best modulation characteristic. The usual
practice is to tune up with the modulator
switched off, aerial coupling being gradually
increased until the output just begins to fall
off : the Clamp tube is then switched on,
causing the screen voltage and RF output to
fall very appreciably, but good modulation
should now be obtained. Under these conditions the output will be in the region of 3
watts, which is still adequate to give good
phone contacts over a wide area when operating
from a favourable Iocation.

The Receiver Circuit
An earlier Transmitter -Receiver unit built in
the same cabinet made use of a straight superregenerative receiver, with an RF stage to
minimise radiation from the oscillating
detector. This set worked surprisingly well,
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R16

Fig. 2. Circuit of the Receiver section of the two -metre Tx/Rx, fully discussed in the

Table of Values
Fig. 2.

The Receiver side of the Portable VHF Transmitter/
Receiver
Ci, C9 = 3-30 µµF Philip -c'
Li = 4 turns gin. ditrimmer
ameter, tin. long
C2,
C3,
tapped 1} turns
CS, 06
0.(101 µF mica
from earthed end
C4, C5
50 µµF Ceramic
L3
L2,
= 3 turns ¡in. diC6
15 55F Ceramic
ameter, tin. long
C7 = 1.5 µµF Ceramic
CIO = 10 µµF Ceramic
L4 = 34 turns 24 SWG
CI
22 µµF Ceramic
enamelled wire
C12, C15,
C17
C13
C14
CIS
C19

=

5(1

0.1
10

350 volt working

R2, R5,

R6

R3, R6,
R13
R4, RIO
R7
R9
RI
R12
R14. R17

911

tuned
former,
tapped 5 turns
from the earthed
end
15 turns, 24 S\VG
enamelled wire
wound on tin.
diameter low loss
former, tapped 5
turns from grid
end.
Turns
spaced one diameter of wire.
Coil slug tuned

µF paper
µF electrolytic

100 ohms

R1

wound on Alladin
ein. diameter slug

µF mica
µµF Ceramic
µµF variable

0.01
100

L5

4,700 ohms

= 1,5 megohms
= 220,000 ohms

=
==
=

2,200 ohms
1,000 ohms
20,000 ohms
100,000 ohms.

= 47,0(10 ohms
RI5 = 270 ohms
PI = 100,000 ohms Potentiometer
RI
= 10.000 ohms. 3
watt_
resistsrs sratt insulated typr

LI, L2,
L3
VI
V2

=-

V4

---

\3 =
X

IS SWG wire

= 12AT7
6J6

9003
6C4

= 7,500 he crystal

but had the inherent disadvantage of being
completely unsuitable for the reception of weak
CW signals. and it was obvious that many
contacts were being lost because of this.
Much thought and experimental work went
into the design of a practical sensitive superhet
receiver which could be made to fit into a

text-and see photographs.

chassis space of approximately 4" x 3". but
the final circuit does just this and can compete
with the best converter -communication receiver
combinations for stability and sensitivity.
The high frequency front end of the receiver
is basically¡ similar to the crystal -controlled
converter described by G6VX in Short Wave
Magazine for February. 1951, and starts off
with a 12AT7 which combines the functions of
grounded grid RF amplifier and grid leak
biassed triode mixer.
The earthed grid stage is quite conventional
except that the usual filament chokes have been
discarded, the only effect of this being to cause
the small cathode -heater capacity of this
section of the 12AT7 to appear across the
input tuned circuit and the tuning capacity
has to be reduced to compensate for this. The
plate coil of the RF stage is tuned with the
stray capacities in the circuit together with the
output capacity of the RF stage and the input
capacity of the mixer, and is resonated to 145
me by squeezing or stretching the coil until
maximum signal is obtained.
The RF plate is capacity coupled to the grid
of the mixer, which has a grid leak of 1.5
megohms : bias for this stage is developed by
the flow of grid current through this resistor,
and adjusts itself according to the local oscillator injection voltage, thus making this type
of mixer extremely tolerant in this respect. The
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Layout and wiring underneath the chassis of the two -metre portable Tx/RX. With the exception of the receiver tuning control, all

circuits are pre-set.

uµF condehser connected between the
plate and cathode of the mixer (C5) performs
two important functions : by-passing high
frequency currents in the mixer plate to earth
and at the same time forming part of the
capacity across the second detector tuned
circuit. This condenser is connected by the
shortest possible leads from the plate to
cathode of the mixer so that it may perform
its by-passing function
as efficiently as
possible.
A 6J6 is used as a combined crystal oscillator and frequency multiplier, with a crystal
having a fundamental frequency of 7.5 mc.
excited on its third overtone by the application
of regeneration so that it oscillates very close
to 22.5 mc. The second section of the 6J6
multiplies the frequency six times to give output at about 135 mc. and this frequency is
coupled into the grid of the mixer through a
small Ceramicon condenser of 1.5 µµF (C7),
giving ample injection voltage for efficient
mixing. With the specified coil and layout.
the multiplier plate circuit resonates at 135
50

mc, with the Philips trimmer about two turns

from minimum capacity. As already stated,
the RF plate/mixer grid coil is resonated for
maximum signal at 145 mc by opening or
closing the turns when listening to an incoming
signal.
The cathode tuned circuit of the RF stage
is likewise tuned to 145 mc, but this must be
done either with an incoming signal or with
a noise generator. since the small rise in background " sharsh " as the trimmer is rotated is
not necessarily the correct setting for optimum
noise factor or gain.
The tunable part of the receiver consists of
nothing more elaborate than a simple electron
coupled regenerative detector to which the
mixer output is directly coupled by C6. The
plate of the mixer is effectively tapped down
on the detector grid coil by being connected
to the junction of C5 and C6. which are in
series across this coil forming a potential
divider and also part of the tuning capacity.
By tapping down the detector grid coil in this
way. a better impedance match is obtained and
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the reduced detector damping by the mixer
greatly enhances the smoothness of the
regeneration and improves selectivity.
For CW reception, the detector is allowed to
oscillate very gently whilst for voice reception
it is backed off to just below the point of
oscillation.
Smooth control of this allimportant regeneration is achieved by varying
the screen potential by means of potentiometer

Pl.

A single stage of low frequency amplification
using a 6C4 brings the signal strength up to a
comfortable level for headphone reception and
no doubt, if this valve were replaced by a
double triode such as a 12AU7 or 12AT7
acting as two stages of amplification in cascade,
the level would then be sufficient to operate a
small speaker.
With crystal controlled injection on or near
to 135 mc, the regenerative detector must tune
from 9 to 11 mc to cover the 144 to 146 mc
band.
The change over from transmit to receive
is accomplished very simply by means of a

NINETEENTH NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION, 1952.
At the moment of writing, the National Radio
Show is due to open at Earl's Court, London, on
August 27, closing on Saturday, September 6. A
very interesting exhibition is promised, covering
nearly the whole field of TV, Radio and Electronics.
Some of the more unusual exhibits and aspects of
the Show will be discussed in our next issue.

F.O.C. MARATHON CONTEST

Their annual event takes place this year during
the week October 5-11, and is exclusive to members
in that all QSO's to score must be FOC/FOC only.
The scoring system has been devised to encourage
world-wide working on all bands, and op_.-ators
taking part are specially requested to call "CQ FOC"
when looking for contacts. Though the Contest is
to take place over a week, operating periods are
restricted to 0900-1700. 1800-2000, 2230-2359 on
the Sunday, and 1800-2000, 2230-2359 on the
weekdays, all times GMT (which will then be in
force).

FOR THOSE WHO THINK THEY CAN COPY
Fedor Roslyakov, operator of the Russian club
station UA2KAW, Kalingrad, is the champion highspeed CW operator of the Soviet Union. That is
to say, his maximum sending speed is claimed to
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double -pole double -throw change over switch
of the quick make -and-break type which
merely transfers the coaxial feeder and the
main high tension leads from one section to the
other. The HT for the receiver is smoothed
and dropped to approximately 100 to 120
volts by means of R16 and C19.
Conclusion
An ultra compact Transmitter/Receiver unit

is thus evolved which can be operated safely
and satisfactorily from a 300 volt 100 mA

vibrator pack, or from a normal car radio
power supply, giving an output of up to 8
watts on CW and about 3 watts on telephony.
The crystal controlled receiver combines excellent stability with good sensitivity and low
noise factor. So far, using a simple 3 -element
beam 12 feet high and operating from a good
location, CW contacts up to 200 miles have
been made under poor conditions, whilst on
telephony from the same location contacts up
to 60 miles can be made under any conditions.

w.p.m.-and he is also said to be able to
read at this speed. For all we know, it may be quite
true. But this high-speed CW business is rather
like the Olympic Games-you work out the points
to suit your own standard. For the information of
Fedor, and the Moscow Academy of Sciences, we
reckon " words per minute " at five characters per
word, so that 60 characters sent or received in one
minute would be 12 w.p.m.
be 92

AMATEUR RADIO EXHIBITION
FOR THE NORTH
We are informed, and note with great interest,
that an exhibition covering all branches of Amateur

Radio is to be held at Newcastle (Chronicle Hall,
Westgate Road) during the period September 22-27.
The times of opening will be 6.0-9.30 p.m.. Monday
-Friday. and 12.00-9.30 p.m. on Saturday 27th.
Admission is Is.. and half that for the youngsters.
This ambitious project is being sponsored by four
amateur societies operating jointly
North-East
Amateur Transmitting Society; Gateshead Radio
Club; Sunderland Radio Society; and International
Radio -Controlled Model Society. Exhibits will include amateur -built TV and communications equipment, tape recorders. radio controlled models, an
electron microscope, and range of test gear-and of
course there will be a station in operation throughout the period of the exhibition. We wish those
who will be doing a lot of work to make this
undertaking a success well in their efforts. and congratulate them on their enterprise.
:
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THE survey of conditions for
the month just past is interesting in that opinions as to whether
they have been good, poor or
average is in most cases related
with the level of activity noticed
by the individual reporting
whether that has been high, low
or fair. The broad picture which
emerges is that on the whole conditions have been what we expect
at this time of year
contacts
possible up to 200 miles or so by
those who have tried for themwith some very good patches
when QSO's all round the country
could be obtained.
Activity
appears to have been rather
lower than the general quality
of conditions, due probably to
two factors: Holiday absences,
and few DX openings to the
Continent, or over considerable
G distances, than obtained for the
July period.
On this topic, G3EHY (Ban well) puts it forward that regular
working over distances up to
about 250 miles should be possible for the greater part of the
year, and cites cases from his
own experience to support this
view. At any rate, he is setting
out to try to prove it by maintaining a regular schedule with
G13GQB (Newtonards, Co. Down
268 miles) and the object of
this particular exercise will be a
daily QSO. It will be remembered that in previous years
G3EHY carried out similar tests
with GW2ADZ for the 100 -mile
path, and with G2CPL (Lowestoft) for the 200 -mile distance. In
both cases, careful work proved
beyond doubt that schedule contacts could be obtained over such
distances on a far greater number
of occasions than general conditions
(judged by the results obtained by
other stations) suggested should
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be possible.

Reliable estimates of conditions
can only be obtained by regular
observation-and, of course, this
is complicated by the fact that
most people can only be on for
a few hours each week, though
there are some operators who
can, and do. work practically
every evening and are also there
most week-ends. This leads on to
the obvious suggestion that the
best and most effective way of
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schedule on practically a daily
basis, and (d) Have a sensitive
S-meter on the receiver enabling
readings to be taken in dB above
noise.
On the equipment side, they
would need to be up to, say, the
30C worked standard
this would
be a reasonable guarantee as to
operating ability, and a measure of
the effectiveness of aerial, receiver and transmitter. The keeping of such a schedule is not
actually a matter of any great
difficulty
over the years, your
A.J.D. has done if often on different bands and for various purposes, and so have others. A 5 minute contact, or attempted
QSO, would yield all the information required, and it would not
even be necessary to have an S meter calibrated against any particular standard, since readings
would be comparative from time
to time only. In other words, it
would not matter in the least if
G9XX's sober S6 became S8 on
G9ZZ's optimistic dial, where
both readings should be S5 on an
agreed signal input
so long as
every reading over the 12 -month
period was taken under the same
operating conditions, enabling a
comparative change in signal level
to be obtained from QSO-to-QSO,
and related to QSB effects during
any particular contact.
Operators who may be keen on
following up this suggestion
thereby making a useful contribution to a progressive investigation
-are asked to write your A.J.D.
who (if stations suitably placed
geographically respond) will effect
the necessary introductions and
help clew up the schedules. It
could all be done through this
space, so that everyone else
would know what is going on, too.
The combined talent on the
VHF bands is now very high
certainly as high as anywhere else
in the world. Let us endeavour
to put it to some good purpose.

-

_A.-

_AL._

DS
A. J. DEVON
Survey of Conditions, and
a Proposed

Investigation-

First Leg of the
Marathon ContestCertificate for Counties

Worked-

Individual Reports and
Station NewsNew European DX Record,
F8II/FA9RZ, 696 Miles-

investigating the regularity of
working ranges, within the limits of
practical possibility, would be to
open up a number of 200-250
mile paths in different directions
across the country and to establish
regular schedule working over
these paths.
It would involve
keeping careful notes at each end
as to local cloud, temperature,
barometer, noise -level and signal
strength of the target station in
terms of dB above noise. Correlation of the results obtained
after a 12 months' run would certainly produce some exceedingly
interesting curves, and might well
provide really useful data on the
theory of propagation at these
frequencies.
To carry out such a programme
effectively, stations able and willing to participate would have to
(a) Be suitably placed geographically, (b) Undertake not to make
drastic changes to their equipment.
(c) Be able to keep a short

-

-

-

-

New European VHF Record

From the " Chronique du DX "
feature in the French Le Haut Parleur, we get it that during
the International Contest weekend, July 5/6 last, F811 obtained
special permission to work what
we would call /P from Mont
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Ventoux. which is north-east of
Avignon in Southern France; 16
contacts were made, of which the
best was with FA9RZ, Oran,
Algeria. for a distance of 696
miles. Input was 60 watts to an
815. and the receiver a 616 converter. The distance is. of course.
a
new European record (previously G5YV/F8MG, 620 miles)
but, without detracting in any
way from the effort for which full
credit must go to F8I1/FA9RZ.
we are bound to point out that
these record ground ranges have
always previously been allowed
only in respect of normal fixed
station working. i.e., not /P
exceptionally
operation
from
elevated sites specially picked for
long distance working and occupied for a few hours only. In
this sense. it was established years
ago that an SEO Tx, operated
from the summit of Snowdon,
could smear a signal over the
whole country on five metres. and
with a squish receiver, produce
contacts over great ranges. It has
long since been accepted that the
objective for VHF working must
be operation QTH-to-QTH. or
point-to-point, or home station to
home station. if the bands are to
he of any use for regular communication purposes.
It is for this reason that we do
not accept new -record claims, or
counties worked, in respect of G
stations operated /P. and our portable men (keen on /P working
for many reasons quite unconnected with scoring) have always
accepted this ruling for the
reasons already stated.
We do not yet know how far
our French friends would agree
with us on this. In the meantime, while noting the claim made
on behalf of the two French
operators concerned, we draw
their attention to the fact that
the 620 -mile QSO. a distance of
almost exactly 1,000 kilometres,
between G5YV and F8MG on
October 9, 1951. was made station to -station. in the sense that both
operators were working from
their usual fixed locations.

Marathon Contest-First Leg
This was played off over the
week-end July
19/20,
under
average to poor conditions, and
with considerably less than the
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TWO -METRE ACTIVITY REPORT
Wimblington, GM3DIQ,
Ayrshire.

G3WW,

Cambs.

WORKED: DL3QA.
SER, 6SV, EI2w',
2AIw.
G2AHP,
2AOR/A,
2FCL,
2FN\V. 2F0, 2F9P.
2F\'D.
2FZU,
2HCJ/P,
2HDZ.
2HOP, 201, 2U9.
2XV;P, 2YB. 3AGS,
3BCY, 3BIi, 3BNC,
3CC_ 3CFIi, 3CFR,
3CHV,
3C.1 Y.
3EHY.
3EG\V/P,
3FD, 3FFV, 311 J,
3GDR,
3GBO,
3GHI. 3GOP, 3GZM,
3HCK, 3HVO, 3HZF.

Stevenston, 2ANT/A,

311 /P, WORKED: G2DKH'P. 2F0,
F8GH, 3BW, 3CYY, 4LX, GM2DRD,
2A J, 3BA, 3BDA, 3DDE, 3EGW,
2FJR. 3ENJ, 3FVX, 4HX, 6\V1,,
2FTS,
2HCG,

2HIF,

6Z -V.

HEARD: G5YV,

6L1.

G4RO, St. Albans, Herts.
NGR 52/147075.
2A1,
G2AI1A.
3CGQ, WORKED:
3DUP, 2BN, 2BER, 2DTO. 2HDZ,
2XC,
3AUS,

30W.

201,
2119, 211V.
3FAN, 2H1F.
2VC, SAGA,
2YB,
300I, 2XC,
30111.
3ASG,
3AUS,
3BCY,
3GGJ,
3CAT, 3CFR 3CGQ,
3HAB, 3BPM, 3CWW,
3DUP, 3ECA,
3HX0, 3CVO,
3FAN, 30D. 3FFV.
3IIT, 31\VA, 310, 4DC, 4GR, 3EHY,
VD, 3FXG.
3FSG.
3F
300S.
4JJ/P. 41iD, 4M\V, 4R0, 3GDR. 3GHI, 3GHO,
3HAB.
5BD, 50S, SGX, 5.10, 5JU, 3HSC. 3HXO, 3H XS, 31SA.
5M0, 5MR, 5SZ. 5VM, 5V5 /A, 3W\V, 4DC, 4GR. 4N.D.
5wP, SY V. 61.1, 6XBtP, 4,11E, SUS, 5GX, 5JU. 51,K.
60J, 6R 41, SUH, 6U j, 8DA. 51.0, 50V, SQL, 55 K. SSZ.
80U, SSV, GM3BDA, 3EGW, 517F, SUM, 5YV, 6CB. SPO,
SUH, 61P, 61.1, 69N, 612H, 6TA.
GW2ADZ.
3ENY,
OZ2FR,
3\VS. 61.71-1
ON4HC,
GYP,
8LN. SPX,
PA ORA. (Juli 18 10 271
GW2ADZ, BUH.
HEARD:
G2AHP.
G20I, Winton, Eccles, 2CD. 2FI<Z. 20111. 2BAT,
219,
Lanes.- NGR 33/993753.
2X S. 3BLP, 3HCK, 4FB,
8C
K.
G2AJ,
6XM,
4JJ/P, 6LL.
WORKED: EI2W,
2CBR, 2FCV, 2FVD, 2FZU, SDM, STL, 8A0/MM. '(all
3AGS,
27).
2HIF. 2JT. 3ABH,
19 to
3A00. 3AYT, 3BCV, 3B\V,
3C Y. 3DA, 3DA /P. 3EHY. G2XC, Portsmouth, Hants.
3FAN, 3E0I, 3FZU, 3GMX. NGR 41/670069.
4R0. 50M. WORKED: G2AHP, 2A 1.
3GZ10, 3H11,
5JU, 5YV. SOT, 80.1. SOL, 2FVD,
COCO, CHIP. 3ARL,
3BIL.
SHE.
GI2FHN.
3BNC, 3BP0. 3CGQ.
3FVR, 3AUS,
GW2ADZ, 3ENV.
3FAN, 3HBW, 3IBV. 3\V\V,

509.

SUH.

HEARD: G2BAT, 2DKH/P.
/_PU, 3AUH. 3AUS, 3BHS,
301.0. 3CCH, 3DUP, 30V N,
3EDD, 3010, 30UL. 31)0U.
3GHO, 3GUU, 3JJ, 3MA,
4CI, 4DC, SBY, 5SK. 601.

6XM, 6XX, 8A0'M11.
(July 12 to 281.

4DC, 4RO, 5BM, 6X91, 8DV A,
SOU.

3CFR.
G2í(1,
HEARD:
300P, 3HVO, 4SA. 5ML,

BSI'.
811.,
6RH.
5YV.
GW2ADZ. (Jul 19 to A,,,u'l
13).

2BCB,
2BAT,
2BRR, 2CD, 2DHV, 2FFG,
2FTS, 2FZU, 2HDZ, 201F,
2IQ, 2KI, 2PU, 2XC, 2YB.
3AEX, 3AUS, 3BCY, 3BLP,
3BPM, 3CAT, 3CFR, 3DUK,
3ECA, 3ENI, 3FAN, 3FD,
3GHI,
3HCK,
3G00,
3HXJ,
3HSD,
3HVO,
3HXO, 3HZ1{, 31S.A, 4JJ/P,
4MR, SOS, 50E, SUM, 5YV,
6Y P.
SAO/MM,
6F0.
GW2ADZ, SUH. ON4BZ.
E12W,
FSGH,
HEART):
3ANB,
3CC,
G2DUS.
3FFV,
3GMX,
3EHB,
3V11, 3\Vw', 4MW, 513D,
(June 23
SIU, 6XX, 8IC.
to August 4).

G3ISA, Beckenham, Kent.
NGR 51/388681.
WORKED: G2A1, 20ER.
200Y, 2FKZ, 2111, 2U J,
2YB, 3ASG, 313C V, 3BEX/P.
3DAH,
3C WW
3DQC. 3EHY, 30D, 30DR,
3íI VO/A, 3HZF,
3HB\V,
311E, 3M1 4CG. 4DC, 4120,
5DS, SON, SLIT, 5LQ, SQL,
69w, 6TA, 6CH, 6XM,
GW2ADZ.
8DV/A,
8PX,
!July 15 to August 13).

31300,

G2HIF, Wantage,
NGR 41/404885.

G3IBY, Lancing, Sussex.
NGR 51'186060.
S.E.13.
91Y,
WORKED: FBGH.
0038DA.
20GB, 3\'Z,
2AVR,
G2AJ,
ON4BZ, 4HN.

G2DHV, London,
NGR 51/384776.
WORKED : G2AHP. 2A 1.
2BRR, 20. KZ, 2FV'D, 2MV.
3BPM. 3C W\V. 3DT, 3FD,
3GBO. 3GDR 3HBVV. 311E.
4DC. SOS, STA

HEARD:
2FTL,
2HGR.

2BN,
G2AVR.
2HDZ,
20WO,
219. 3.AUR,

21GT,

3BCY. 301\Y, 3C GO, 3C VO,
3ECA. 3EYV, 3FAN, 301J.
3FSG. 3HAB, 310A, 310,
4RA, 5YV, SAG, SON. 6RH,
8A0/MA, 8H K. GW2ADZ,

8í'H.

-

-

G\V2.ADZ,

2DSP, 2DSW, 2F"í5, 2XC,
SACS,
3A RI
3AGA,

Park,
33HS, G2FVD,
Morden
3BEX/P.
3FAN, Surrey.
3CFR.
3FRG, 3GOP, 30V0. 51,K. WORKED:
2213N,
G2AJ,
80V'A. 800.
2DHV, 2HDZ, 201, 3ANB,
HEARD: G2BAT. 200Z. 3ASG, 3AUS. 30130, 3GHO,
3WW,
3HCK,
2UN, 301V, 3FIH 3G AO. 3HAB.
3HCK. 4MW. 5DS, 011.
4CG, 4120, 50S, 5U M.
31)V K,
0385V,
HEARD:
G3HBW, Wembley, Mid- 3EHY,
3HZK,_
3FAN,
3BEX.
3BNC.

.

dlesex.

11'ORIiED:

hoped -for level of activity ; as it
was only the first session, that does
not matter a great deal. A good
marathon often does start rather
slowly
The results achieved are set out
in the accompanying Table, and
the totals claimed by the two
leading stations show just what
was possible in the way of GDX
working
even though activity
while the
did not appear high
scores lower down make it plain
that there was a marked shortage
of 50-100 mile contacts. in the
!

Berks.

G2AJ,
WORKED
2ANT!A, 2AOli/A,
2A K,
2BCB, 2F 1E, 2FKZ, 2FXK.
2HDZ, 2HGR, 201, 2XC,
2Y13, 3.A PP. 3AUS, 3BCY,
3111 Q. 3131.0, 30\V, 30VU,
3CFR, 3CGQ, 3CJY, 3DOC,
3DKZ, 3EUP, 3FAN, 3FD,
3FI J, 3FSD, 3FUM, 3GHI,
300P,
30M X,
3C:1-1().
3H\VF,
3Hß\V,
3GZM.
3H\VJ, 31 AVA, 301, 3VVW,
411R, 4RO, 45A, 5DF, SDS,
SJU, SLJ, 5MA. SUM, 5YV,
6L1, ETA, 6UH, 6XX, GYP,
6YU, SDA, 8DM, SI K, SMZ,
SPX. 8SB, 8SC, 80Y, 8VP,

G2.AH0.

2.AJ.

3V'M, 5B11, SY V, GAA'3FYR.
(July 20 lo 27 inclusü'cl.

This.
local - station category.
though rather disappointing. does
not perturb your A.J.D., as there
will still be two legs of the Marathon to go after this appears in
print. (At the moment of writing,
we do not know how things went
for the second session on August
23/24.)
The logs sent in make very interesting reading. and there is a
great deal to be learnt from them.
Taking the leaders first, we find
that G3EHY made two very fine
with
(325
QSO's,
GM3BDA
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miles) and GI3GQB (268 miles),
and to get his total of 633 points
he put in only 9 hours' operating.
G3EHY reports that with him conditions were " poor to fair with
some good patches." Well, he
certainly seems to have found
them all right. In six Operating
spells to make up his nine hours,
Louis worked 20 counties, with
G3BW, G3EGW/P and G3VM
for 25 -point QSO's in addition to
his GI/GM contacts. He says
he is looking forward to the
sessions to come, and hopes that
activity will be as high in the
London and Home Counties area
as it was in the North for the

WAVE

MARATHON

-

with no locals at all in his logand he was available when both
G3EHY and G5YV were on.
For his 392 points. G3VM
(Norwich) made 27 contacts in
9** hours' operating, and he would
probably
agree
that
G4GR
(Marshfield, Mon.) was his best
QSO for 25 points ; sixteen
counties were worked and the
G3VM log also contains several
stations not entered by others.
For G3BW (Whitehaven). who

VHF
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CONTEST

FIRST LEG RESULTS

(July 19 - 20)
,

Station

j

G3EHY
G5YV

i

Aerial

Input

8-ele

Stack

120/85

4 -ele

Vagi

65

6J6jS.640

C

90

3RF/TCS

C;

60

6J6/AR88

C

l,

Location

Score

Bammel], Soms.

633

Leeds, Yorks.

543
392

4/4 Yogi

Converter

Norwich, Norfolk

G3BW

yyhitehaeen,
Comb.

387

16 -ele

Wimblington,
Cambs.

335

5'5 Vagi

140

6J6jBC348

St. Albans,

230

5-e)e Vagi

25

4R

205

16 -ele

Parkstone,
Dorset

196

5 -ele

Roade.

139

12 -ele

130

16 -ele

Falmouth,

125

16 -ele

Gloucester

109

5 -ele

H-atford,

99

12 -ele

37

4 -ele

20

3,'3 Vagi

G3WW

:

Stack

Zone

4RF-M-Osc

G3VM

1

G4RO

G4GR

Herts.

-.

Marshfield,

first leg.

G5YV (Leeds), who is still
spreading his mantle over the
whole of the southern part of
the country, worked 23 counties
with G3HCK
Green.
(Hurst
Sussex) as best. DX ; he had fifteen 20 -point QSO's, of which the
more interesting were GI3BIL,
GM3BDA, G2AIW (Twickenham)
and G3FIJ (Colchester). G5YV put
in four operating spells totalling
111 hours and made 37 contacts,
or an average of three QSO's an
hour-a rate of scoring which just
about represents the general level
of activity. On the other hand,
it is extremely interesting to see
that G3EHY worked 12 stations
not found at all by G5YV, who
himself raised 14 other stations
which do not appear in Louis'
and in neither case were
log
these all locals. This suggests that
even with careful searching under
Contest conditions, QSO's can be
missed, and also shows that there
were far more stations on than
indicated by the logs or the
volume of entries in them.
From further down the list.
G2BAT (Falmouth) made a gallant effort, working six counties
and getting three 20-point QSO's

MAGAZINE

G311VO

;

1

G3GHO

',

Surhiton,

G2BAT
G8DA

G3GDR

;

100

3RF-M-Ose
!AR88

Vagi

20

3-stage: H RO

Turnstile

30

3-stage :1155

Stack

65

6J6

Stack

104)

6J6¡AR77

25

2RF-M-Osc

¡

-I

H

I

1

Cornwall

;

,

G2DHV

G6PJ

Surrey

I;

BC348

Mon.

Northants

G5DS

Stack

F-ìl-Osc

Sheffield,

Sta,k

11

!S.640

20

2RF-6J6

18

5 -stage

50

618

Herts.

London
!

Vagi

Yorks.

worked 14 counties, the high scoring QSO's were with G2AIW
and G2A.I. Over in Wimblington, Cambs G3WW put in about
91 hours for 29 contacts, the best
being with G3BW, and here again
the log shows some callsigns not
otherwise mentioned. G4RO (St.
Albans), who we are glad to see
back again, got a very nice one
in G3AGA (Penrhyn, Cornwall)
for 25 points, at 2320 on July 19.
Just about this time, G3BW was
working G20I. G5YV was in contact with G5DF-and G3WW was
looking for a QSO
Down in Monmouthshire, G4GR
(whose location, incidentally, is
about mid -way between Newport
and Cardiff) worked 12 counties ;
but like G2BAT, had no locals at
all in his log. Apart from G3VM
for 25. he made two 20 -point
contacts with G3WW and the rest
were 10's and 5's, a good one for
10 being G2BAT.
G3GHO and G5DS
each
worked 11 counties, but the

Vagi

'FBXA

J

G5DS log contains four not
claimed by G3GHO -- yet their
operating periods were almost
identical. And though G5DS had
a completely blank spell from
1840 to 2215 on the Sunday.
G3GHO in that particular period
worked four stations, two of
which (G3HXS and G4MR) do
not show at all in G5DS's log
So it is easy enough to miss
and.
the stations that are on
indeed, that may be said to be
the main conclusion to be drawn
from this brief analysis of the
first leg of the Marathon. (It
also supports the argument. put
forward in this space last month.
on the subject of activity generally). Of course, everybody cannot expect, or be expected, to find
and work everyone else.
But
nevertheless it is extraordinary to
see how many more stations could
have been worked by almost all
those who have so far put in
entries. Two particularly interesting possibilities were GW6NB/P
'.

-
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at Whitton, Radnorshire -worked

ALL-TIME

COUNTIES
LIST

WORKED

Starting Figure 14
From Fixed QTH Only
Worked

Station

59

G3BW
G201(347)
G3BLP (567). G3EHY (365),
G8SB
G6NB, GWSMQ (188)
G2AJ (519). GSYV (364)

57

56
S4

53
49
47

46
45

G3\V\\'
G2NH, GSWP
G3ABA (274), G4C1,
(476), G5B1', (15MA
E12W (126), GSBM.
(370),
(183)

44

43

42.
41
411

39

38
37
36

35
S4

33
32
31

39
28
27

G6XM

G4HT
G5DS

(356), G6YU

G2HDZ (307), G:YC
G2HIF (176); G3COJ, GSDF
G3BK. G4SA, G5BD
G2FQP, G3BA, G3DMU
G3CGQ, G3FAN (264), G8OU
G2IQ
G3APY, G3\'M (208). G4RO
G2FNW, G81L
G3CXD, G6CB (312), G81P
G2FZU (118)
G2AHP
(295),
G3AVO/A.
G3HA"L (113), GSJU
G3FZL. G3GH(>, G3HBW
G6CI (117), (:8IC, GBQY
G5M1. (128), (:5R1'
G2FCL, G2FVD, G5NF
G3FIJ (140), GM3BDA
G2FJR,
G3AGS,
G3BNC,
G3DAH, G3GSE, G3HCU
(152), G6GR

25
24

G3CFR
(125),
.G3FIH,
G3GBO (268), G4MR (170),
G6TA (162)
G5SK. GBVR
G3BJQ,
G3FD,
G3FXG,

23
22

G5PY
G3AEP,

26

21

20
19
17

16
15
14

-

in the Contest

TWO METRES

GBKL

G3BPM, G3CWW
G3GOP
(100),
G21),
3HÌI, GM3EGW
G5MR (115), G6XY
G2HOP, G3EYV, G4LX
G3SM, G5LQ (176)
GM3DIQ
G2AOL,
G3FEX, G3FRE,
GC2CNC

G2DVD, G3IWA
G3CYY, G31SA

Note: Figures in brackets after call are
number of different stations worked on
Two Metres. Starting figure for this
classification, 100 stations worked.

only by G3BW.
G3EHY
and
G8DA
and
G3EGW/P, who was at Trout beck, Westmorland.
Anway, there you have the
story on the first leg of the Marathon, and no doubt succeeding
sessions will be not less interesting. Our thanks to all those who
sent in logs (especially the low
scorers), and we hope for many
more entries for the Marathon
sessions that remain to be worked
off. The Final Table is the thing,
and in that all operators who
enter will appear, even if they
only came on for one leg.
The next Marathon session is
September 27/28, for which logs
are wanted by October 8. And
don't forget to call "CQ MVC,"
so that we all know where we are
and who is in for what.

The Tables
All who are interested in the
Counties Tables
about 100
operators who have worked 14 or
more -will give a cheer for Bill
G3BW who, having squeezed
another one out of GW6NB/P,
goes to 59C in the All -Time and
so keeps his lead of two over all
corners. A very fine performance.
which has meant much hard work,
steady application and some disappointments in the early days
we can remember entering G3BW
on the lowest rung, remarking
then that it was pretty good going
for a station located in Cumberland to get into the Table at all!
Since then, many things have hap-,
pened-for one thing, Two Metres
has been opened up in the North,
where the level of activity is as
high now as in the South -and
it all adds up to Progress.
It is fair to say that anyone
with 40 or more counties All Time has not only done extremely
well in the operating sense, but
must know his stuff technically.
So to them all we raise our broad
sombrero
. and it is to them
that we look for further contributions to the art.
In the annual Counties Table.
September 1, 1951, to August 31,
1952, more than 40 operators
have been featured, and next
month we shall print the final
placings for the year-for which
movements must be received by

-

-

September, 1952

September 12. This table is in
itself a marathon, in which everyone starts level from September
1st each year. and we hope that
all who are "open " on Two (and
especially those who have recently
become active) will start now
working the counties, letting us
know, with a check list, as soon
as they hit 14C.
Last year's
winner was G2AJ with 45, and
the year before it was a dead
heat between G3BLP and G6NB
with
43
each.
This year.
obviously, we are going to do
much better than that.
Certificate For It
On this theme of Counties
Worked, your A.I.D. has been
discussing with the Editor the
question of a Certificate of some
sort to tie up on Counties Worked.
The tentative suggestion is that we
give a parchment to all who work
40C or more for the year now
commencing
from September
1st, 1952 -on Two Metres only.
with endorsements for each additional IOC over the basic forty.
The lead operators should be able
to start staking their claims in
about three months from now, but
anyone who can prove 40C
worked in twelve months on Two
will be doing pretty well, and
such a Certificate, while being
within reach, will not be easy to

-

get.

There will be those who will
that this will only inflame
competitive frenzy. But we
it is there for those who may
to claim it. and if in the proof trying to qualify for it. a
more QSO's are made and a
more cards are exchanged,
that will all help to maintain interest and activity. Let us face
it -there is really no great difficulty in getting the gear together
for Two Metres, and getting it
working. There are plenty of
operators now equipped for the
band who are quite content to
work loud locals and never
feature in tables or contests, and
would never think of sending anybody a report on their activities.
Your earnest precentor could
name a dozen such known to him
personally, quite apart from what
he hears going on over the air.
They are the beneficiaries of the
process of competitive selection,
say
the
say
like
cess
few
few
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The claim from
G3BWS staggered us
all the
cards he sent were for contacts
old .5 -metre band !
on the
Apparently, he has been intending to send them in for some
time !
Of the batch from
G5HN, 57 were in respect of
QSO's made on Five, and thus
are more than four years old.
Any operator holding 100 or
more cards for stations worked on
the VHF bands is entitled to claim
cards
VHFCC
membership ;
should be sent registered. with a
check list, and the Certificate will
be issued and the cards returned
within a few days of receipt.
(Caversham).

!

Logs by October 8 for Third
Table in November Issue

for they gain so much from the
knowledge and experience of
others who seek constantly to improve their equipment and their
techniques in order to stand high
in the tables.
Looked at in
another way. a sprog VHF operator is quite unable to judge the
effectiveness of his gear or his
own operating ability unless he
has some yardstick by which to
measure them. This yardstick is
the annual Counties Worked
Table, which month by month
shows just what is reasonably possible, given the know-how and the
right sort of equipment. It does
not matter if he himself does not
send in an entry to claim a place ;
what he knows is that if neighbouring G9XX can work
counties, there must be something
not quite up to the mark either
with him or his gear if he can
only work fifteen. And so, being
like most of us a reasonable chap.
he either accepts it that he is not
as clever as G9XX. or he' proceeds to improve his equipment
in order to try to get the results
which he knows are possible.
Hence progress.
Because of all this, we do not
feel that any bones should be
broken if we offer the Forty County Certificate on an annual
basis. In due time. it will become the hall -mark of the proficient VHF operator, the standard
to which all can aspire. We are
open to accept claims, backed by
QSL cards to prove contacts, with
effect from now, the starting date
being September 1st, 1952.

VHFCC Elections
This month, six more operators
qualify for election to the VHF
Century Club. Certificate Nos.
118-123,' have been awarded, in
that order, to: G3DAH (Manby);
G3FUL
G3BWS (Gillingham) ;
(Wantage) ;
G2HIF
(Luton) ;
G5HN
(Colchester)
G3FIJ
;

More on the Zone Plan
Several correspondents have endorsed the general feeling regarding the British VHF Zone Plan,
as stated in this space last month.
and we are very glad to hear
from EI2W that both GI2FHN
and GI3GQB are also to change
frequency into the Zone D (All Ireland) area. Their new operating frequencies will be notified as
soon as known.
As mentioned here last time,
EI2W of Dublin himself will be
on his new frequency of 145.810
me with effect. from September 15,
and all stations looking for a contact with El on and after that
date should search at the HE end
of the two -metre band. This will
just about coincide with the
opening of the Annual Counties
Worked Table, and it should be
noted in this connection that El
contacts score as counties.
Individual Reports
G5BM (Cheltenham) is on
145.35 me and draws attention
to it. He finds that a great many
operators fail to tune above about
145 mc, as proven by the fact that
a change to 145.166 me (outside
his Zone frequency area) often
produces a contact with a station
which he has been calling fruitlessly on the higher frequency.
This is one of the things which
the Zone Plan is designed to prevent, of course-but it does mean
that operators must search the
whole band. It is equally obvious
that the QLH, QLM, QML. QMH
calling procedure should be used
as a matter of course when putand not always
ting out CQ's

-
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G5BM hopes
QLM either!
shortly to change the present
6-ele Yagi to a 5 -over -5 at 55
feet. and for the information of
the keen county men, he also tells
us he will be operating as
GW5BM /P from Clyro Hill,
Radnorshire. on September 21,
accompanied by G3FRY and
G8ML. We shall be very interested to hear of results, and wish
them well.

TWO METRES
COUNTIES WORKED SINCE
SEPTEMBER 1, 19M
Starting Figure, 14

Station

Worked

G51

51

G3EHY.

49

GW.5MQ

47

G3W N

44

G201

43

G6YU

42

G5DS

41

G2HDZ, G313K. G3BW. G5MA

38

G3FAN

37

G4SA

36

G4HT, G4RO

35

G2FQP, G2XC

32

G2NH

31

GEIL

30

G2FCL

29

G2AHP, G2FVD

28

G5ML

27

G2FJR, G2FNW, G3VM

26

G3AVO/A, G6TA

23

G3BJQ, G6CI

22
21

G3FIH, GM3EGW
G3BNC, G3GHO, G3HII, G6C3

20

G3F1J, G4MR

19

G3CWW, G3HCU

18

G8VR

15

G3GOP, G31WA

14

G3ISA, GM3DI0

Note: This Table was closed for the
year 1951-2 on August 31st. All movements to August 31st must be notified
by September 12th and the final Table
for the year will appear in the October
issue. The Table for 1952-53 re -opened
with effect from September 1st, and
operators are asked to claim placings for
the new annual Table as they work 14
or more counties.
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GBIC (Doncaster) goes up in the
Tables with two new counties,
and is building himself a 70G4SA
converter.
centimetre
(Drayton, Berks.) is looking for
another new country to get into
that Table, and during the month
worked 19 stations on Two.
From Sutton Bridge, Lincs.,
G2FJR (who " Flies the Jolly
Roger ") writes in for the first
time to claim his places in the
Tables, and has a word or two
to say about those who are still
owing him QSL cards-if he had
them all for every contact, it
could be VHFCC. G2FJR has
a stacked array with plane re-

flector on test, with

which he

hopes for great things when it is
properly erected.
G3FIJ (Colchester) is one of
those few, nowadays, still afflicted
with DC mains ; to get AC he
runs a small rotary converter, with
all low -power stages supplied
direct from the mains. But being
on the " wrong" side of the threewire feeder, he has a positive
earth, so G3FIJ and all his gear
are always 200v. above earth
potential! Recent first-time contacts have included G2YB for
Berkshire and G6FO for Buckbest
DX
and
inghamshire,
at G3FIJ is OZ2FR, with DL3QA
also worked ; no less than nine
Belgian and twelve Dutch stations
figure in the log, with 7 countries
worked.
G2AJ (Biggin Hill) is to move
into the Cheltenham area before
long, and so will have to start
scoring all over again from the
new location! Raymond has got
himself going on 70 cm and has
already had a very good contact
with G6NB (Aylesbury, 54 miles).
He still hopes to make the projected JP excursion, but arrangements previously made have miscarried for one reason or another.
G2HIF Montage) remarks on a
welcome increase in the number
of new two-metre stations heard or
worked ; his best QSO of the
month was with GM3BDA, and
he had 12 other contacts well beyond the 100 -mile mark, all with
only 20 watts. G2HIF puts a
lot of this down to his 5 -over -S.
which he finds has accounted for
95% of his score since it went
up last September.
His QSL

G5YV (Leeds) at the winding end of his high level telescopic beam
adjustable height range is 62 to 90 feet.

returns are 99%, incidentally!
Remarking on the consistency of
EI2W. G2HIF says that he is
having no luck at all with the
GI's. and hopes that they will
aim a bit further east to try for
the Berkshire stations.
G2DKH (Stanley, Co. Durham)
has worked DL3QA from his portable site, and is now at the point
where he can hear a lot of stations
which do not respond to calls
from him, notably G3EHY. Like
G4JJ/P, he has been involved with
the local bluebottles when out /P.
though much worse an experience

support. The

was being assailed one dark 'night
by a farmer who said G2DKH/P
was " interfering " with his cows
and the bull fifty yards away in
the byre-type and nature of this
QRM not clearly specified. but
G2DKH calls it CBI!
G3IBY (Lancing, Sussex) was
pleased about a 220 -mile contact with G3AGA (Falmouth) on
July 26, with G2BAT heard and
F8GH also worked ; with him.
G3AUS (Torquay) is most consistent. coming through when little
else can be heard. Conditions
were good again on August 12,
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when F9JY of Cherbourg was
worked.
Up in Whitehaven,
G3BW has found the band very
variable. with G3ABH (Poole.
Dorset) worked as best contact for
the period, and G3EHY the most
consistent GDX signal. G3BW
is now on phone. and looks forward to some new QSO's ; he
reports that G3BJD. also of
Whitehaven, makes the second
Cumberland station regularly on
the band.
G3BJD has a 12 element stack, a G2IQ converter
and runs 20 watts to a TT15 ; he
has already worked GW5MQ and
others up there, and hopes for a
call from all who may hear him.
G3HBW (Wembley) only posted
part of his letter, apparently, but
in the bit we did get he makes the
very sound and interesting observation that " Reports of reception
or contact at 200 miles or so is
no evidence at all to prove that
propagation at the time was above
normal." Let us see what our
proposed Investigation into Propagation Conditions discloses in
this respect. G4R0 (St. Albans)
sends an analysis of activity, as
seen at his station, for the two
recent contests, and new claims
for the Tables. GS11_ (Salisbury)
is on again after a long break.
and has pushed his 4 -over -4 up
to 54 feet, so pivoted and
balanced that it can be raised or
lowered single - handed ;
previously, this operation called for
the united efforts of seven determined men!
He finds that the
extra height is helping to get signals out better to the North ; the
relatively distant hills to the South
have never been much of an
obstacle
but in that direction
the only station for him has been
GC_CNC.
A consistent signal
with G8IL is G2BAT (Falmouth.
160 miles), and other stations
noted as active are G2DSP (Bognor). G3DDD in Littlehampton
(who did a great deal of useful
work as 2DDD in pre-war days),
G3HWF of R.A.F.. Yatesbury.
G3FKF of the Salisbury Club.
:and G2BUJ of Swindon. on again
after a long absence.
G6YU (Coventry) pulled himself up with four new counties.
and hopes to be on more regularly
now that holidays have been
taken. Also reporting from Coventry is old-timer Freddy Miles.

-
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G5ML, who is as active as ever
and climbing well in the Counties
Tables ; but he is still looking
for Devon and Cornwall (for this
year). nor have the Continentals
been showing up at G5ML. His
gear is a Cascode with a noise
figure of 4 dB, into a Commander
tuning 28-30 mc, the aerial a 16 element stack, and the transmitter
runs an 832.A in the PA with but
18w. input. The total of stations
worked is now 126, all QSL'd.
but only 76 cards have come in
so far. G5ML will henceforth be
there 1830-2000 clock time most
evenings (he does not do much
late night operating, anyway) and
will be looking for contacts at all
distances and in every direction.
Some /P work is also planned.
with the assistance of SWL Bastin.
who is the active second operator
at G5ML.
Yet another steady
OT from Warwickshire is G6C[
(Kenilworth), who is just about
level -pegging with Freddy in the
scoring.
From
Scotland,
GM3DIQ
(Stevenston) reports that up there
they had a week of very good
conditions July 13/20, when
several new southerly stations
were found, and
G2DKH'P.
G2FO.
G3CYY
and
G4LX
worked for new counties. G5YV
was being very well received at
GM3DIQ during this period. and
was frequently called-but no joy.
GM3FVX (Auchinleck) is also
on, and GM3AUQ of Largs is
expected shortly.
Incidentally.
GM3DIQ is making progress with
his 70 -centimetre equipment, and
will be looking for schedules on
that band.
G31SA (Beckenham) "started up
on the two -metre band on June
27.
with 31 watts into a
QQVO4¡7 as a power doubler.
since when another such -valve has
been added as a straight PA at
10 watts input.
The receiver is
a G2IQ converter, into an HRO at
6.5 me. the aerial a 3 -element
Yagi " perched precariously on a
crooked pole," the operating frequency 145.12 mc. and the location 220 ft. a.s.l., good for all
directions except the South. More
than 60 stations have already been
worked from G3ISA using this
modest equipment, with G3EHY
and GW2ADZ for 100 -mile -plus
contacts, and G3ISA goes into
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TWO METRES
COUIVTRIES WORKED

Starting Figure, 8
12

G3BLP a)L. El. F,

G, GE. GD,

GI. G11. LW, ON, OZ, PAL
G5YV DL. Et. F. G, GD, Gt, G>t,
GAi, ON. OZ. l'A. SNI).
11

10

G2AJ, G6NB.
G2FQP, G2HDZ, G3WW, G5DS,

G6LI, GW5MQ.
G3ABA, GSBD, G6XM, G8IC.
8 G2AHP, G2HIF, G2XC, G3BK,
G3EHY, G3V>I, GSBY,
G511A, GSUD, G8SB.
9
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Counties Worked at the bottom
rung
all of which is not
at all bad for two months only on
the band.
A very interesting comment on
conditions and activity is given by
the mute witness of G3WW's log
he worked a total of 98 different stations in 9 countries in
the week July 18-27 alone, including five DL's. two OZ's, four
GW's and GM3BDA. Excluding
the Continentals. the county coverage for that single period totalled
no less than 38. This is by far
the best activity list we have seen
for a long time. and suggests that
there is a lot of new magic being
brewed at Wimblington-actually,
it is the mixture as previously
prescribed, except that a 5 -over -5
Yagi array has replaced the slot
system. Some 10 new stations
have been worked, as well as
the three who have recently been
P in Westmorland. G3WW remarks that it is an easy feat for
Cambridgeshire stations to be reported heard in GI or GM-but
to hear them when they call Cambridge stations is another matter
altogether!
G2FVD (Morden Park) has
been able to raise Derbyshire at
last, with G2FZU, and has heard
what for him would be three new
counties in the shape of G3BW.
G5BM and GW3FYR. The new
ones worked include G3HCK.
G20I. G6FO and G8AO/MM
when off the Suffolk coast.
It is with pleasure that we report Ted G2XC as active again,
though he has not been able to
join in on the late -night sessions.
He thinks that if the weather this
autumn turns out as it did last
ear. we should see some excellent

-
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DX openings for the last leg of
the Marathon.
G3AGS (Manchester) writes
again after a long interval and
reports himself as being on 144.39
me most evenings. Allowing for
missed openings to the Continent,
he has not found conditions as
good this year as last-and the
QSL position is not so good
either ; G3AGS says it looks as
if he will have to work 200
stations to get 100 cards, and is
now sending direct. His new Tx
runs EF50-5763-5763-832, and he
mentions G3WW and G6NB as
his most consistent GDX signals.
G3GHO (Roade. Northants.)
got himself into the new QTH in
time for the first leg of the Marathon, and having missed a call
from G3BW, made up for it by
working G2HCG/P in Rutland on
August 9. While on holiday. he
visited GW3ENY of Llandudnoand as a result says he will never
again grouse about " a poor
QTH." GW3ENY, it seems, is
not only hemmed in by hills, but
also stupified by car ignition-all
very difficult. but all credit to him
for trying.
From Leeds, G5YV reports that
" Conditions have been well below average," -and with him. so
has the activity. He is trying a
4 -over -4 in place of the single
4 -element Yagi pictured in our
last, and so far there does not
seem to be much to choose between them.
G5YV is of the
opinion that, taking into account
the extra weight and the increased
windage of a big array
as he
must, of course!
most people
would find a single well constructed Yagi, properly matched
and raised above surFounding
obstructions, giving them results
quite as good as a multi -element
beam.
Reporting on conditions and
results in his careful way, G3EHY
(Banwell) says that they were
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much better for the last two weeks
in July than for the first ten
days in August, when stations were
apparently discouraged from trying their luck by the stormy
weather. Anyway, it did not deter
Louis ; as EI2W has not been on
so much lately, G3EHY had a
look a bit further North, and
now has GI3GQB as a regular
contact! They have QSO'd on
numerous occasions and, as mentioned earlier, a regular schedule
has been laid on to test the reliability of the path.
GC2CNC (Jersey, C1.) writes to
put us right on one point-he has
not given up VHF, and wants to
be kept in the Tables ; in fact,
as -he says himself, he " Expects
to be polluting the VHF ether
from September onwards, so the
bods who want GC can start
swinging their beams."
Next
year, GC2CNC intends to operate
almost exclusively on VHF, and
to get higher in frequency.
New Irish Organisation
Under this head, on p. 304 of
July " VHF Bands." we mentioned
the move being made by EI2W
to form The VHF Research
Society of Ireland. Thanks to
his efforts, this is now taking
good shape, and as at the middle
of August, the membership had
reached the very encouragingand, to many people, probably
the quite surprising-figure of 42!
Of this total. no less than 20 are
El's, with 22 from Northern Ireland. This is a most inspiring.
start, more particularly as active
interest in VHF is a condition
for membership. In the lists sent
us by EI2W, we see a number
of callsigns known to us as having
been on either Five or Two at
some time or other in the last
five years.
In his notes. EI2W remarks that
he has found a lot of VHF equipment
under construction in
various parts of the country, and
that it would surprise us over
here to know how VHF is taking
on in the EI/GI areas. Well, this
is all very good news, and we are
pretty sure that the ultimate success of all these plans and efforts
will depend largely upon EI2W
himself. Meetings are to be held
at
suitable
centres,
lectures
arranged. and a bulletin is in
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course of preparation for circulation to all members.
Something about QSL's
Unquestionably, this is still a
burning topic on the VHF bands,
and nearly all correspondents this
month have again mentioned it.
In every case, it is a matter of
waiting for cards long expected
from other people.
Now, if
everyone is more or less in the
same bother (as in fact seems to
be the case) then it must be a
gum -up in the QSL bureaux. So
far as we know, our own is blameless in this matter, being organised to clear all cards as rapidly
as possible. (It is not suggested
that we are unique in this respect,
but long experience of the
management of a QSL Bureau
proves that the weakness in the
IARU system is waiting for
envelopes in which to send off
the cards.)
As so many people have asked
us to say that they will gladly
QSL again to those who may be
waiting for cards from them, we
suggest that where a reasonable
time has elapsed all outstandings
be re-QSL'd direct, and that those
who know they owe cards should
get them off as soon as possible.
Actually, there seems to be only
one effective answer
to QSL
direct, and to write out the card
either while in QSO or immediately afterwards, and then remember to post it within a day
or two. It is also quite a reasonable tactic to wait until the other
man's card comes in-if he says
he wants your card, you having
promised to QSL but not being
particularly interested in QSL's as
such-and then to post yours off
direct as soon as you get his.
If everyone were to work more
or less to these principles, the
the QSL position would very
soon look much tidier-and we
should have a lot more VHF
Century Club certificates to issue!
Line of Thought
Before winding up for this
month, your A.J.D. would like to
throw out, as a strong suggestion,
something which he has been nurturing in his bosom for a very
long time. It is not at all a new
idea, and has already been tried
with the expected (very good)
results. It is this:
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Why not put the receiver. as
a CC converter with an IF amplifier, right in the eye of the beam,
feeding HT/LT up and the IF
down, using the link - coupled
method with flat -tuned circuits at
each end?
The difficulties are
amounting only to
not great
weather -proofing the box and
having matters so arranged that
inspection and maintenance can
be carried out fairly easily. The
feeder
advantages are obvious
losses eliminated, and the converter working under such conditions as to make the most of all
the gain of which the beam might
be capable.
And if the receiving side can be
handled in this way, why not the
It could
transmitter as well?
either go up there complete, needing power and keying (or modulation) supply leads only. or an
exciter, giving a little more output
than is usually wanted. arranged

-
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to feed drive from the bench at,
say, 72 mc. to a buffer -doubler PA unit at the beam end.
One obvious snag would be
change -over. But if the boxes
could be made sufficiently compact, this could be done through
a multi-contact relay, switching
power and swinging the beam
from one unit to the other through
a few inches of feeder. Alternabeams.
two
identical
tively.
mounted side -by -side, could be
installed. one to carry the Rx and
the other the Tx. Change -over
would then be by HT switching.
only. at the operating position.
and if built on the same framework. the beams would always
aim at the same target.
It seems to your A.J.D. that
some practical work along these
lines would not only be interesting, but would also be well worth
while in terms of results obtained.
Anyway. there it is for anyone

Simplified Two Metre TX Circuits
AND

A

ONE -VALVE CC

TRANSMITTER

M. W. S. BARLOW (G3CVO)

This interesting discussion shows how valves
such as the 6)6, Z77 and 12AT7 can be made
to operate as frequency multipliers well above
the usually accepted order of harmonics. In
fact, the author proves that it is possible to
get into the two -metre band from an 8 me
crystal using a single 12AT7 ! From this, it
is easy to visualise a 144 mc transmitter, with
straight -driven PA running 50 watts or more,
consisting of three valves only. In fact, once
one gets accustomed to the frequency, equipment for VHF becomes simpler and cheaper
than the installation found at many stations
for operation on the communication bands.Editor.

in

MAGAZINE

THE writer has always been impressed by
the number of multiplier stages involved
the average two -metre transmitter, and also

by the very good results obtained by certain
operators running at low power, of the order
of 10-15 watts or so. Under these conditions,
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to try, and no particular claims
made for what may seem to some
to be an original idea.

Conclusion
And that seems to be it for
this month.
Our thanks for
another heavy mail, our apologies
if anybody has not been quoted
in detail. and our good wishes
for the next two Marathon
sessions. Please come on, and
please put in a score (see pp. 296297 July)-and please remember
that, if we do not get an entry
from you it might wash out a
few points for somebody.
The dead -line for the October
issue must be September 12 certain, but for the month after it
will be a bit easier-October 17.
Address it all to A. J. Devon,

VHF Bands." Short Wave
Magazine. 55 Victoria Street,
London. S.W.1. With you again
on October 3. all being well.

sufficient drive can -be obtained with far fewer
multiplier stages. The units to be described,
in fact, have a power output at 145 mc of the
order of less than 1 watt, but this is usually
only one or two S -points down on the 20 watts
available from an SCR522, and the DC consumption is about 20 mA at 250v, compared
with several hundred milliamps required in the
usual two -metre driver unit.
The basic circuit was suggested by G3FIY,
and consists of an overtone oscillator with output at 72 mc driving a doubler stage. The
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Neglecting the
crystal and the 72 mc tuned circuit for the
moment, the 6J6 is shown to be a cathode
coupled oscillator, running at a frequency
determined by the tuning of the first triode
anode circuit, i.e., 24 mc. The size of the
cathode resistor determines the feedback, and
the value is fairly critical ; it must, of course,
be un -bypassed. The crystal locks the oscillator to its third overtone, and the second triode
is used mainly as a trebler stage to 72 mc.
With a 6J6 as shown, over 1 mA of drive can
be put into the next stage grid.
The second valve is a normal power doubler
stage. Using a Z77, reports on 2 metres of
589 were received where 599 is usual on the
SCR522 ; the estimated output is about 1/5th
of a watt ! In an effort to obtain more output,
various other valves were tried in this position
without much improvement, including another
.
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250v

R5

1 C4

á

7

7--

To aerial

or PA

144

C

V2

VI

1XtaI

Fig.

1.

RI

R3

R2

Key

Circuit of a two -valve transmitter for Two Metres, as described by G3CVO. Output at
crystal. The coil condenser values are given in the table.

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Circuit of Two -Valve 144 me Transmitter
24 me Tank = 18 turns, 3/8 -in.
1, C2
= 50 µµF
dìa. enam., close -spaced,
.001 µF
C3, C4
with 2588F air -spaced trinr
RI = 20,0011 ohms
R2 = 300 ohms
100,000 ohms
R3
R4 = 0,800 ohms
RS -- 2.700 ohms
6,16
VI
V2 = Osram Z77
8 me, multiplying
S tal

into

appropriate

Zone

mer

Tank = 31 turns 1 -in.
dia. IS SVG, spaced wire
dia , with 15 µµF trimmer
144 Inc Tank = 2 turns
dia., -in. long. IS S\4'G
tinned copper, with 15 µµF
air-spaced trimmer.

72 ,lue

1

Table of Values
Fig. 2. Single -Valve 2 -Metre Transmitter
R2. R3 = 200 ohms
Cl -= 50 µµF variable
R4 == 100,000 ohms
C2 = 50 µµF
RI

R

20,11110

ohms

\.1

= Brimar 12AT7

144

me is obtained from an

8

me

6J6, a 6C4 and a TT11. Running at 250v,
the current taken by the whole transmitter is
about 28 mA.

One -Valve Two -Metre Transmitter
Encouraged by these results, and acting on
a suggestion of G2DD, it was decided to try
a 12AT7 in the oscillator position. tuning the
second anode to 145 inc directly. The data
given by G2DD showed that one watt of output should be given on the fifteenth harmonic
of the crystal, but at the author's QTH it is
necessary to use the 18th from an 8 me crystal.
The circuit first tried was exactly the same
as that used for the 6J6, but with the cathode
resistor dropped to 180 ohms. The same
" PA " coil covered the band nicely, and a fair
amount of RF was developed. It should be
emphasised that the dips observed in anode
current on resonance are very slight, in the
order of one or two milliamps only. Nevertheless, 2mA of grid current could be obtained
through the 4,700 ohms grid resistor of a Z77
used merely as a diode. The first anode draws
some 10 mA, and the second is driven to about
5 mA, representing 1.25 watts input.
Some experiments have been done using
different multiplication ratios without much
increase in developed power, and also chokes
have been inserted in the filament leads, grid
returns, and so on without giving much
increase. It is most important to have the HT
Fig. 2. Getting on to 144 me with a single valve (12AT7) as
shown by G3CVO. Cl is the feed-back control capacity
and is adjusted as described.
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The Other Man's Station

G3DVQ
`X J AY back

SHORT

R.

H.

Pounder. Fair Wind. Hartley
Hill. Purley, Surrey. built himself
radio receiver -actually a
a
crystal set. That started it! An
0-V-1 followed, on which he
found the amateurs on the 40metre band- and this inspired (as
it nearly always did in such cases)
his early interest in Amateur
Radio. The war prevented the
ogical sequence, and it was not
until 1948 that SWL Pounder
became G3DVQ.
The gear shown in the photograph includes equipment for
operation on the 1.7. 3.5. 14 and
144 me bands, with CW as the
preference and LF band working
the first choice. The Top Band
transmitter is VFO-6V6-616. and
on Eighty a Wilcox -Gay VFO
drives an 807.
The Tx for
Twenty is 6AG7-6V6-807. and for
Two Metres it is 6AG7-VT501VT501-832. The modulator for
160 -metre phone is 6J7 -6L6. with
a carbon microphone.
TV

On the receiver side. the main
unit is a much -modified R.107.
which has been fitted with an
S -meter. among other things. For
reception on Twenty an RF -27 has
been modified to cover that band.
and the converter for Two Metres
is to G2IQ's 6J6 design. A Class D Wavemeter is also incorporated
in the receiving installation, and
in addition there are a number of

items of test equipment.

The main aerial is an 85 -ft.
end -fed long-wire, matched in by
a pi -section coupler for the LF
bands, with a separate aerial
tuning unit for twenty metres.
The two -metre aerial system
and
a
2 -over -2
a
includes
4 -element Yagi.
As to results. in view of the
accent on LF and VHF operation.
stations worked have been mainly
Europeans. But when conditions
improve on Twenty, G3DVQ is

line fully decoupled, however, and having built
up the unit-it will fit on a chassis 11" square
bit of prodding with a 0.001 9.F condenser

-a

!

will often improve matters considerably. The
alternative circuit of Fig. 2 gives much the
same results ; feedback is controlled by

adjusting Cl.
Although not actually intended to be more
than a driver unit for a PA, this design makes
a very useful QRP rig for the VHF bands, and
is extremely economical in power consumption,
weight and space. It is hoped that its simplicity
will encourage others to have a go on the 145
me band. The author wishes to thank G2DD

going to try to raise some of the
more exotic stuff in order to have
a ready answer for those non radio friends (trying to be
interested) who always ask the
same question: " And what is the
have
you
distance
longest
worked? -. G3DVQ is a member
of our Fiveband Club, has been a
reader of Short Wave Magazine
since the beginning, and still
possesses a copy of our No. 1
And that was
issue pre-war.
fifteen years ago.

and G3FIY for their advice and encouragement
with this project.

DIRECT SUBSCRIPTIONS
Those who wish to be sure of obtaining Short
Wave Magazine on publication day can receive it
by post " on the Friday after the first Wednesday "
if they place a direct subscription order with us.
The cost is 30s. for a year of twelve issues, and
orders with remittance should be addressed to: The

Circulation Manager. Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street. London, S.W.1.
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EXPERIENCED amateurs are,
I find, often a little disdainful
about the activities of their local
Maybe the
Club or Clubs.
lectures are too elementary, the
discussions a little futile, or the
method of conducting the business
slack.
This is where some
experience could be of great use
to the community ; but only too
often the old hands either keep
in the background or stay away
altogether.
They should reflect.
that the most important person in
the entire Amateur Radio movement is that youngster who is just
taking his R.A.E. and hopefully
awaiting his ticket. Without a
constant influx of new blood, the
movement would have died long
ago ; and the local Clubs do
more to foster the up-and-coming
Old
types than anyone else.
Timers ought to regard it as a
duty and a privilege to help the
local Club with its affairs, giving
the benefit of their experience
when it is needed, but keeping
quiet when it isn't!

THE HAM
Readers cannot have failed to
notice that the word " Ham "
appears extremely seldom in this
publication. One of the reasons,
no doubt, is that there is certainly
a lack of dignity about that slang
appellation, and its traditional
meaning is completely lost on the
uninitiated, who regard a " Ham "
in radio as being rather like a
" Ham " in the acting profession.
I am very strongly of the opinion

that we should make more use of
the term, but only in very privileged cases. " Ham spirit " used
to be proverbial, embodying all
that was best and friendliest in
Much of the
Amateur Radio.
traditional Ham Spirit, alas, has
now been lost. As a start towards
reviving it, I feel that only the
very best of amateurs should be
honoured by the term " Ham,"
which should imply that a person
so designated is one of the real
Good Types. Most of us are only
amateurs in Amateur Radio, but
a Ham has progressed beyond
this stage ; he gives his help in
every way he can, his behaviour
at all times is faultless, he never

t1,eBld)ine

radiates a bad signal, and he
never makes a nuisance of himself in any way. There are very
few of him about-are you one?

PIONEERS

?

In the old days of radio, every
amateur was a pioneer. Practically every contact made on the
air was a " first," and very seldom
did a week pass without a new
discovery being made, either in
the station or over the air. New
wave-bands were being explored,
new circuits tried out, new types
of valve being tested-everything
Where are the
was exciting.
pioneers today? There is only
one answer-on the VHF bands.
Nowhere else is there very much

chance of discovering new techniques or new properties ; but on
the VHF bands one always feels
that one is on the verge of
On Two
exciting happenings.
Metres and Seventy Cms. one is
still at the mercy of " conditions,"
but on the much higher frequencies one can at least experiment
over short distances without wondering what the ionosphere is
going to say about it, and one
still feels that the discovery of
new techniques is possible.

HOLIDAYS
The subject of holidays reminds
me that I know of very few things
more pleasant than to land in a
holiday resort armed with a Call
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Book and to look up a few local
Of course, if one
amateurs.
knows them over the air the
When I
pleasure is doubled.
have worked a station several
times, I find that I want to know
what the station looks like, what
the operator looks like, and what
makes the whole combination
One can
work like it does.
answer this question for oneself
by paying a visit. and one often
meets with a very cheering display
of Ham Spirit -- see two paragraphs back! And yet very little
of this personal visiting appears
to go on. Perhaps wives and
families take up all the available
time on holidays ; perhaps, even.
some amateurs are really glad to
get away from radio for a fort-

night-although

I

find that diffi-

cult to believe. At all events, if
you check up with amateurs living
in places like Brighton, Blackpool
and Bournemouth you will find
that they see surprisingly few
visitors during the holiday season.

THE OFF-SEASON
All of us have our off-season
in radio. It is not necessarily
connected with a long spell of
bad conditions, or even with one
of summer weather. No, it is just
a period when one feels that the

most exciting happenings on the
air would not induce one to sit
in front of the rig and concentrate for more than ten minutes or
so. We all have it. and all at
different times. The longest " off
spell " I ever had lasted two years.
but l have known of Old Timers
who gave up the hobby in the
early 'thirties and then returned
to it. as keen as mustard, after the
war. The fact is, l suppose, that
running a station (particularly one
of the DX -chasing variety) entails
an intensity of concentration that
not many other hobbies call for.
Working in a contest is harder
work, mentally, than most of the
participants would care to do for
their living, at almost any salary
level-but they cheerfully do it
for nothing over several periods
throughout the year. No wonder
they need a holiday now and
then.
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NEW OTH's
A. Gallivan, Avenue
House, Countess Road, Killarney, Co. Kerry.
G2DIP, T. Stabler. 52 Glentower
Grove, Seaton Carew, West
Hartlepool. Co. Durham.
G3AMC, H. D. Curran, 12 Rivers
Street, Bath, Somerset.
GD3GQX, W. P. Waid, 1, Mount
William. Summer Hill, Douglas.

EI4E, T.

G3GWB, The Northampton Short
Wave Radio Club, c/o Allen's
Pram Works, 8 Duke Street,
Northampton.
G3HMO, J. M. Osborne. The
Mount. Buckingham.
GI3HND, G. S. Beamish (exMB9BL), 4 Edenvale Park. Belmont, Belfast.
G3HOI, H. B. Heath. No. 6
A.M.Q. (P), R.A.F. Station,
Compton Bassett, Caine, Wilts.
G3HQK, E. Dales, 4 Addison
Grove, Chiswick, London, W.4.
G3HUO, K. J. J. Young. 95 Longfleet Road. Poole, Dorset.
G3HWX, B. J. Whitty, 46 Argo
Road, Waterloo, Liverpool, 22.
G3HZL, D. Walmsley, 36 Woodstock Avenue. Isleworth, Middlesex.

GM3HZN, G. A. Wright, 90 Old
Inverkip Road, Greenock, Renfrewshire.

GM3IAZ, A. H. Wickham, 46
Greenhill Road, Rutherglen,
Glasgow.
57 Ramsden
Street. Huddersfield, Yorkshire.
GM3IBV, J. M. W. Sutherland,
57 Hareleeshill Road, Larkhall,

G3IBT, W. Pratt,

Lanarkshire.
G3ICZ, 5 Tanners Road. CarHulton.
Abbey
mountside.
Stoke-on-Trent. Staffs.
G3IED, G. H. M. Yule. 70
Aylesbury Street, Neasden, London. N.W.10.
G3IEL, F. W. Tandy, 13 Orchard
Avenue. Broadway, Worcs.
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This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all
holders of new U.K. cafsigns, as issued, or changes of address of
transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are
reprinted in the quarterly issue of the " RADIO AMATEUR CALL
BOOK " in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received,
up to the limit of the space allowance each month. Please write
clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.

G3IEV, D. C. E. Harrison,
Windlesham, Crowborough, Sussex. (Tel.: Crowborough 766).
G3IGJ, G. T. Brown, 2 Lansdown Road, Saltford, Bristol.
(Tel.: Saltford 3189).
GM3IGY, W. A. P. Dellar, No.
7 Married Quarters, Carling nose Barracks, North Queens ferry, Fife.
G3IHM, N. Ratcliffe, 67 Higher
Croft Road, Lower Darwen,

G3ITB, T. H. Bartlett, Han borough, South Street, Sheringham, Norfolk.
G3IVW, Vickers-Armstrongs Ltd.
(Weybridge), Social and Athletic Club (Electronics Section),
Ground, Kings
The Sports
Head Lane, Byfleet, Surrey.
Hon. Sec.:- A. W. Warner,
Sales Accounts Dept., VickersArmstrongs Ltd., Weybridge,
Surrey.

Lancs.

G3IHR, H. R. Henly, 113 Bird ham Road, East Moulescomb,
Brighton, 7, Sussex.
Secondary
Foxhills
G3IHZ,
Modern School Radio Club,
Scunthorpe,
Road.
Foxhills
Lincs.

GI3IIF, A. McAlpine, 61 Graymount Drive, Belfast.
G3110, D. R. Harriott, Leaside,
Hurst Green, Sussex.
G3ITT, J. B. Foster, 145 CamTrumpington,
Road,
bridge
Cambridge. (Tel.: Trumping ton 2235).
B. Johnston, 19 Coronation Street, Portadown, Co.
Armagh.
G3IJI, A. Rhodes, 11 Park Bottom, Cam Brea, Redruth, Cornwall.
G3IJK, B. G. Mays, 17 Lambert
House, Beckenham Hill Road,
London, S.E.6.
G3IJL, A. F. Sephton, 16 BloemShepherds
Avenue,
fontein
Bush, London, W.12.
G3IJO, N. E. Wicks (ex-DL2PA /
DL2PG), 76 Riversley Road,
(Tel.: Gloucester
Gloucester.

GI3IJD,

.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
EI2B, H. L. Wilson, The Limes,
Plunkett Avenue, Foxrock, Co.
Dublin.
EI9S, Lt. T. J. Sheerin, 13 Farm hill Estate, Goatstown Road,
Dublin.
G2HBA, C. H. Spencer, 7 Coniston Road, Coulsdon, Surrey.
G2OF, W. G. D'Arcy, 29 Adelphi
Crescent, Hayes, Middlesex.
G3BSO, C. L. Turville, 272 London Road, Northampton.
G3DQT, J. Ayres, 7 Berrylands
Road, Surbiton, Surrey.
G3EMW, R. D. J. Leslie, 7
Woodcroft Crescent, Hillingdon,
Uxbridge, Middlesex.
G3GJX, E. B. Grist, 102 Cowley
Road, Oxford.
GI3GTR, R. B. McKinty. 1
Abbey Park, Whitehouse, Belfast, Co. Antrim.
G3IJN, J. W. W. Cock (exVPIHN / VP5HN), 40 Haig
Road, Catterick Camp, Yorkshire.
GI3IGB, G. T. Rylatt, 31 Nelson
Drive, Londonderry.

20815).

G3IJU, Sgt. E. Briggs, 1 Dragon
Junction, Harrogate, Yorkshire.
G3IKC, G. A. Leicester, 37 Barrowgate Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.
G3INN, N. S. Lilley, 66 High
Street, Harrold, Bedford.

CANCELLATION

G3HAW/A, Station dismantled.
(Any QSL cards outstanding to

be sent to:-GW3HAW, E. W.
Jones, Lantorna, West bourne
Road, Penarth, Glam.)
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The
Month
With the
Clubs
Cambridge & District
Amateur Radio Club
The September meeting will be
held on the 26th at the Jolly
Waterman, Cambridge. at 8 p.m.
G4MW will talk on the subject
Members
of VHF Converters.
are reminded that there is a
" Twelve Best " contest running.
also one for mechanical skill.
The recent picnic at the " Gogs "
was a very enjoyable outing. at
which G2XV made a number of
two -metre contacts with his portable outfit.

Chester & District
Amateur Radio Society
Three members were successful
in the recent R.A.E. The society
is arranging a display in the local
Electricity Showrooms, for one
week commencing on September
10. G3GIZ%P, the Club call, will
be " QRPP " on September 7. on
the LF bands.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

September. 1952

Many Clubs have closed down for the holiday season, which doubtfor the smaller total of 22 Clubs reporting titis month.
A fair amount of inter -Club visiting goes on at this season, and individual
members who find themselves in a town with an active Society invariably
find themselves made welcome at meetings.
We have to acknowledge receipt of News Letters and broadsheets
from the following : S.R.C.C. Monthly News (Surrey Contact) ; News
Letter (Purley) ; News Letter (BTH Recreation Club) ; Monthly Newsletter (Clifton). At the risk of wearisome repetition, may we once again
ask for good photographs of Club interest, for illustration of this feature?
Pictures of meetings, Club shacks, equipment, Field Days or groups of
members are all acceptable, and all that are used are paid for at our

less accounts

usual rates.
Rules for the Seventh MCC (November 15-22) will he circulated to
all Club Secretaries, probably by the time this appears in print, or very
soon after.
Next month's deadline is FIRST POST ON SEPTEMBER 10 and,
for the following month, first post on October 15. All Club reports
and other matter for this. space should be addressed "Club Secretary,"
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.l.

Edinburgh
Amateur Radio Club
Next regular meeting is on September 3, with the AGM on
September 17. Club meetings are
held in Unity House, 4 Hillside
Crescent, Edinburgh. at 7.30 p.m.
A visit to the BBC Station at
Falkirk has been arranged for
September 6, and any wishing to
go at the last moment should
contact GM3DVX at 81 Park head Loan, Edinburgh 11.

Association of North Western
Radio Societies
eight
from
Representatives
societies now attend the quarterly
meeting of the Association. at
which discussions range from
local publicity to regional contests and TVI. Ideas for lectures
are also circulated.

Edinburgh (Lothians)
Radio Society
The opening meeting of the new
season will be held on September
18. 7.30 p.m.. at 25 Charlotte
Square. Edinburgh. On October
2 there will be a talk on Modulators, and thereafter the meetings
will continue at fortnightly intervals. Classes for R.A.E. will be
held at each meeting. and Morse
code instruction will also be given.
New members will be heartily
welcomed.

Eastbourne & District
Radio Group
At the meeting on July 31.
G5LC. on holiday in the district.
gave an informal talk. Arrangements for two forthcoming Field
Days were made. and discussions
were held concerning next year's
" Bucket and
Spade " party.
Next meeting after publication is
on September 25. at Swallow
Cafe. 333 Seaside Road.

Southend & District
Radio Society
The Club station G5QK1A was
active from the International Boy
Scouts' Jamboree at Belchamps
from August 9-16. and on August
10 the Australian
Broadcasting
Commission sent greetings to the
Jamboree.
On August 17 the
Medway Club paid a visit. There
is no other meeting until late
September, but there is to be a

Committee meeting on Wednesday. September 10. at 8 p.m.
W'anstead & Woodford
Radio Society
The shack has now been
cleaned up and the station can
be operated in comfort. but better
attendances, both of old and new
members. would be welcomed.
On September 9 the subject of
the talk is " Mathematics is
Easy." and on September 16.
" Measuring Low Resistances."
Warrington & District
Radio Society
Recent activities have included
a social outing for members and
families to the North Wales
Coast. a lecture on Valve Types
for Two Metres. and the usual
business and ragchew meetings.
They are held on the first and
third Tuesdays at the Kings Head
The Hon.
Hotel. Warrington.
Sec. will be glad to hear from
prospective members.
Worthing & District
Amateur Radio Club
The A.G.M. will be held on
Monday. September 8. at 8 p.m..
in the Adult Education Centre.
It is
Union Place. Worthing.
hoped that all members will make
a special effort to attend.

Bournemouth
Radio & Television Society
Forthcoming events as follows:
September 26. Visit to the School
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Traffic, Hum Airport :
General Meeting. At
the end of the month a visit is
being paid. jointly with the Dorchester Radio Society. to Dorchester Radio. November 21 is
the closing date for entries in the
Home -Constructed Gear competition. New members and holiday
visitors will be welcomed on the
first and third Fridays at the
Cricketers' Arms. Windham Road,
Bournemouth. at 7.45 p.m.

of Air

October

3.

Brighton & District
Radio Club
After an informal August. when
spent
Tuesday evenings were
practising
and
ragchewing "
Morse. the Club starts its autumn
programme this month. On September 16 there is a lecture by
F. R. Canning. G6YJ : on September 30. G2DRP and G2DBP
talk on Tape Recorders: on
October 14. Dr. Alexander of the
lecture on Studio
BBC will
Acoustics. Microphones and so
on.
Intermediate weeks will be
informal evenings.
Portsmouth & District
Radio Society
During the past month the Club
has visited the local power station
and has heard a talk by G3BDV
on 70 -cm. gear, as well as various
Meetings continue
discussions.
on Tuesdays at 7.30 p.m.. at the
Barracks.
Signal School. R.M.

Portsmouth.
Spen Valley

Radio & Television Society
This Club closed down on
August 13 (for the present session)
after two interesting lectures on
TVI and BCI by a GPO Official.
The next session begins on September 24. and details of next
tear's programme will he sent to
anyone who applies to the Hon.
Sec. for them.
Surrey Radio Contact Club
(Croydon)
Recent meetings have included
a discussion on Aerials, at which
ZS5NJ was a welcome visitor.
and a programme of travel films
in colour. The September meeting will, as usual, take the form
of a Junk Sale, traditionally held
in March and September with
Enrolment
attendances.
record

Society had a fine display of apparatus
G3BRX of the Wanstead and Woodford Radio
at a recent Exhibition locally. In this view, G3DWI is in the chair.

for the RAE Course at the Croydon Polytechnic takes place
September 15. 16 and 17.

on

Sutton & Cheam
Radio Society
This Club's winter programme
begins with a lecture by Mr. C.
W. Cobb (GPO) on TVI and its
Suppression. The meeting will be
on September 16. 8 p.m. at the
Club's HQ. The Harrow. Cheam.
Meetings are held on the third
Tuesday of each month.
West Lancs.
Radio Society

After running a station at a
local Model Exhibition (in spite
of intense QRN from the models)
this Club has made its plans for
Morse and
the autumn session.
been
have
classes
Technical
arranged. and the fact that five
members were successful in the
last RAE should encourage the
waverers.
Purley & District
Radio Club
Meetings continue on the fourth
Thursday. 7.30 p.m. at the RailAt the last meeting
way Hotel.

G2IM spoke on "'_5 Years of
Amateur Radio.' On October 12
and 19. two parties of members
are visiting the BBC Receiving
Station at Tatsfield. Next regular
meeting is on September 25.
Slade

Radio Society
At the next Meeting (September
12) the subject will be Cathode

Ray Oscilloscopes, and on September 26 G5JU will talk on
On
Two - Metre Equipment.
October 2. 3 and 4 the Club. together with MARS. will be in
evidence at a model engineering
exhibition at The Church House,
A
Erdington.
Street.
High
station will be operated. and a
wide range of equipment will be
on display.

W.F.S.R.A. (" Bedfast Club ")
Two of the Club's activities are
particularly stressed this month.
Firstly. although more than 1,000
books and periodicals have been
distributed, an appeal is made for
still more reading matter of every
kind. It should be sent to John
Gill. 30 Sholebroke View. Leeds 7.
Secondly. the Command type re-
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ceivers (BC 454 and so on) are
most suitable for conversion or
modification for use by " hospitalised" members, and anyone with
any of these for sale or disposal
is asked to get into touch with
D. Auton (G3IHI), 36 Elborough
Road. Moredon, Swindon.

Torbay
Amateur Radio Society
At a recent meeting G3JD gave
an interesting talk on Radio in
the Last War. The Club is looking forward to MCC, and it is
hoped that ex-VS7BJ will. give a
talk on D -F at the September

meeting-the third Saturday, 7.30
p.m. at Torquay YMCA.

Norwich & District
Radio Club
This Club, formed last April,
has steadily expanded, and a
has been
winter programme
arranged with the Clubroom
(Cherry Tree Inn. Pitt Street) open
every Friday from October 3.

SHORT
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ADDRESSES OF SECRETARIES REPORTING
IN THIS ISSUE

BOURNEMOUTH: J. Ashford,

3, Stevenson Court, 57 Alum Chine Road, Bourne-

mouth.

Carlyle Avenue, Brighton 7.
BRIGHTON : R. T. Parsons,
CAMBRIDGE: T. A. T. Davies, G2ALL, Meadow Side, Comberton, Cambridge.
CHESTER : W. Lloyd, 124 Tarvin Road, Chester.
EASTBOURNE : W. A. Allwright, G2AON, 333 Seaside, Eastbourne.
EDINBURGH : C. L. Patrick, 19 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh.
EDINBURGH (Lothians): 1. Mackenzie, GM3FGJ, 41 Easter Drylaw Drive, Edinburgh 4.
NORWICH : D. Youngs, 53 Salisbury Road, Norwich.
PORTSMOUTH : M. W. Pearce, G3BSR, 58 Hawn Road, Milton, Portsmouth.
PURLEY : A. Frost, G3FTQ, 18 Beechwood Avenue, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
SLADE : C. N. Smart, 110 Woolmore Road, Birmingham 23.
SOUTHEND: G. Chapman, B.E.M., 20 Leigh Hill, Leigh -on -Sea, Essex.
SPEN VALLEY : N. Pride, 100 Raikes Lane, Birstall, nr. Leeds.
SURREY (Croydon): S. A. Morley, G3FWR, 22 Old Farleigh Road, Selsdon. Soutl?
Croydon.
SUTTON & CHEAM: F. 1. Harris, 143 Collingwood Road, Sutton.
TORBAY : L. D. Webber (G3GDW), 43 Lime Tree Walk, Newton Abbot.
WANSTEAD: C. Stevenson, 45 Dacre Road, London, E.13.
WARRINGTON: S. Wood, G3EZX, 12 Thelwell Lane, Latchford, Warrington.
WEST LANCS.: S. M. Sugden, G3GSS, 44 Gores Lane, Formby, Liverpool.
W.F.S.R.A. (Bedfast Club): J. Beavan, G3GBL, 296 Fore Street, Edmonton, London,
N.9.
WORTHING: F. N. Bettelley, 42 Annweir Avenue, Lancing, Sussex. W. Lloyd, 124
ASSOCIATION of NORTH-WESTERN RADIO SOCIETIES:
Tanin Road, Chester.
14

Novice Nights and Club Nights
will be held alternately. Coming
events are Part II of a talk on
Aerials and Feeders by G8QR,

LICENCE AMENDMENTS, /A, /P OR /T
We are informed by the General Post Office that
licensed operators may obtain a permit for /T (temporary address) working for a period up to one
month at a charge of 10s. This licence is intended
for those who wish to operate when away from
home, or on holiday. The /A and /P permits will
continue to be available, at a charge of 10s. per
annum, but their scope will be extended to allow
(a) Occasional operation /T, and (b) Operation /P
within 5 miles of a notified point, in both cases
for a period up to 48 hours, provided the GPO
Engineering Department is informed in advance, by
registered letter or telegram, of the address or location from which operation is intended. In this
connection, /P working on certain inland waters is
also allowed.

EXCHANGING CRYSTALS
The panel headed " Xtal Xchange " was first
instituted some years ago to assist those who wished
to exchange crystals in order to be able to fall in
with the Band Plans. As time went on, it became
a convenient means of exchanging crystals for
general purposes. And. so it remains. Insertions
in the " Xtal Xchange " space are free, but are confined to exchanges only. Notices should be made
out on a separate slip, headed " Xtal Xchange
Free Insertion " in the form which can be seen by
reference to recent listings under this heading.

-

of commercial
demonstrations
equipment, and a Film Show.
Visitors from other Clubs will be
especially welcome.

THE USE OF BCM/QSL
The full advantage of our QSL Bureau-its use
both ways, that is-can be obtained only by those
who are direct subscribers to Short Wave Magazine.

This entitles them to send and receive cards through
the Bureau. Anyone reading this may already be
receiving cards from our Bureau, even though not
a subscriber. The reason for that is because we
accept cards for all G stations from those who are
entitled to send us their QSL's for distribution.
CALL BOOK PRICE INCREASE
The heavy and increasing cost of production has
necessitated the price of single copies of the Radio
Amateur Call Book to be advanced to 25s., post
free, effective with the Autumn issue. The Call Book
now contains a great many more amateur QTH's
and is a complete guide and directory to the amateur
stations of the world.
NEW QTH's
All readers are reminded that the issue of a new
transmitting licence, or the change of address of a
station already licensed, should be notified to us
immediately for the " New QTH " feature in Short
Wave Magazine and for Publication in the Radio
Amateur Call Book, for which we are sole agents
for the United Kingdom and Europe.
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Smiths of Edgware Rood
Can now supply from Stock all

VIEWMASTER TELEVISOR Parts,

ó Shotts,

for London, Midlands, Holme Moss, Kirk

*.e. erowri

including

:-

W.B. Frame Transformer
15/6

;
;
;

Focus Ring 109/1-2, 22/6
Transformer 107, 32/6 ;

Control

;

Width

Power-T.B. Chassis 102, 18/6 ;
Support Bracket 101, 6/-.
T.C.C. Condenser Kit, 7 gns.
(London, £7) (separate Condensers supplied at current prices).

OPHONES

Morganite Resistors Kit.

for LONG LIFE and
TROUBLE -FREE

SERVICE

is a featherweight model of exceptionally
strong construction and high sensitivity.
It appeals equally to both amateur and
professional radio engineers. It incorporates
powerful cobalt steel magnets with flat

This

scallop diaphragms.
D.C. Resistance : 4,000 ohms.

1,000 ems,.
:
14,000 ohms at
For full details of other models in the wide
S. G. Brown range please write for Illustrated
Brochure " T.R."

Impedance
ZAU

Line

110, I0/- ; Speaker 105
32/6 ; 9in. Tube Support 112,
21/- ; 12in. Tube Support 112,
21/6 ; Boost Choke 111, 5/9 ;
Sound -Vision Chassis 200, 18/6 ;

1CPE

EE

106,

Smoothing Choke 104,
Heater Transformer 103,
42/- Heater Transformer 103A,
52/6 ; Scanning Coils 108, 33/3 ;
25/6

35/3

(London, 36/3) Separate Resistors :-Type T, 6d. ea. Type R, 9d.
ea. Westinghouse Rectifiers (5),
68/9 or supplied separately:MRI, 3/9 ;
MR2, 11/6 ; MR3,
29/5 ; MR4, 20/4 ; MR5, 3/9.
Wearite Coils, 28/- sec (London,
20/-). Wearite R.F. Choke, 2/-.
Colvern Variable Resistors, Type
CLR90I, 3/2 ea., Type CLR4089/
22, 6/7 ea. Morganite Variable
Resistors, Type Q, 5/- ea. Belling Lee Connecting Unit L707, 8/9
ea.
G.E.C. Neon Lamp, 3/6.

Bulgin
Valves

:

and

Wenvoe.

On -off
Switch,
4/3.
Mullard EF50, 17/6 plus
Ex -Govt. EF50 (new),
Mullard EB9I, 9/- plus

7/7 P/Tax.

10/6 ea.
3/11 P/Tax

; EL33. 13/- plus 5/8
EBC33, 12/- plus 5/3
Mazda 6P22, 17/6 plus
7/7 P/Tax ; 6P25, I3/- plus 5/8
P/Tax ; 6K25, 10/6 plus 4/7 P/Tax.
12in. Talton Cabinet (Kit of
Parts) Table, E7 14s. Od. 12ín.

P/Tax

;

P/Tax.

Talton Cabinet (Kit of Parts)
Console, E13 I5s. Od.
9in.
W.B. Cabinet Table (Finished),
E7 I5s. Od. 12in. W.B. Cabinet
Table (Finished), E10 IOs. Od.
Components for increased E.H.T.
and Preamplifier, Aerials, Feeder
Cable, Wiring -up wire, sleeving,
solder, nuts and bolts, clips, etc.
Constructor Envelope, 7/6.

for complete list.
C.O.D. or C.W.O. Carriage
paid on all orders over LI.
Send

Note.-We

have
had
much
experience with this sec, which
we can thoroughly recommend,
and are ready to help you if in
any difficulty. We
will be
pleased to supply a single part,
all the parts, or stage by stage.

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
287/9 Edgware Road, London, W.2.

a

e.

6

erowr für.

SHAKESPEARE ST..

>OÉ çiKES

WATFORD.

Tel. Paddington 5891. Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday I o'clock).
Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo

HERTS.

Telephone: Watford7241
13

NORMAN H. FIELD
68

HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM

5

Mail Order Dept.

To

HAMS & DEALERS

64-65 Church Lane, Wolverhampton

CRYSTAL MONITORS
Ideal
use

WE WANZ TO BUY

(Less valves and Crystal), 7/6.

for Ham use. Can be easily modified to Mains
with our simple circuit.
/- extra.
1

E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS. 2,500v.

5

m/a 4v 2 amps. 0.2.4 v. at

Completely wax impregnated.

4 amps. 210-250v 50 cycles.

Ideal

42/6 each.
for Argusy or Viewmaster
Complete with VR35 and
A1368 BATTERY AMPLIFIERS.
VR21 valves for use as intercom or with slight alteration as Gram
amplifier, in metal case Tin. x 4,'-in. x 4,,=in. 15/-, circuit I/- extra.
Carrying

case 1/6

extra.

TRANSFORMERS, MAINS.

Input 230v. A.C., output 18v,
12/ 26v -44v at 2 amps
METERS. 200 Milliamps. Thermo Coupled, 2+in. scale. Suitable
10/ for Low Power Aerial Current
METERS. Marked Air/Oil. Moving Coil basic 200 micro -amps.
7/6
Very sensitive. 2+in. square
8/6
LOOP AERIALS. 1155. D.F.
8/6
CHOKES. Smoothing, 20 H., 80 m/a.
2/6
10
H.,
60
m/a.
Shrouded.
CHOKES.
2/6
CHOKES. L.T. Smoothing, 5 ohms
Approx. 6v input and 220v at
ROTARY CONVERTORS.
12/6
80 m/a output
7/ CRYSTALS. 500 Kcs.
2/ SWITCHES. 3 Pole. 4 Way, with knobs (ex -units)
/- per yard
TWIN SCREENED CABLE
1

CONDENSERS.

270 pfs.,

3

gang

SPECIAL OFFER
Pre -Amplifiers, Ultra S.W., uses EF54 with Coax input
and output sockets, also plug and socket for power
supply. Broad band slug tuned for use on T.V. frequencies
or 10 metres, 5/- (valves to suit available).
Please include something for postage.

5/ -

AMERICAN

SURPLUS

EQUIPMENT

OF EVERY KIND

FOR RADIO HAM SHACKNEW YORK'S LEADING DEALERS

RECEIVERS TRANSMITTERS
SIG GENS
TEST SETS

EQUIPMENT
TELETYPE
EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC
We are

interested in any

quantity, from one

upwards.

'Phone us immediately, transfer charge

ALTHAM RADIO CO BRAZENNOSE ST.
MANCHESTER

2

Tel

:

DEAnsgate 5387
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G200 ANNOUNCES

RADIO
VALVES

at 1/9 : DI, VR78, EA50r VR92, RK34/2C34, CV6, 3D6/1299,
ILN5 ; at 2/6 : 954, 956, EB34 ; at 3/6 : SP6I, NGTI ; at 4/6 : 61-16,
12H6, 615gt, 615g, 6K7g, I2SH7; at 5/- : 615, 6K7gt, 1215GT, 1625,
Pen220A. 6SH7, 6C5gt, VS70, 6557, 6AC7, 65K7gt, 12SK7 ; at 6/6 :
CV73-- 11E3, VR100, KL3S, 6C4, 7R7, EC52, 6U5G ; at 7/-: IASgt,
6138, 6B8G, 6X5gt, EF54, EF36, OZ4. 12SL7, 1616, VR57= EK32, 6AG5,
I2A6, 3A4. 6J7g, 6N7gt, VR150130, 801, DF92<-IL4; at 7/6: IG6gt,
KT6I, 6U7g, 7H7, 7Y4, W77, VY2, 01-477, 6L7, EF8, KTBI, 1619;
at 8/6: IRS --X17, ISS= ZDI7, 154, 114, NI8=3X4=DL95, 6AB7,
6C6, 6D6, 617. 6K6gt, 6N6g, 6V6gt, 6L6g, 25L6gt, 35L6gt, 50L6gt,
42, 43. 80, EF22, KT44, U78 -6X4, PT251-1, ELSO, Z77, I2SN7=836,
PTI5 at 9/6 : SZ4G, 6B4G, 6V6, 6A7g, 6SL7. 6SN7, 807, 8012 ; at
;

10/6: 6K8G, X6I. 12K8GI, X76, 68G6, 6L6. 6SQ7, 5U4G at 12/6 :
3A5=DCC90, CV2 (miniature radio control Hyratron), VS68, N52,
5R4GY at 25/-: FG27A, 11E2. 878A, 705A, SCPI, VCRI38A
at
80/- : 829 at 77/6 : HK304H, HK24G, HK54G, 3624.
;

;

;
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RADIO AMATEUR
CALL BOOK
FOREIGN SECTION
We are glati to he able to announce that it has again
been possible to arrange for the Foreign Section of the RADIO
AMATEUR CALL BOOK ----complete less only the American
amateur listings -to be made available at the price of

;

SS

ARTHUR
HOILE
UNION
MAIDSTONE,
STREET,

Phone

2812

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
IN

ROD,

BAR,

3000

H.

SHEET,

WIRE

STRIP,

&

CHESHAM

This is a Limited Edition.

LONDON

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

S.W.I.

SLOane 3463

Works

:

ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.I.
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Order Now.

Publications Department

CO., LTD.

PLACE,

ONLY

Br arrangement with the American publishers of the
Call Book, the new FOREIGN SECTION offered at Ten
Shillings will lie the Autumn issue. and will he arailable about
the second week. of October.

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

ROLLET

6,

TUBE,

TEN SHILLINGS

This brings von the world directory of Amateur Radio
stations, less the Al section. in store than 120 pages in the
same style and format as the Radio Amateur Cal! Book proper.
It trill include all regular CALI. BOOK sections outside the
United States, and is the latest and most up-to-date listing
of its kind.

KENT.

55, VICTORIA

STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

BRANCHES AT LIVERPOOL, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM

" No Quantity

too Small "

ALPHA OFFERS
METAL TUBULAR FIXED CONDENSERS WIRE ENDS
MFD.
MFD.
MFD.
MFD.

.1

.01
.01

.001

350v. DC Sprague ...
...
600v. DC Sprague (Miniature)
I000v. DC Sprague
I000v. DC Sprague
...

.....

9/-

.-.

... 4/6

dz.
,.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
9d. per word, minimum charge 12,-.

No series discount

;

all charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interestonly accepted. Add 25° for Bold Face (Heavy
No
responsibility accepted for errors. Replies to BoxType).
Numbers
should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria
Street, SAN .1.

MOULDED MICA CONDENSERS
.0001,.0002,.0003,.0005,.0008,.0004,.00027,.001..002.
.003, .005, .01, .00005, .00002, all by well-known
makers, mixed wire and tag ends
...
all 5/6 dz.

VALVES

All Guaranteed. Majority in Maker's Cartons.
7 /6 5Y3G
9/6 6L6
10/6 9002
9/- 5Z4M
9/6 6L7
8/6 6AC7
7/3. 6N7
7%6 9004
7/6', 684
8/6 6N7GT
7/6 66E6
8/- 688
7/9 6Q7G
10/6 NT40
6/9 6C5GT
7/6 6R7
8/- PEN25
9/- 6C6
7/6 6SA7GT 9/6 PEN46

OZ4
A5GT
CSGT

G6GT
L4

LD5
R5
S4

/-

9/

6C8
6D6

114
1U5

10/6

2A3

7/9

6F6G
6F6M
6F8G

9

S5

I

9/

4/-

215SG

2X2
3A4
3D6
3Q4

S/6

9/-

8/6

6G6G

6H6
615G

615GT

9/6i617M
10/6

3S4

9/6

3V4

401
42
5R4
5114G

TERMS

617G

6K6GT

9/6

6K7GT

9/-

6K8M

9/-1 6K8G
:

Cash

9/-

7/6

9/9/6
9/-

7/6
4/6
5/6
5/6
8/6
6/9
8/6
6 /6

6/6
12/6

6SG7
6SH7
6517
6SK7
6SL7

6SN7GT
6SQ7
6U5G
6V6G
6V6GT
6V6M

7

:

PL82

9/6

PM2A

7/-

PMIHF

9/6 TP25
11/6, U50

UCH42

9/6IUL41
9¡6
9/9
9/9

UY41
EF39

12/6
11/6

8/6
8/6

5 /6
12/6

4/9
4/9
8/6
9/6

12/6
11/6
10/6
q

6

EB34

8/9 EBC33
2/9 25A6G

5/- 125L6GT

8/-9/6

9/-

3/3 35Z4GT 9/6
4/9 35L6GT 10/Full list available 3d.
-

13,- 9D2
with order or C.O.D.

Postage 6d. under 10/-

PEN220A

7/-

6X5GT
954
955
956

/9

6/6
6%6

//,.. under 20/ -

MAIL ORDER ONLY

ALPHA RADIO
S/6,

SUPPLY

CO.

VINCE'S CHAMBERS, VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS I.

TRADE
QSL's and LOGS by MINERVA. The best there
are. -Samples from Minerva Press. 46 Queen's
Road, Brentwood. Essex.

-

WANTED: RCA 4331 Transmitters.
P.C.A.
Radio. Cambridge Grove. Hammersmith. W.6
(Telephone Riverside 3279).
QSL CARDS AND LOG BOOKS

-

; APPROVED
G.P.O.
SAMPLES FREE.
ATKINSON
BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.

WANTED

:
VALVES, SMALL OR LARGE
QUANTITIES ; 6K8, 6V6, 5Z4, 6AC7, IRS,
FW4/500, 6Q7, 12K8, 80. VU39. EBC33, 3S4,
etc., etc. PROMPT CASH. -WM. CARVIS, 103

VV

1135,

NORTH STREET, LEEDS 7.

AMATEUR ENTHUSIASTS.
Television
Send for free
meters. valves, speakers. etc. -The
Company (S.W. Dept.). Castor
Devon.
:

Short

Wave or
list components.

Radio Equipment
Road. Brixham.

ATTRACTIVE QSL'S at reasonable prices ; also
Club headings ; samples. -A. Rowe, 1(11 Fawn brake Avenue. Herne Hill. S.E.24.

Volume X
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS,

TRUDE-conlinuea

BC610, ET4336 ; Receivers
AR88, BC348. SX24. etc. Frequency meters.
test sets. etc., wanted urgently ; we pay high prices
instantly.-Write/Phone: Pype-Hayes Radio, 606

Road,

Erdington.

Birmingham

24

4Erdingmn 4942).

MANY USES ; RK34/2C34
If
TWIN -TRIODE; USEFUL AS AF OUTPUT,
MODULATOR, ETC.; GENERATES 16 WATTS
AT 250 mc. SEND 12/lid. FOR SAMPLE HALF DOZEN.
CANADIAN C43 TRANSMITTER
WITH P/PACK, £45.-ELECTRONIX, 220b CANTERBURY STREET, GILLINGHAM. KENT.
(PHONE 59203).
ELEMENT two -metre arrays, £11 10s. Od.
16 Send for brochure. J. & D. Stackpole, 80
Woodcote Road, Wallington. Surrey.

4LVE

WITH

offereandd
facturers'ACH

4JI -

E

efor
xG

newov.valboxveeds

cash.-Details to Box 1130.
'VALVES WANTED: Types

813's. Manu
pur ch ased for-

805. 807, 813, 829B,
866A. 931A, 100TH, 250TH. TZ40.
7223A/ B, 2K33. 2C43, CV129, CV323. Quantity and
price, please, to: Pype-Hayes Radio, 606 Kingsbury
road. Birmingham 24. (Phone Erdington 4942).
832,

SITUATIONS VACANT
THREE VACANCIES for (1) Television Engineer,
(2) Radio Engineer, (3) Chassis assembler and
wiring. Open to keen amateurs.-Harmony House.
116 Cambridge Road. Southport.
Radio
MINISTRY OF CIVIL AVIATION.
Mechanics are required at aerodromes and
radio stations in various parts of the United Kingdom. Special training courses provided for keen
mechanics with basic qualifications. Very interesting
work now in progress providing electronic aids to
navigation. Prospect of permanent pensionable posts
for keen and efficient mechanics. Rates of pay
(London) range from 109/- per week at age 19 to143/ - at age 25, and rise, subject to qualifying test.
to 173/- plus a pay addition of ]0",,. Candidates.
aged 19 or over with practical experience in the
maintenance of radio or radar equipment, should
apply to any Employment Exchange. quoting Order
No.: Kings Cross 576.

-

LICENCE

J,a ,3 tete
G.P.O. MORSE CODE TEST
the opeeedci wait

-

Enrol for the CANDLER SPECIAL COURSE
which includes all essential training to enable the
average student to be successful. The fee is reasonable too.
Write now for the

CANDLER
BOOK OF FACTS

-

ç

445

TRANSMITTING

AMATEUR

TRANSMITTERS.

Kingsbury

MAGAZINE

WAVE

stating which course

you are

interested

in

(I) Special Course for G.P.O. Morse Code test
for Amateur Transmitting Licence.
(2) Candler Junior Course for Beginners.
(3) Candler Advanced Course for Operators
who desire to increase their speeds and accuracy.
Courses supplied on cash or monthly payment terms

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(Dept. 555W),

52b

ABINGDON

ROAD, LONDON, W.8

Candler System Company, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

AMAZING
VALVE OFFER
6 BRAND NEW
U. S. A. VALVES
(in original boxes)

comprising:

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS

2

off VUI.I

Box
3d. per word, min. charge 5;-, payable with order.
Numbers 1/6 extra. Replies to Box Numbers should be
addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,

2

off RK.34 V.H.F. Low Power Transmitters

2

off 954 V.H.F. acorn Pentodes

SAVA.

EXCHANGE mains BC -348 receiver, plus 20 -watt

Xtal and VFO Tx, 20-40 metres. Built commerpattern 5 -valve modulation Amp.. 500c. Tx
Power Pack. stabilised VFO Power Pack, Crystal
Mike. All going order. for Tape Recorder in fair
working condition. " Clifton " preferred. l'Phone
Renown 2612). John Bunn. 3 Hurlingham Gardens.
Fulham. London. S.W.6.

the

6

Post paid, Great Britain

:

AR88 or HRO ; also S27
by Ham
VVANTED
and BC221 ; or would consider complete
station. Will collect.-Box No. 1116.
:

High Voltage Rectifiers

1216

cial

-

I

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES
48,

STAFFORD ST., WOLVERHAMPTON

446
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THE

BRAND NEW EX-GOVERNMENT VALVES.
The following valves are brand new and in the original cartons -954, 7193.
RK34, 3/6 ; 6146, 5/6 ; 61507, 6/3 ; 615. 6K7G, 6K7GT, 65147, 6/9 ; 65K7.
7/3 ; 6K7, 7/9 ; 6K6GT. 8/6 ; 6F6G, Pen 383, VP133, 9/6 ; 6R7, VRI50,
I0/- ; 5Z4G, 10/6 ; 6V6GT, 12/6 ; 6Q7GT, 13/-. The following are new
but in plain or Services Cartons
EB34, 2C34, 2/6 ; 12146, 2/9 ; EA50,
El 148, 3/6 ; 2C26, 4/3 ; EC31, 5/6 ; 6B8, 6/- ; 6K7GT, EF36, 6/3 ; 615,
617G, 6/6 ; 6K7, KTZ63, 7/- ; Pen 383. KTW61, 8/6 ; 80, 8/9 ; VP133,

:

9/-

HL133DD, 9/6

;

12/6.

I0/-

6V6GT,

;

6Q7GT,

;

11/6

;

616,

6AK5, TH233,

2,000 volt test, I,000volt working 6µf CONDENSERS. 4 /9 plus postage I id.
American Mica, 2,400 v. working, 5,000 v. test, 0.002µf., 6d. each. American
Mica, 2,500v. working. 1.5e. at Imo., 0.0006µf, 9d. each.

ELECTROLYTICS.
350

volt, 5/9 each

volt, Mallory c n, 8/6 each ; 32-32µf,
volt, 6/9 each ; I6 -8µf, 450 volt. 4/6 each.

2,000µf,

15

32-3214f, 450

;

STANDARD SIZE CARBON

POTENTIOMETERS,

5K.,

IOOK..

tropical sealed carton, 500K. only, I /9 each. American
wire -wound screwdriver -operated Potentiometers, 3K. and IOK., 3 or 4
watt types, 9d. each.
Please allow postage on orders less than LI.
2M..

1

/6 each.

In

REED
2a

Burnley Road, Ainsdale,

Ill ll[Ii1111HIIHHIHHIII I

IiI11I111111iH11181I11 H11111IIHi I Ii

I11HIIIllllHe

TRANSFORMER. 250 mA. 5v, 6.3
seven times, £1 10s. ; B2 TIR, complete with P/Pack, £10 ; Crystal Calibrator, AM
Type 18. with 100 kc crystal. £1 10s.; Valves.
unused 826 with base, 15s.; TZ 40. 15s.; 811, 10s.;
slight used HK54, 15s.; Woden Transformer 1250-12_50, tapped at 600v./300 mA. £2 10s.;
ET4332
spares ; aerial tuning
£1

10s.;

Large Technical dept.

Subscriptions taken for British, American and
Continental radio magazines.

CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2

g.

y

Gerrard 566o (16 lines)
Open 9-6 (inc. Sats.)
Nearest Station : Tottenham Court Road.
;IHIIIII11111111111111IIIIII II I1II II1111111111111I IIIIIIII1111111I1111111111HI11111111iC

G4GZ's BARGAINS

Roller Coil,
kW, 15s.; CO coil, 7s. 6d.; aerial
coupling coil. 7s. 6d.; filament transformer. £1.
S.A.E. for further spares. Carriage, please.-Box
1

Tx complete, crackle panel, £5
Rx ditto522
SOs 74 Test Set, no case, spare CRT, 90s,;
808 (2). 25s.; QRO Coil

Formers and Condensers.
WANTED: UMZ, B2 Tx and P/P.-Burke.
Bedford Court Mansions. London. W.C.1.

25s.

URPLUS to requirements: U12. 6L6, 6V6. 20506SN7, 6SL7, RIO, at 7/6 each ; 6N7. 6X5. 6K7.
5U4G, ImA meter rectifier. 5/- each ; SP41. SP61,
EF50, 6SH7, VP41, 6H6. 3/- each ; RK34, 7193.
VR54, 1/6 each ; 5CP1, VCR97. 15/- each ; 250 volt. 60 mA metal rectifiers. 2/- each.-Whitby.
Neuadd, Menai Ville Terrace. Menai Bridge.
Anglesey.

AMATEUR MOVING: EC52's. 5/-; ECC32's,
5/6 ; S130's. 5/-; 6K8's, I0/-. New, guaranteed. -G3DSK, Oakfield Cottage. Moat Road. East
Grinstead.

IL4
IR5

7/6 6AK6
7/6 6BG6
10/6

9/6

ISS
114

2A3
2X2
3A4
3D6
3V4
5U4G

5Z4M
6AC7M
6B4G
6B8M

6C5GT
6F6G
6F6M

6C4
6AG5
6AQ5

96
7/6
5 /8/6
5/8/6
10/6

9/6
6/6
8/6
7/6
6/6
9/6
9/6
6/6
7/6

6F7

6F8G
6G6G

6H6M
616

6J5GT

11/6 65117M
12/6 6SL7GT
10/6 6SN7GT
7/6 65Q7M
7/6 65C7M
5/6 6Ú5G
10/6 6V6G
6/6 6V6M

615M
617G
617M

7/6 6X5GT
6/6 6AM6

6K6GT
6K7GT
6L6G
6L7M
6N7GT
6N7M
6Q7GT
6SA7M

8/6 954
6/6 955

7

/6

11/6

I

D8GT

956
9002

8/6
6/6 9003
8/6 12A6M

1

1

/6

9/6
8/6

I2AT7

B(2312

6/6

10/6
10/6
10 /6

12SL7GT 9/6
12SQ7GT 12/6
12SK7M
7/6
6K7M
9/6
7A3 (PenA4)

11/6
10/6

15D2
884

7/6 866A
W77
VUI20A

10/6
12/6

5/5 /5 /6/6
5/6

716
10/6
10/6
10 /6

VSIIOA
5130

AC6Pen
KT66
DLSIO
EL32
EC52
EF54
EF50

5/-

12/6
17/6

9/4/6/6
7/6
7/6

/6
10/6

12

7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6

12AU7
12AX7
CONDENSERS Midget 100pí. cer. variable, 3/- ea. Air
spaced cer. trimmers, 25pf., 1/3 ea., 12/- doz. 50, 75pf., 1/6
ea., 15/- doz. 200, 300pí., silver mica, 2, 5.6, 9, 220. 1,000pí.
ceramic, .0002, .0005. .001, .002, .01mfd., mica, all 500v., all
5/- doz. 2mfd.. 1,500v. wkg.. Mansbridge, 4/- ea. IOK. IOW.
w/w pots., 7/6 ea. .002mfd. Muirhead, 5Kv. wkg., RF bypass,

3/-

11/6

6SG7M

ea.

Interested in Tape Recording
The NEW 3 Motor Lane Tape
Tables are in stock, E16 10s. Od. ea. (car. 7/6), I,200ft. reels
Scotch Boy MCI -III Tape, 35/-. Spare reels, 4/6. Lane 45K/cs.
Osc. coils, 10/-, Acos Mic-30 crystal mikes. E4 4s. Od. Lustra phone Dynamic High Z. E5 ISs. 6d.
All Goods despatched by return of post. Please add post/packing.
?

J. T. ANGLIN
160,

CLEETHORPE ROAD, GRIMSBY, LINCS. Tel. 56315.

-

RECEIVER, incorporating mains power
pack. good condition, £10. Buyer collects.

VALVES
OZ4

network (requires attention).

Phone/CW switch. 15s.; meters. 5s.; PA

Bre455, 6-9 mc, modified -IF regeneration and
AC power unit, 65/-; as BC455 but 1.5-3
me with AR88 NL ; separate AC power unit. 65/-.
-G8TS. 80 Byworth Estate. Farnham, Surrey.

All new Books available on day of publication.
Secondhand and rare Books on every subject.

119-125

READERS-continued

650-650

116

BOOKS**

* FOR

ADVERTISEMENTS.

;

THE WORLDS GREATEST BOOKSHOP

I'

SMALL

September, 1952

1127.

FORD
Southport

&

MAGAZINE

23. Old Manor Drive. Isleworth, Middx.

MISCS. RADIO MAGAZINES, 1949-1951:
Surplus Radio Conversion Manuals, Vols. 1
;
Introduction to Valves; Radio Handbook
Supplement ; Practical Radio Reference Book ;
Radio Receiver Circuit Handbook ; ARRL Handbook, 1949;; Radio Data Charts, 46 Mists.; Crystals
and 19 Mists. Coils for BC611 (SCR536), 813 (2);
829 B (4) ; Instruments Testing No. 1. Offers or
Exchange for Transmitting Equipment. WANTED:
Stancor transformer. Type A3871.-Box 1129.

50

and

2

QRT 25 -watt phone Tx. complete. £12 ; SCR522
Tx. £1 ; another. 30s., with valves £4 ; R1116A
Rx with eliminator, £6 ;
home -built 14/28 me
Superhet. £3 ; R -3084A Rx, 50/-; 500-0-500 Partridge transformer, £2 ; Class C Wavemeter, 30/-;
CAY (F) Tuning Unit, with case. £1 ; Aerial
Coupling Unit. '10/-; 813 (2), 30/-; 832 (3), 20/-;
Many other items.-Enquiries (S.A.E.). G3BUB. 61
(Farnham
Broomleaf Road. Farnham. Surrey.
6562).

OR SALE: The station of the late G6XS ; 50 watt Tx ; AR77 Rx, new, with manual ; BC22I
Freqn, Meter. Assortment of useful equipment.
What offers?-Write (seen by appointment) Mrs. F.
Cropper. Garth. King's Road. Ashton-under-Lyne.
Lancs.

THE
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ADVERTISEMENTS, READERS-Continued

SMALL

230 -volt AC, excellent condition, £16
los.; T48 Walkie-Talkie, complete Rx/Tx,
7 mc, spare set valves, dynamotor. batteries, mint
condition. £16 10s.-G3DUV. 64 Belvedere Road.
Erdington. Birmingham.

THIS
VALUABLE
BOOK

B348.

which details the
wide range of Engineering and Commercial courses of modern training
offered by E.M.I. Institutes-the only
Postal College which is part of a world-wide
Industrial Organisation.

WANTED URGENTLY: Class D Wavemeter,
good condition and state lowest price.-G6TC.
Lynton House. Black Halve Lane. Wednesfield.
Wolverhampton.

Courses include training for

with S -Meter ; excellent condition, but too
large for flat dweller. Exchange for S.640 or
similar. (London area).-Box 1131.
R107

E.M.G.

A.M.Brit,I.R.E.

FOR SALE: R1155 Ex-A.M. Receiver, as new ;
also power pack and output stage for same ; £11
all.- Cornerways. Exeter Road. Honiton.

Licence, Radio

E.m.i.

Examination,

Grouped

Radio

Amateur's

& Television Servicing Certifi,

Radar, Sound Recording, etc.

Courses,

Also Courses in

all other branches of Engineering

-POST

(mes

dfnztrr', C

without obligation

FREE book.

E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. 14, 43 Grove Park
Road. Chiswick, London, W.4.

H.M.V.

NATIONAL RECEIVER. £40 ; S -27C.
S-27, £32 ; quantity of American components ; S.A.E. List.-Harris. The Huon. Bournemouth. Hants.

NOW-

Please send,

COLUMBIA

;

VFO, complete with 392 Power Pack.
£6 ; Type 45 Power Pack, complete. 1200 -volt
at 200 mA, £4 los.; Auto Transformer 230/190/150/
110 at 8 amps.. £2 ; Top Band Tx in TU5B. £2 10s.;
suitable Power Pack. £2 ; Mains Transformer. 350 volt at 175 mA. and 700 -volt at 150 mA. 5v. 5 amps.
(twice), £2. Chokes and condensers for above transformer, £1. FL8A Audio Filter. 10/-; Valves at
7/6 each: 807 (6), PT15 (6), 5R4GY (4). FW4/500
(2), 5U4G (3), 6SG7 (2), STV280/40 (1). Valves at
5/- each: 717A (3). VR105 (2). VR150 (2). VS70 (2).
6SH7 (3). All postage extra.-S.A.E. for full list
and details. G6AD, 91 King's Road. Melton
Mowbray. Leics.
STATION for Sale. One Transmitter.
COMPLETE
150w. 35T's, in push-pull ; TZ40's in the Modulator; professionally built; covers 10, 20, 40 and 80.
has worked the world. Also AR88D Receiver, and
BC221 with stabilised power pack ; £95 the lot
Seen working 82 Framingham
(Buyer collects).
(Telephone Sale
Road. Brooklands. Manchester.
3803 between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.).
PANORAMOSCOPE. Model SA.1. 5" screen. 100
kc sweep. 240v.; offers over £15? Also AR77.
G3BXN( 121 Kingshill Drive.
offers over £15?
Harrow. (Wordsworth 3853).
Two stage. 3-30
RADIOVISION Pre -selector:
mc, five bands, self-contained P/Pack. Just realigned by makers. Immaculate. £10 or nearest.G. Moses, 65. Railton Avenue. Crewe. Cheshire.
COLLINS TCS9 Receiver. new condition, £9 ;
Command BC458A Tx. complete with valves.
unmodified. £4.-Styler. 15 Dalkeith Avenue. Old
Bilton. Rugby.
EDDYSTONE 740. excellent condition with
speaker and R9'er, little used, nearest £24,
F. Fletcher. 80 Naunton Lane.
buyer collects.
Cheltenham. Glos.

Guilds

and

associated with
MARCONIPHONE

NC200

TYPE

City

in Telecommunications;

cates, General Radio and Television

Institutes

FOR SALE: BC454 with mains pack. £3 ; R1294
UHF Receivers, 10-60 Centimetres. £8 ; Xtals.
3/6. Various valves. WANTED: 2 -metre Converter and 832's.-Armstrong. 40 The Oval. Mire house. Whitehaven.
£45

Certificates.

-Certificates

k...

borne

ETC.
COURSES FROM

Address

145

-

-

PER

MONTH
IC. IOE

SINGLE SIDE -BAND

Receiving and Operating Notes supplied FREE on receipt of
S.A.E. Have YOU had your copy of " SINGLE SIDEBAND
SUPPRESSED CARRIER TRANSMISSION FOR THE AMATEUR,"
We can supply AUDIO PHASE SHIFT
price 2/6, post free
UNITS completely aligned and tested at £12 IOs., with four valves,
full instructions and circuit diagrams. Guaranteed to produce
high quality SSB signals when wired into our recommended
circuit. No criticial adjustments to make-simply wire up.
tune up, and you are ready to go on the air. Price list of Components, Kits, Alignment Services, etc., now ready.
VALVE BARGAINS : 807, 6K8, 9/6 ; 6AK5. 10/6 ; 6J6, I2AT7,
11/6 ; EL91, VR105730, VRI50/30, 8/6 ; 6V6, 6F33, 9/-; EC9I,
6BA6, EF9I, IRS. 10/- ; 'EB91, 6F6, EF92, 6SF5. 7/6 ; 9002, 6K7,
6/-; 1L4, 3A4, 6/6; 3Q4, 8/6; KT8, PTIS, 8/-; EF8O, ECL80, DH77,
10/6; X78. OA2, OB2, 12/6; 955, 9001, 9003, 5/-; EA50, 1/9.
?

Please add 9d. Postage on orders under £2.

69,

ELECTRAD RADIO

HIGH STREET,

BELFAST,

N.I

EASIBINDERSfor the "SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"
By a simple
operation the journals are inserted with a steel
volume
neatly
bound
a
wire, and at once become
for the Bookshelf.
The Easibinder is bound in green cloth, and gold blocked with title and year on the spine. It will
hold 12 issues. (One volume).
Now available for Vol. 10 (new size) Also available
for all previous volumes at 11/9 each (Post paid).

Bind your issues in the Easibinder.

A

Binder can be sent on approval if requested. When ordering please
state the Vol. No. to be blocked.

8 4

N

E

L T D
EASIBIND
STREET, LONDON,

WM A N

W.1
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS. READERS-continued

CANADIAN

C43

Transmitter

:

output

175w.

phone, 300w. CW ;
complete with valves.
power pack, instruction book. Offers. -Box 1133.

TRANSMITTER for Sale.

Large rack Tx. com-

mercially built. totally enclosed ; four bands on
Phone/CW. switched ; 150/250 watts, 913 in PA.
Class -B TZ40 in Mod.: perfect working order ;
guaranteed. Cost over £125 ; accept best offer over
£50 for quick sale. B2 complete. P/P. etc., £15 (or
offers?)-S.A.E. for details to GBVB, 124 Carr Road.
Greenford, Middx.

FOR

DISPOSAL:

Tape

recorder

in Console
Test gear. BC221 or what-

WANTED:
have-you?-G3AUZ. 32 Harstoft Avenue, Worksop!
cabinet.

EVERSHED Vignoles Bridge Megger-Series

2.

G2ACC OFFERS YOU
VIEWMASTER TELEVISOR
Comprehensive " How to build it " in 7 easy stages manual
with full size diagrams, alignment and operating instructions.
Model " A " London, " B & E " Midlands and Wenvoe, " C
& D" Holme Moss and Kirk-o'-Shotts.
7/6 post paid.
Revised price list giving details of the 7 easy stages .2+d. post
free.
60 page

illustrated catalogue No. 8, 9d. post free.

Southern Radio & Electrical Supplies
85

FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS.
Telephone

as

:

Salisbury 2/08

egd. Trade Mark)

new ; range on bridge .01 ohms to 999900
ohms ; on megger 10.000 ohms to 50 Meg.. £15.
Also 8 type PT 15 valves at 10/- each ; sold
separately.
Clapshaw. 369
Alexandra Road,

SROLDERING INSTRUMENTS

ADCOtA

-

London, N.10 ('Phone: Tudor 7394).

Receiver RME 69. in full
working order. 230 volts. 50 cycle supply ; what
COMMUNICATIONS
offers? -Box 1134.

FOR SALE: LMIO Frequency Meter, complete

with manual, spares, waterproof cover
good condition ; £25. -Box 1132.

;

very

ANY PRICE given for Control Boxes and circuits
for MN -26-C. BC -733-D. and RT-7/APN-1.-

Box 1128.

EDDYSTONE 32 -inch rack, complete with four
chassis, panels, brackets. RF Meter and two
Eddystone Tx condensers. £5 ; Taylor, Model 400,
50 microammeter, 4in. scale, as new. £4 ; handy
utility electric ,t-" drill. as new. £5. VCR97 and
quantity EF50 wanted in exchange for other valves.
S.A.E. list. -Box No. 1138.

V£6n

OFFERED for unmodified AR88D in
mint condition only. Write giving full

particulars.
Also required Parmeko 620v 200mA,
376v 250mA. 5v twice. Mains Transformer ; and
one each of 6AS7. 6AL7 valves in good condition.
Offers for FL8A Filters (2), 1147B VHF Rx, 76 Rx.
-Box No. 1135.

Two Command Receivers ; BC454.
range 3-6 me ; with or without valves.Ritson. Red Lion House, Hexham, Northumberland.
WANTED:

WANTED:

Army

Canadian Mark

tial,-G3GIP,

123

19
111

Set, in good condition ;
preferred but not essen-

Hamil Road. Burslem, Staffs.

set

AR

spare valves, £55. -Box No.

88D WANTED:

;

Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v -230/250v. Meets every requirement for radio assembly, maintenance, telecommunications, etc.
High Temperature. Quick Heating, Low Comsumption, Light Weight
3/l6in. Dia. Bit Standard Model
1/4iin.
Dia. Bit
Model
Standard
3/16in. Dia. Detachable Bit Type
Sole Manufacturers :
ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.
Soles Offices and Works :
Cranmer Court, Clapham High Street,
London, S.W.4.
(MACaulay 4272)

*

SHORT-WAVE LISTENERS,
AMATEURS, ENTHUSIASTS !

If you doubt the ability of this miniature O-V -O, read what
users claim.
Send today for free literature, Catalogue and
Testimonials, enclose stamp for postage.
THE

INCOMPARABLE

GLOBE - KING

SINGLE VALVE S.W. RECEIVER
WORLD-WIDE RANGE.
FREE

I1-100 metres with absolute NOISEBACKGROUND.

Distributors.

Sole

Home and Overseas Sales

JOHNSONS (RADIO)
FRIAR STREET, WORCESTER

46

..

We wish to buy

.

TEST EQUIPMENT. AVO, ADVANCE, MARCONI, E.M.I.
etc. Signals Generators. Valve Testers,

VALVES. Guaranteed. 832 12/6d. each ; 5U4G
6V6G. 5/6d. each ; VR9I. 4/- each : 7MC
Xtals complete, 5/-; 8 MC 4/ -.-Box No. 1137.

FOR SALE: AR88D in perfect condition

Reg. Design No. 860302

British. U.S. and Foreign Patents

also

1136.

AMERICAN

TEST SETS.

-

TS12,

TS69,

T5174,

TS1751U. T534 AP, TS47 AP, etc.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.
S27, 527CA, APR4, APRS and any

TRANSMITTERS.

Preferably one not modified, in fairly good condition ;
also
required 3 AC/DC 24 volt prop -pitch motors.
Offers to G3HLS, Kenwood, 21 Park Avenue. Farnborough Park. Kent. Telephone: Greemrich 0051
(day). Farnborough 2470 (evening).

Bridges, etc. BC221's.

TS3,

ANY
ANY

3

TN

ARB8.LF, AR88.D.,
16, 17,

19,

19

Units.

ET4336. 13C610

Klystrons 723/AB., Magnetrons 2K33., I824's, etc.
cm. equipment or microwave gear, waveguides, etc.

HIGHEST
PRICES GIVEN
CASH BY RETURN

Please

write, phone, call or send -to Dept. "S":

UNIVERSAL

ELECTRONICS

Bq., London,
27 LISLE ST. I,eieeater
Phone: GERrard 8418
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The Radio Amateur's

HANDBOOK
(Published by American Radio Relay League)
In its pages will be found the latest constructional designs and experimental data invaluable to amateur and engineer
alike. Every field of Amateur Radio is covered ; transmitting, both COY and Phone ; receiving ; propagation ; aerials
construction '; theory ; charts; diagrams circuits ; miscellaneous data ; procedure ; station operation, etc,.
;

The 1952 Edition inchidea
7 Chapters on Theory ; Electrical Laws and Circuits, Radio Valve Principles.
High Frequency Communication, Aerials, Modulation, VHF and UHF.
12 Chapters which include How -to -make -it articles dealing with Receivers, Transmitters, Power
Supplies, Rudiotelephony, VHF, UHF, Aerials and Mobile Equipment, etc
A separate chapter on -test and measuring equipment.
59 pages of valve data, a greattime-saver to both engineer and amateur.
Plus thorough treatment of such subjects as Assembling and Operating a Station, BCI and TVI,
construction practices, etc.

Fully indexed and completely illustrated throughout. 30s. post free

HAM'S INTERPRETER
Published by PENTTI AARNIO, Helsinki, Finland
" Any Radio Amateur with the slightest interest in affairs outside his own immediate family circle must at some time,
have felt a desire to know a few phrases of one or more foreign languages for use over the an.
" A language learnt at school may not be readily applicable to Amateur Radio, and it is for this reason that Mr Pentti
Aarnio, OH2SQ, has produced the Ham's Interpreter.' In this book, sentences and expressions commonly used in
Amateur parlance are given in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German, Swedish and Finnish.
" Pronunciation of the letters of the alphabet, and numerals, is covered fully in all the above languages. The main
body of the book is divided into sections covering all subjects from ' CQ ' to 73 and good DX 0M.' A model QSO
is given in all languages, together with a large selection of technical terms.
" The book has been extremely well written by OH2SQ in conjunction with Amateurs in other countries to which
the languages pertain. In its 37 well-printed pages is condensed more information than one would probably acquire
`

`

from

a

Radio

lifetime at evening classes."

Price 5s. post free
One Year

A Course in Radio

Handbook

11th Edition

26/2

12th Edition

25/11

13th Edition

49/6

Antenna Manual

27/11

Antenna Handbook

11/7

Fundamentals

4/10

The Radio Amateur's Licence
4/10
Manual

How to Become

Amateur

a

Radio
4/10

Learning the Radiotelegraph

2/8

Code

Hints and Kinks

11/5

How to Listen to the World I/I I
Post -War Communication

Receiver

Manual

Surplus Conversion Manual.
21/5
Vol.
In two vols.
I

Vol.

World Radio3Valve
28/5

Handbook

11

21/5

II/10

Radio Electronics
Popular Mechanics
Radio Electronic

Engineering
Service
F.M. and Television
Electronics
Popular Science
Proc. I.R.E.
RCA Review
Tele -Tech
Television

-

56/ -

24/-

32/ -

20/40/48/32/29/29/-

160/

32/-

152/

Television Engineering
CG
Audio Engineering
Radio and Television News 36/36/QST

55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON,
Suppliers of Technical Books and Publications to Schools,
Universities, British and Colonial Government Departments.

33/
32/

S.13-.1
ABBEY 5034

This Month's Bargains

G2AK

TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT.

MORSE PRACTICE SETS, with double -action buzzer, output for phones, excellent key, requires only 4+ v. battery.
As new, 7/6, postage and packing IF.

Decks by Bradmatic,
Oscillator Coils,

Tamsa, Lane and Qualtape. Ex. stock.
Tape and Reels always available.

Heads,

SPLIT STATOR transmitting condensers,

60 pF.

TWIN FEEDER

: 300 ohm Heavy Twin Ribbon Feeder, 5d.
per yard. K24, 150 ohm, 9d. per yard. Co -ax. Cable, +in.
dia., 50 ohm, 8d. per yard ; tin. dia., 1/3 per yard. Post on
above feeder and cable 1/6, any length. K35B (Round), I /6 yd.

per section.

0.068 gap, 2,000 v. R.M.S. Beautiful job. Few only, El 2s. 6d. ea.

Tuning assembly, silver-plated loop inductance,
145 MC/S.
tuned by 8X8PF. Butterfly type condenser, 10s, 6d. ea.

KNOB AND DIAL with

G2AK

POTENTIOMETERS, Carbon, 50 k., 25 k., and 2 meg.,
I/6 each. 500 ohm H.D. torodial, 3/6 each. 50 K.W.W.
Pre -Set Type, 2/- each. 20 K. W.W. Pre -Set, 1/- each.
R.F. CHOKES Pie wound, 2.5 mH., 100 mA., receiver type,

engraved scale, tin. dia.

New and
boxed, black finished, 1/9 ea.; silver finished, 2/- ea.; complete
with index.

:

pin standard. 4 ranges
only. 500/1,000 mfrs. 7.3/3.2 Mc/s., 3.9/1.8 Mc/s., 21.4/33.3
Mc/s. Set of 4 for 6/-. Formers alone are listed at 12/-.

9d. each, or 7/6 per doz.; 250 mA., transmitter type, 1/- each,
10/- per doz.

PLUG-IN VHF COILS, silver-plated wire

mA., weight
packing 1/6.

SHORT WAVE PLUG-IN COILS.

3

turn and

4

turn

sec

AERIAL PULLEYS.

6

PARMEKO H.D. SHROUDED CHOKES.

on Ceramic base,

of 3 (2-3 turn and I-4 turn), 2/-.

METERS

Heavy galv., 6d. ea. or 5/- per doz.

tin.

tions.

: Wired on a small sub with 6H6 type valve, boxed, with circuit and instrucOnly 5/- post free.

JUST IN

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER : To transmitting hams only.
Not more than 2 of any type to any one person. 813 70/-,
82480/-, 832 30/-, 866a 17/6, 807 15/- ea. or 4 for 50/-.

COMPLETE SET (14) TUBES, for AR88 Receivers,

lb.

8H

at 250

Beautiful job. Only 16/6 each, postage and

24in. Flush Mounting M.C. 100 mA., 12/6 each.
M.C.; 5 mA., 7/6 ; and 0.5 A. Thermo, 5/- ; 4.A.

Thermo, 5/-.

COMPLETE NOISE LIMITERS
chassis

:

Flush

11

!

LOG BOOKS,

pages

100

cover, 10/6 ea.

Postage and packing 1/. ea.

EDDYSTONE

740 & 750

with heavy bound

Receivers and components from

stock.

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER.

E5 10s.

I

each 155, IRS, IT4 and 1S4, 35/-

Carriage paid on all orders over £I except where stated. Please include small amount for orders under El.

Kit of 4 midget 1.4 v. valves,
or 9/6 each, separately.

Please

Print Your Name

& Address

ALL CALLERS TO

Dale End, Birmingham

110

MAIL ORDERS TO 102

9.'""e

UNUSED AND

Central 1635

Holloway Head, Birmingham Midland

,#

3254

vv*T4

RECONDITIONED

THIS MAGNIFICENT TRANSMITTER IS COMPLETE IN ONE TOTALLY
ENCLOSED RACK AND INCLUDES AERIAL TUNING PANEL.
TUBE LINE UP : 807 C.O./Buffer. Two 813 P.A. Two 805 P.P. Class B Modulator. Four
866A Rectifiers. CONTROLS : Manual or Remote. POWER OUTPUT : Normal 350 watts.
FREQUENCY COVERAGE : Normal 2to20 mcs continuous. FREQUENCY CONTROL
THE TRANSMITTER HAS A DETACHABLE FRONT PANEL FOR INSERTION OF WILCOX
GAY V.F.O. OR CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER,
20 page manual and

circuit diagram with

each

equipment. Every Instrument is

Air Tested

and Guaranteed perfect.

WILCOX GAY Crystal Multiplier for use with above transmitter.
WILCOX GAY VFO for use with above transmitter. SPEECH AMPLIFIER

British

made with 500 ohm output, suitable for use with EF4336B.
R.C.A. ET4336 SPARES. Very large stocks of essential maintenance spares available.

O :m

ET4336.K. Brand New in original packing cases and in absolute mint
The above transmitters are available for Export only.

qauntity only.

Mr
.

M

_

(Sole concessionaries U.K.

condition.

and Factory

tt

%` är
<,*.iìl_,',,...,

Limited

up Ltd.

Cy-

for Hallicrafter Conmunication Equipment)

I

Phone Fulham 1138/9. 46 GREYHOUND ROAD,

LONDON, W.6. Cables Hallicraft London.
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